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Translator's Note

In the course of this study, the tide of Proust's work will
be gi..-en as /11 Surtb oflAst Time, and Deleuze's frequent
reference to "the Search" comprehends both Prousfs work
and the subject of it. Gtations refer to the volumes and
pages of the three-volume edition ofA III R.«lwreht du tmtps
pmJu, published in the Bibliotheque de la Pleiade. from

which -all translations are by Richard Howud.



Preface to the Complete Text

The first part of this book concerns the emission and the

interpretation of signs as presented in In &arrb Df Lon
Tmu. The other part, added to the 1972 edition as a sin

gle chapter, deals with a different problem: the production
and the multiplication ofsigns themselves, from the point

ofview of the composition of the Search. This second part
is now divided into dupten, in a desire for greater clarity.
If is completed by a ten first published in 1973 and sub

sequendy revised.
G.D.

,



Preface to the 1972 Edition

This book considers Proust's entire work 2S commanded

by an experience of signs that mobilius the involuntuy

2nd the unconscious: whence the Search as interprea·
Don. But interpret2tion is the converse of a production

of signs themselves. The work of an not only interprets

and not only emits signs to be interpreted; it prodU4U

them, by determinable procedures. Proust himself con

cehoes his work as an appaI'2ltuS or a machine capable of

functioning effectively, producing rigns Df difftrtnt onkn,
which will have an effect on the reader. It is this view·

point lluve attempted to analyze in chapter 8, added to

the original edition.
G.D.
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part I. The Signs



CHAPTER I

The Types ofSigns

What constitutes the unity of In Stllrcb ofLtm Tmu? We
kno....., at least, what does DOL It is not recoUectiOD, mem
ory, even involuntary memory. What is essential to the
Search is not in the madeleine or the cobblestones. On
the one hand, the Search is not simply an effon of reali,

an exploration of memory; search, rrchnTln, is to be taken
in the strOng sense of the term, as we say "the search for
tt\lth." On the other hand, Lost Tune is not simply "time
past"j it is also time wasted, lost track of. Consequendy,
memory intervenes as a means of search, of investigation,
but not the most profound means; and time past inter
venes as a structure of time, but not the mOSt profound
structure. In Proust, the steeples of Martinville and Vm
teuil's little phrase, which awe no memory, no resurrec

tion of the past to intervene, will always prevail over the
madeleine and the cobblestones of Venice, which depend
on memory and thereby still refer to a "material eJ[plana
Oon" (Ill, J75).

What is involved is not an exposition of involunt2ry
memory, but the narrative ofan apprenticeship: more pre
cisely, the apprenticeship of a man of letters. (fi, 907).
The Mcscglise Way and the Guermantes Way are not so
much the sources of memory as the raw materials, the lines

~f an apprenticeship. They are the two ways of a "fomla
tIOn." Proust constandy insists on this: at one moment or
another, the hero does not yet know this or that; he will

J



4· The Types ofSigns

learn it later on. He is under a certain illusion, which he
will ultimately discard. Whence the movement of disap

poinunents and revelations, which impartS its rhythm to

the Search as a whole. One might invoke Proust's Platon~

ism: to learn is still to remember. But however imponam
its role, memory intervenes only as the means of an ap

prenticesb.ip that transcends recollection both by its goals

and by its principles. The Search is oriented to the future,
not to the past.

Learning is essentially concerned with rips. Signs are
the object ofa temporal apprenticesb.ip, not ofan abstraa:
knowledge. To learn is first of all to consider a substance.

an object, a being as if it emitted signs to be deciphered,
interpreted. There is no apprentice who is not ..the Egyp

tologist" of somethin8' One becomes a carpenter only by
becoming sensitive to the signs of wood, a physician by
becoming sensitive to the signs of disease. Vocation is aI·
ways predestination with regard to signs. Everything that
teaches us something emits signs; every act of learning is
an interpretation of signs or b.ieroglyphs. Proust's work
is based not on the exposition of memory, but on the ap

prenticeship to signs.
From them it derives its unity and also its astonish

ing pluralism. The word sign, ripe, is one of the most
frequent in the work, notably in the final systematization
that constitutes Time Regained (u Temps RetTOuvl). The
Search is presented as the exploration of different worlds
of signs that are organized in circles and intersect at cer
rain points, for the signs are specific and constitute the
substance of one world or another. We see this at once in
the secondary characters: Norpois and the diplomatic code,

The Types of Signs • 5

Saint-Loup and the signs of strategy, Cottard and med
iOiI symptoms. A man can be skillful at deciphering the
signs of one realm but remain a fool in every other case:
thus Conard, a great clinician. Further, in a shared realm,
the worlds are partitioned off: the Verdurin signs have no

CUJ'1'ttIcy among the Guermantes; conversely Swann's style
or Charlus's hieroglyphs do not pass among the Verdurins.
The worlds are unified by their formation ofsign systems
emitted by persons, objectS, substances; we discover no
truth, we learn nothing except by deciphering and inter
preting. But the plurality ofworlds is such dut these signs
are not of the same lcind, do not have the same way of
appearing, do not allow themselves to be deciphered in
the same manner, do not h2ve an identical relation with

their meaning. The hypothesis that the signs form both
the unity and the plurality of the Search must be verified
by considering the worlds in which the hero participates
direccly.

The first world of the Search is the world of, precisely,
worldliness. There is no milieu that emits and concen
trates so many signs, in such reduced space, at so great a
rate. It is true that these signs themselves are not homo
geneous. At one and the same moment they are differen
tiated, not only according to classes but according to even

more fundamcntaJ "families of mind." From one moment
t~ the next, they evolve, crystallize, or give way to other
signs. Thus the apprentice's task is to understand why

SOmeone is "received" in a certain world, why someone
leases to be SO, what signs do the worlds obey, which signs
are legislators, and which high priests. In Proust's work,
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Charlus is the most prodigious emitter of signs, by his
worldly power, his pride, his sense of theater, his face, and

his voice. But Charlus, driven by love, is nothing at the
Verdurins', and even in his own world be will end by be
ing nothing when its implicit laws have changed. What

then is the unity of the worldly signs? A greeting from
the Due de Guennantes is to be interpreted, and the risb
of error are as great in such an interpretation as in a cfi..
agnosis. The same is true of:l gesture ofMme Verdurin.

The worldly sign appears as the replacement of an ac

tion or a thought- It Stands for action and for thought-It

is therefore a sign that does not refer to something e.lIc,
to :I transcendent signification or to an ideal content, bat
has usurped the supposed value of its meaning. This it
why worldliness, judged from the viewpoint ofactions, ap

pears to be disappointing and cruel, and from the view..

point of thought, it appears stupid. One does not think and
one does not act, but one makes signs. Nothing funny iI
said at the Verdurins', and Mme Verdurin does not lauP;

but Cottard makes a sign that he is nying somethiDf
funny, Mme Verdurin makes a sign that she is laugh.iol,

and her sign is so perfectly emitted that M. Verdurin. not

to be outdone, seeks in his turn for an appropriate rni:m-'
icry. Mme de Guennantes has a beart that is often hard.

a mind that is often weak, but she always bas charnUnl

signs. She does not act for her friends, she does not think
with them, she makes signs to them. The worldly sign doeI
not refer to something, it "stands for" it, claims to be
equivalent to its meaning. It anticipates action as it dod
thought, annuls thought as it does action, and declares it

self adeqwte: whence its stereotyped aspect and its vaed'"
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if}'. We must not thereby conclude that such signs are neg

ligible. The apprenticeship would be imperfect and even

impossible if it did not pass through them. These signs

are empty, but this emptiness confers upon them a ritual

perfection, a kind of fonnalism we do not encounter else

where. The worldly signs are the only ones capable of

causing a kind of nervous exaltation, expressing the effect

upon us of the persons who are capable of producing them

(ll, H7-52).

The second circle is that of love. The Charlus-jupien en

counter makes the reader a party to the most prodigious

es:change ofsigns. To fall in love is to individwlize some
one by the signs he bears or emits. It is to become sensi

tive to these signs, ro undergo an apprenticeship to them

(thus the slow individualization of Albertine in the group

of young girls). It may be that friendship is nourished on

observation and conversation, but love is born from and

nOurished on silent interpretation. The beloved appe2.rS

as a sign, a ·sou'''; the beloved expresses a possible world

unknown to us, implying, enveloping, imprisoning a world
that must be deciphered, that is, interpreted. What is in

\'Dlved, here, is a plurality of worlds; the pluralism of love

does not concern only the multiplicity of loved beings,
bUt the multiplicity ofsouls or worlds in each of them. To
10 .

ve IS to try to exp/iClltt, to dtvtlop these unknown worlds

~hat remain enveloped within the beloved. This is why it
IS so easy for us to fall in love with women who are not of

our "world" nor even our type. It is also why the loved

WOtTlen are often linked to landscapes that we know suf

6ciently to long for their reflection in a woman's eyes but
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are then reBected from a viewpoint so mysterious that they
become virtually inaccessible, unknown landscapes: Alber-.
tine envelops, incorporates, amalgamates "the beach and
the breaking waves." How can we gain access to a land-
scape that is no longer the one we see, but on the COD

trary the one in which we are seen? "If she had seen me.
what could Jhave meant to her? From what universe di4
she select me?" (I, 794).

There is, then, a contradiction oflove. We cannot in
terpret the signs ofa loved person without proceeding in1D
worlds that have not waited for us in order to take £0.....
that formed themselves with other persons., and in whidt
we are at first only an object among the rest. The
wants his beloved to devote to him her preferences,
gestures, her caresses. But the beloved's gestures., at tblI
very moment they are addressed to us, still express
unknown world that excludes us. The beloved gives
signs of preference; but because these signs are the
as those th:n express worlds to which we do not bel
each preference by which we profit draws the image
the fJ6SSiblt world in which others might be or are pre
ferred. "All at once his jealousy, as if it were the shadoW
of his love, was completed by the double of this new smile
that she had given him that very evening and that, c0n

versely now, mocked Swann and was filled with love for
someone else.... So he came to regret each pleasure he
enjoyed with her, each caress they devised whose delight

he had been so indiscreet as to reveal to her, each grace
he discerned in her, for he knew that a moment later t:he1
would constirute new instruments of his [Qnnent'" (I, 216)

The contradiction of love consists of this: the means ..
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count on to preserve us from jealousy are the very means

that develop that jealousy, giving it a kind of autonomy,
of independence with regard to our love.

The first law of love is subjective: subjectively, jeal

ousy is deeper than love, it contains love's truth. Tltis is
because jealousy goes funber in the apprehension and in
terpreotion ofsigns. It is the destination of love, its final
ity. Indeed, it is inevitable that the signs ofa loved person,
once we "explicate" them. should be revealed as decep
tive: addressed to us, applied to us, they nonetheless ex
press worlds that exclude us and that the beloved will not
and cannOt make us Ienow. Not by virtue of any particu

lar ill will on the beloved's part, but of a deeper contra
diction, which inheres in the nature of love and in the
general situation of the beloved. Love's signs are not like

the signs of worldliness; they are not empty signs, stand
ing for thought and action. They are deceptive signs that
can be addressed to us only by concealing what they ex
press: the origin of unknown worlds, of unknown actions
a~d thoughts that give them a meaning. They do not ex
CIte a superficial, nervous exalotion, but the suffering ofa

~eeper exploration. The beloved's lies are the hieroglyph
ICS of love. The interpreter of love's signs is necessarily
the interpreter of lies. His fate is expressed in the motto
1'0 love without being loved.

What does the lie conceal in love's signs? Ail the de-
ceptive . . d bSigns emltte y a loved woman converge upon
the same secret world: the world of Gomorrah which it-
stlfnol d d" •anger epen s on this or that woman (though one
woman ca . . be th
~ n lDcamate It tter an another) but is the
erninine ·b"" III>OSSI lUty par exee ence, a .kind of a priori that
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jealousy discovers. This is because the world expressed by
the loved woman is always a world that excludes us, evea
when she gives us a mark of preference. But, of all the
worlds, which one is the mOst excluding, the most exclu..

sive? "It was a terrible terra incognit:2 on which I had j
landed, a new phase ofunsuspected sufferings that was
ginning. And yet this deluge of re2lity that submerges ..

if it is real in relation to our timid presuppositions, WI&

nonetheless anticipated by them.... The rival was not liJa
me, the rival's weapons were different; I could not ;oia
battle on the same terrain, give Albertine the same pleat

ures, nor even conceive just what they might be- (TI, III~

20). We interpret all the signs of the loved woman,

at the end of this painful decipherment, we come

against the sign of Gomorrah as though against the deep

est expression of an original feminine reality.

The second law of Proustian love is linked with

first objectively, heterosexual loves are less profound
homosexual ones; they find their truth in homosem .

For if it is true that the loved womm's secret is the

of Gomorrah, the lover's secret is that ofSodom. In aJdI.,;

ogous circumstances, the hero of the Search surprises MIll
Vinteuil and surprises Charlus (D, 608). But MIle VID'"
teuil exp(jeates aU loved women, as Chari us imp(jcates ad
lovers. At the infinity of our loves, there is the original

Hermaphrodite. But the Hermaphrodite is not a beinf

capable of reproducing itself. Far from uniting the sexes,
it separates them, it is the source from which there c0n

tinually proceed the twO divergent homosexual series, thtI
of Sodom and that of Gomomm. It is the Hermap}u-odi1lt

that possesses the key to Samson's prophecy: "The r.o

The Types ofSigns - t I

sexes shall die, each in a place apart" (Il, 616). To the point

where heterosexual loves are merely the appearance that

covers the destination of each sex, concealing the accursed

depm where everything is elaborated. And if the two ho·

mosexual series are the most profound, it is still in terms

of signs. The characters of Sodom, the characters of Go
mornh compensate by the intensity of the sign for the

secret to which they are bound. Of a woman looking at

Albertine, ProUSt writes: "One would have said that she

was making signs to her as though with a beacon- <D,
851). The entire world of love e.nends from the signs re
"wing deception to the concealed signs of Sodom and of
Gomorn.h.

The third world is that ofsensuous impressions or quali

ties. It may happen that a sensuous quality gives us a

strange joy at the same time that it transmits a kind of

imperative. Thus experienced, the quality no longer ap

pears as a property of the object that now possesses it,

but as the sign ofan IlltogtthtrdiJfrrmt object that we must

try to decipher, at the cost of an effort that always risb
failure. It is as if the quality enveloped, imprisoned the

soul ofan object other than the one it now designates. We

"develop" this quality, this sensuous impression, Wee a tiny

Japanese paper that opens under water and releases the

captive form (r, 47). Examples of this kind are the most
ramo . hus III t C Seardl and accelerate at its end (the final
rev:lation of "time regained" is announced by a multipli

catlon ofsigns). But whatever the examples-madeleine,

:e~ples, trees, cobblestones, napkin, noise of a spoon or
PIpe-we ....'itness the same procedure. First a prodigious
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joy, so that these signs are already distinguished from

preceding ones by their immediate effect. Further, a .

of obligation is felt, the necessity of a mental effon

seek the sign's meaning (yet we may evade this im

tive, out of laziness, or else our investigations m.ay

out of impotence or bad luck., as in the C3se of the trees).:
Then, the sign's meaning appears, yielding to us the

cealed objeet-Combray for the madeleine, young

for the steeples, Venice for the cobblestones....

It is doubtful that the effon of interpretation

there. For it remains to be explained why, by the solid

tion of the madeleine, Combray is not content to rise

again as it was once present (simple association of ideas

but rises up absolutely, in a fonn that was never

enced, in its "essence" or its eternity. Or, what amoUD

to the same thing, it remains to be explained why we

perience so intense and so particular a joy. In an im

tant text, Proust cites the madeleine as a C3se of fail

"I had then postpOned seeking the profound causes"

867). Yet, the madeleine looked like a real success, from
certain viewpoint: the interpreter had found its meaniDf"

nOt without difficulty, in the unconscious memory

Combray. The three trees, on the contrary, are a rctl
failure beC3use their meaning is not elucidated. We mUll

then assume that in choosing the madeleine as ane~

pie of inadequacy, Proust is aiming at a new stage of in'"'
terpretation, an ultimate stage.

This is because the sensuous qualities or impressi()Pll,

even properly interpreted, are not yet in themselves adr
quate signs. But they are no longer empty signs, giviPI
us a factitious exaltation like the worldly signs. They arc
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nO longer deceptive signs that make us suffer, lilre the

signs of love whose real meaning prepares an ever greater

pain. These are true signs that immediately give us an

extraordinary joy, signs that are fulfilled, affinnative, and

joyous. But they 1m material signs. Not simply by their sen

suoUS origin. But their meaning, as it is developed, signi

ties Combray, young girls, Venice, or Balbec. It is not only

their origin, it is their explanation, their development that

remains material (Ill, 375). We feel that this Balbec, that

this Venice ... do not rise up as the product of an associa

tion of ideas, but in person and in their essence. Yet we

are not ready to understand what this ideal essence is, nor

why we feel so much joy. "The taste of the little madeleine

had reminded me of Combray. But why had the images

ofCombray and of Venice, at the one moment and at the

other, given such a certainty of joy, adequate, with no fur
ther proofs, to make death itself a matter of indifference

to me?" (III, 867).

At the end of the Search, the interpreter understands what

had escaped him in the case of the madeleine or even of

the steeples: that the material meaning is nothing with

OUt an ideal essence that it inC3mates. The mistake is to

~ppose that the hieroglyphs represent "only material ob

Jects" (ill, 878). But what now pennits the interpreter to

go funher is that meanwhile the problem of art has been
raised and has received a solution. Now the world of art is

the ultimate world of signs, and these signs, as though

dmtatmalized, find their meaning in an ideal essence.

liencefonh, the world revealed by art reacts on all the

others and notably on the sensuous signs; it integrates
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them, colors them with an aesthetic me:tning, and i
hues what was still opaque about them. Then we under-

stand that the sensuous signs a/relldy referred to an id

essence that was incama.ted in their material meaning.

without art we should not have understood this, nor

scended the law of interpretation that corresponded

the analysis of the madeleine. This is why all the si

converge upon art; all apprenticeships, by the most di

paths, are already unoonsOous apprenticeships to art .

self. At the deepest level, the essential is in the signs of

We have not yet defined them. \Ve as1: only

reader's concurrence th:ilt Proust's problem is the p

lem of signs in genenl and that the signs constitute

fermt worlds, worldly signs, empty signs, deceptive si

of love, sensuous material signs, and l:astly the essen •

signs of art (which tr:msfonn all the others).

CHAPTER 1

Signs and Truth

The Search for lost time is in fact a search for truth. If

called a search for lost time, it is only to the degree that

trUth has an essenti:al relation to time. In love as much as

in nature or art, it is not pleasure but truth that matters

(1,441). Or rather we ha,'e only the pleasures and joys that

correspond to the discovery of what is true. The jea.lous

man experiences a tiny thrill of joy when he can decipher

one of the beloved's lies,like an interpreter who succeeds

in translating :a complicated text, even if the translation

offers him personally a disagreeable and painful piece of

infonnation (1, 181). Again we must understand how

Proust defines his own search for truth, how he contTaSts

it with other kinds of 5e:arch -scientific or philosophic.

Who is in search of truth? And what does the man
who says "I want the truth" mean? Proust does not be·

lieve that man, nor even a supposedly pure mind, has by

nature a desire for truth, a will-ta-truth. We search for

truth only when we are detennined to do so in [enns of a

COncrete situation, when we undergo a kind of violence

that impels us [0 such a search. \¥ho searches for truth?

:~he jealolls man, under the pressure of the beloved's lies.

I here b always the violence of a sign that forces us imo

~hc search, th~t robs us of peace. The truth is nO[ to be
OU1ld by affinity, nor by goodwill, but is her,.ay~d by in~
voluntary signs ([I, 66).

15
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The mistake of philosophy is to presuppose wi
us a benevolence of thought, a natural love of truth. Th
philosophy arrives at only abstract truths that com
mise no one and do not disturb. "The ideas fonned

pure intelligence have only a logical truth, a possible
their election is arbitrary" (Ill, 880). They remain gn
itous because they are born of the intelligence that
cords them only a possibility and not of a violence or
an encounter that would guarantee their authenticity.

ideas of the intelligence are valid only because of
explicit, hence conventional, signification. There are
themes on which Proust insists as much as on this
truth is never the product of a prior disposition but
result of a violence in thought. The explicit and con

tional significations are never profound; the only
found meaning is the one that is enveloped, implicated

an external sign.
lo opposition to the philosophical idea of "me

Proust sets the double idea of"constraint" and of"

Truth depends on an encounter with something that
us to think and to seek the truth. The accident of
counters and the pressure of constraints are Proust's
fundamental themes. Precisely, it is the sign that co
tutes the object of an encounter and works this viol
upon us. It is the accident of the encounter that gua
tees the necessity of what is thought. FortUitous and'

evitable, Proust says: "And I felt that this must be
sign of their authenticity. I had not sought out the
cobblestones of the courtyard where I had srumbled"
879). \Nh.at is it that the man who says "I want the
wants? He wants the truth only when it is constrained

Signs and Truth - 17

forced. He wants it only under the rule of an encounter,
in relation to such and such a sign. What he wants is to
interpret, to decipher, to translate, to find the meaning

of the sign. "Thus 1'W1lS forctd to restore their meaning to
the slightest signs surrounding me, Guennantes, Alber
tine, Gilberte, Saint-Loup, Balbec, etc." (III, 897).

To seek the truth is to interpret, decipher, explicate.
But this "explication" is identified with the development
of the sign in itself. This is why the Search is always tem
poral, and the truth always a truth of time. The final sys_
tematization reminds us that lime itself (k Tmzps) is plu
ral. The great distinction in this regard is that between
TIme lost and lime regained; there are truths of time
lost no less than truths of time regained. But, more pre
cisely, it is convenient to distinguish four structures of
time, each having its truth. This is because lost time is
not only passing time, which alters beings and annihi
lates what once was, it is also the time one wastes (why

mUSt one waste one's time, be worldly, be in love, rather
than working and creating a work of art?). And time re
gllined is first of all a time recovered at the heart of time
lOSt whichai . f . b .. I' o·ves us an Image 0 eternity; ut It IS a so an
~bsolute, original time, an actual eternity that is affinned
In an. Each kind of sign has aline of privileged time that
COrresponds to it. But there is also the pluralism that
ll1

ultipHes the combinations. Each kind of sign partici-
PateSinsev II· f· hi· f· .era mes 0 bme; eac me a bme mmgles
several kinds of signs.

Ihere ar' th (.is th e Signs at orce us to conceive lost time, that
, e passage of time, the annihilation of what was, the
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alteration of beings. It is a revelation to see again

who were fiunili3J' to us, for their faces, no longer a

bear in a pure state the signs and effects of time, W

has modified this feature, elongated, blurred, or

that one. TIme, in order to become visible, "seeks

3I1d everywhere encounters them, seizes them to cast

magic lantern upon them" (li, 924). A whole gallery

heads appears at the end of the Seareh, in the salons

the Guermantes. But if we had had the necessary ap

ticeship, we would have realized from the start that

worldly signs, by virtue of their vacuity, either be

something precarious or else have frozen already, i

lired in order to conceal their alteration. For worldl'

at each moment, is alteration, ch:mge. "Fashions

being themselves born of the need for change" (I, 43
At the end of the Search, ProUSt shows how the 0
Affair, then the W3J', but above aU TIme personified,

profoundly modified society. Far from taking this as

suggestion of the end of a "world," he understands

the very world he had known and loved was already

teration, change, sign, 3I1d effect ofa lost TIme (eveo
Guennantes have no other permanence than that of

name). Proust does not in the least conceive change

Bergsonian duration, but as a defection, a race to the
With all the more reason, the signs of love antici

in some sense their alteration and their annihilation. 1
the signs of love that implicate lost time in the p

state. The aging of the salon world is nothing com

with the incredible and inspired aging ofCharlus. But

again, Charius's aging is only the redistribution of

many souls, which were already present in a glance~
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a \\lord of the younger Charlus. [f the signs of love and of

plousy C2rry their own alteration, it is for a simple rea

son: love unceasingly prepares its own disappeuance, actS
out its dissolution. The same is true of love as of death,

when we imagine we will still be alive enough to see the

faces of those who will have lost us. In the same way we

imagine that we will still be enough in love to enjoy the

regrets of the person we shall have stopped loving. It is

quite true that we repeat our past loves; but it is also true

that our present love, in all its vivacity, "repeats" the mo

ment of the dissolution or anticipates its own end. Such

is the meaning of what we call a scene of jealousy. This

repetition oriented to the future, this repetition of the

outcome, is what we find in SW'3DD'S love of Odette, in

the hero's love of Gilberte, of Albertine. Of Saint-Loup,

Proust says: "He suffered in advance, without forgetting

a single one, all the pains of a dissolution that at other

moments he thought be could avoid" (lI, 122).

It is more surprising that the sensuous signs, despite
their plenitude, can themselves be signs of alteration and

of diS2ppearance. Yet ProUSt cites one case, the boots and

the memory of the grandmother, in principle no differ

ent from the madeleine or the cobblestones, but which

~akes us feel a painful disappearance and constitutes the

Sign of a lime lost forever instead of giving us the pleni

tude of the Time we regain (U, 755-60). Leaning over to

unbutton his boots, he feels something divine; but tears

~tream from his eyes, involuntary memory brings him the

acerating recolJeetion of his dead grandmother. "It was
onl). at h

t at moment-more than a year after her burial,
On aceOunt of that anachronism that so often keeps the

,
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calendar of facts from coinciding with the calendar of
ings- that I realized she was dead ... that I had lost
forever." Why does the involuntary recollection, .

of an image of eternity, afford the acute sentiment
duth? It does not suffice to invoke the particular
ter of the example from which a beloved being risa
once more, nor the guilt the hero feds toward his
mother. It is in the sensuous sign itself that we must
an ambivalence capable of explaining that it sam
turns to pain, instead of continuing in joy.

The boot, like the madeleine, causes invol

memory to intervene: an old sensation tries to su
pose itself, to unite with the present sensation, and
tends it over several epochs at once. But it suffices
the present sensation set its "materiality" in opp"';lil
to the earUer one for the joy of this superposition to

way to a sentiment ofcollapse, of irreparable loss, in

the old sensation is pushed back intO the depths of
time. Thus, the fact that the hero regards himself as
merely gives the present sensation the power to avoid
embrace of the earUer one. He begins by aperi
the same felicity as in the case of the madeleine, but

piness immediately gives way to the certainty of
and nothingness. There is an ambivalence here,
still remains a possibility of Memory in all the signs
which it intervenes (whence the inferiority of these si
It is because Memory itself implies "the strange con
diction of surviVOlI and of nothingness" (II, 759--60). E
in the madeleine or in the cobblestones, nothin
dawns, this time hidden by the superposition of the

sensations.
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In still another manner, the worldly signs, especially
the ...."Oddly signs but also the signs of love and even the
sensuous signs, are the signs of a "lost" time, of time

wasted. For it is not reasonable to go into the world, to
be in love with mediocre women, nor even to make so

many effortS in front of a hawthorn tree. It would be bet
ter to frequent profound people, and, above all, to work.
The hero of the Search often expresses his disappoint
ment md that of his parents over his incapacity to work,
to undertake the Uterary work he announces (l, 579-81).

But it is m essential result of apprenticeship to re
veal to us at the end that there are certain truths of this
....-asted time. A work underta.1:en by the effort of the will
is nothing; in (jtenrure, it can take us only to those truths
of the intelligence that lack the mark. of necessity and al
ways give the impression that they "might have been" dif
ferent and differendy expressed. Similarly, what a pro~

found and intelligent man says has value in itself, by its

manifest content, by its explicit, objective, and elabonted
signification; but we shall derive little enough from it,
nothing but abstract possibilities, if we have not been able
to reach other ttuths by other paths. These paths are pre

cisely those of the sign. Now a mediocre or stupid per
.son, once we love that person, is richer in signs than the
~OSt profound intelligence. The more limited a woman
IS, the more she compensates by signs, which sometimes
bett:ly her and give away a lie, her incapacity to fonnu
latt: intelligible judgments or to sustain coherent thoughts.
PrOUSt says of intellectuals: "The mediocre woman one
.....as aOlazed to find them loving, enriched their universe
Inuch mOre than any intelligent woman could have done"
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(Ill, 616). There exists an intoxication, afforded by

menDry natures and subsDnces because they are ricb

signs. \JVith the beloved mediocre woman, we retunl

the origin'> of humanity, that is. to the moments when .

prevailed over explicit content and hieroglyphs over

ten: this woman ·communicates" nothing to us, but

ceasingly produces signs that must be deciphered.
This is why, when we think we are W2Sting our .

whether out ofsnobbery or the dissipation of love, we
often pursuing an obscure apprenticeship until the
revelation of a truth of "lost time." We never know

someone learns; but whatever the way, it is always by
intermediary of signs, by wasting time, and nOt by the
similation of some objective content. \Vho knows haw
schoolboy suddenly becomes "good at Latin," which .

(if need be, those of love or even inadmissible ones)

served in his apprenticeship? We never learn from the

tionaries our teachen or our parents lend us. The

implies in itself a heterogeneity of relation. We never

by doing /ike someone, but by doing 'With someone,

hears no resemblance to what we are learning. \Vho

how a man becomes a great WTiter? Apropos of

Proust says: "I was no less struck to think that pe
the most extraordinary masterpieces of our day have

not from the official competitions, from a model aead

education ala de Broglie, but from the frequentation

paddocks and of the great bars and cafes" (III, 607).

But wasting time is insufficient. How do we e

the truths of the time we waste-of"lost time"? Why

Proust call these the "truths of the intelligence"? As a
ter of fact, they are contrasted with the truths that the
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tdligence discoven when it works by goodwiU, applies it

self, and refuses to waste time. We have seen in this re

V rd the limiDtion ofstriccly inteUectual truths: they lack

"oecessit}'." But in art or in liter:ature, when intelligence

supervenes, it is always /1ft", not before: "The impres
sion is for the writer what experimenDtion is for the sci

entist, with this difference, that in the scientist the work

of the inteUigence precedes and in the writer comes af

ter'" (Ill, 880). \Ve must first experience the violent effect

of a sign,:md the mind must be "forced" to seek the sign's

meaning. In Proust, thought in general appears in several

guises: memory, desire, imagination, intelligence, filculty

ofessences. But in the specific case of rime wasted, of"lost

time," it is intelligence and intelligence alone that is Cl

pable of supplying the effort of thought, or of interpret

ing the sign. It is intelligence that finds-provided that

it "comes after." Among all the fonns of thought, only the

intelligence eJ:tnilets truths of this order.

The worldly signs are frivolous, the signs of love and
jealousy, painful. But who would seek the truth if he had

not first learned that a gesture, an intonation, a greeting

mUSt be interpreted? \Vho would seek the truth if he had
not first suffered the agonjes inflicted by the beloved's

lies? The ideas of the intelljgence are often "surrogates"

of disappoinnnent (III, 906). Pain forces the intelligence

to seck, JUSt as certain unaccustomed pleasures set mem

ory in motion. It is the responsibility of the intelBgence

~o. understand, and to make us understand, that the most
nvololls signs of worldliness refer to laws, that the most

"hatnful signs of love refer to repetitions. Then we learn

Ow to make use of other beings: frivolous or cruel, they

,
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h20ve "posed before us"; they 20re no longer 20nything

the incarn20tion of themes that tnnseend them or the

ments of a divinity th20t is powerless 2og:ainst us. The
covery of the worldly l20ws gives 20 meaning to signs

remained insignificmt, taken in OOl2tioo; but 2obowe

the comprehension of our amorous repetitions c

into joy each of those signs thu men in isol20tion gne
so much p2in. "For to the person we have loved most.

are not so faithful u to ourselves, and we forget that
son sooner or later in order to be able, since it is a

acteristic of ourselves. to begin to love again" (Dl.
The persons whom we ha.ve loved h20ve nude us
one by onej but the broken chain they fonn is a .

spectade of intelligence. Then, thanlcs to intelligence.

discover what we could not know at the start: that
were 2olre2dy apprenticed to signs when we supposed

were wuting our time. We realize that our idle Life
indissoci20ble from our work: "My whole life ... 20 voca .

(Ill, 899).

TIme wasted, lost time-but 201so time regained,

covered time. To each kind of sign there doubtless
spends a privileged line of time. The worldly signs .

chiefly a time wasted; the signs of love envelop es

a time lost. The sensuous signs often afford us the

of reg:aining time, restore it to us at the hean of time

The signs ofart, finally, give us a time regained, an

nal absolute time that includes all the others. But if

sign has its privileged temporal dimension, each also
dies the other lines and participates in the other dilll
sions of time. TIme wasted extends into love and even .

the sensuous signs. TIme lost appears even in worl .
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and :also subsists in the signs of sensibility. 'TIme regained
reactS in its turn upon time wasted and time lost. And it

is in the absolute time of the work ofan that aU the other

dimensions are united and find the truth that corresponds

to them. The worlds of signs, the circles of the Search

are therefore deployed according to lines of time, verita

ble Jines ofIIpprmtiasbip; but along these lines, they react
upon and interfere with each other. Thus the signs do not

d~-elop, are not to be aplained according to the lines of

rime without corresponding or symbolizing, without inter·

scc:ting, ",-ithout entering into complex combinations that

constitute the system of truth.
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Apprenticeship

Proust's work is not oriented to the past and the .

eries of memory, but to the future and the progress of
apprenticeship. What is important is that the hero

not blow certain things at the start, gradually learns
and finally receives an ultimate revelation. Nea""oi
then, he suffers disappoinonents: he "believed," he

fered under illusions; the world vacillates in the course

apprenticeship. And still we give a line:u character to

development of the Search. As a matter of fact, a

partial revelation appears in a certain realm of signs,

is sometimes accompanied by regressions in other

it is drowned in a more general disappoinonent or

reappears elsewhere, always fragile, as long as the

tion of an has not systematized the whole. And at

moment, too, it is possible that a particular disappoin
will release laziness agtin and compromise the w

Whence the fundamental idea that time fonns dilfe

series and cont:lins more dimensions than space. WhtI:
gained in one is not gained in the other. The Searcb •
given a rhythm not simply by the contributions or

ments of memory, but by series of discontinuous

pointments and also by the means employed to ov

them within each series.

To be sensitive to signs, to consider the world as an
to be deciphered, is doubtless 3. gift. But this gift risks

26
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l11aining buried in us if we do not mue the necessary en

countcrs, and these encounters would rem3.in ineffective

if ~'e failed to overcome certain stock notions. The first of
these is to 3.ttribute to the object the signs it bears. Every

thing enCOUr2ges us to do so: perception, passion, intelli

gence, even self~esteem (Ill, 896). We think that the "ob

ject" itself has the secret of the signs it emits. We scrutinize

the object, we return to it in order to decipher the sign.

For the sake ofconvenience, let us call objtdivUm this ten~

den<:y thar is natural to us or, 3.t least, habitual.

For each of our impressions h3.s two sides: "Half
sheathed in the objcct, extended in ourselves by another

ba.lfthat we alone can recognize" (fi, 891). Each sign has

two Jukes: it tksigMtes an object, it signifies something

diffumt. The objective side is the side of pleasure, of im

mediate delight, a.nd of practice. Taking this way. we have

already sacrificed the "U'Uth" side. We recognize things,
but we never know them. What the sign signifies we iden

tify with the person or object it desigmtes. We miss our

finest encoumers, we avoid the imper2tives thu emanate

from them: to the explor2tion ofencounters we have pre
felTed the facility of recognitions. And when we experi.

e~ce the pleasure of an impression or the splendor of 3.
SIgn, we know nothing better to say than "zut, zut, zut'"

or, what comes down to the same thing, "br2vo, bl'3vo":

e.pressions that manifest our homage to the object (I,
155-56; 111, 892).

f Struck by the Strange savor, the bero relishes his cup
~ t~a, ukes 3. second and a third mouthful, as if the ob

~ Itself might reveal to him the sign's secret. Struck by
a place~ bname, y 3. person's n2t1le, he dreams first of the
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landscapes and people these names designate. Before
knows her, Mme de Guennantes seems to him gI
because she must possess, he believes, the secret of
name. He imagines her "bathing as in a sunset in the
ange light that emanates from that final syUable

(I, 171). And when be sees her: "I told myself that this
indeed the woman whom the name Duchesse de

mantes tksigmzttd for everyone; the inconceivable life
name signified was actually contained by this body"
205). Before he ventures into it, the world seems

rious to him: he thinks that those who emit signs are

those who understand them and possess their code.

ing his first loves, he gives "the object" the benefit

be feels: what seems to him unique in a person also

to him to belong to this person. So that the firstl~

inflected roward avowal, which is precisely the

form of homage to the object (to restore to the

what one believes belongs to it). "At the time ]

Gilbene, I still believed that love reaUy existed

ourselves.... it seemed to me that if I had, of my ad

cord substituted the simulation of indifference for
swee'mess of avowt.l, I would not only have deprived

self of a series of pleasures I had long dreamed of,
would have fabricated, to my own taSte, a factitious

wonhless love" (I, 401). Finally, art itself seems to

its secret in objects to be described, things to be
nated, characters or places to be observed; and if the

often doubts his artistic capacities, it is because he

he is incapable of observing, of listening, of seeing.

"Objectivism" spares no kind ofsign. This is

it does not result from a single tendency but grouP'
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ther 11 complex of tendencies. To refer a sign to the ob

~ that emits it, to attribute to th~ obj~ the bene6~of
the sign, is first of all the natural direction of percepoon

or of representation. But it is also the direction ofvolun

wy memory, which recalls things and not signs. It is,

further, the direction of pleasure and of practical activity,

which count on the possession of things or on the con
sumption of objects. And in another way, it is the ten

dency of the intelligence. The inttUigtntt ttTIds toward objec
tivity, ill pernption toward the object. The intelligence dreams

of objective content, ofexplicit objective significations that

it is able, of its own accord, to discover or to receive or to

communicate. The intelligence is thus objectivist, as much

as perception. It is at the same moment that perception

assigns itself the taSk of apprehending the sensuous ob

ject, and intelligence the taSk of apprehending objective

significations. For perception supposes dut reality is to

be Jttn, obs"'l~d; but intelligence supposes that truth is to

be spoltm, fiwmul4ud. The hero of the Search does not

know at the start of his apprenticeship -that the truth has

no Deed to be spoken in order to be manifest, and that it

~ be att<lined perhaps more cert:linly without waiting
for words and without even taking them into account, in

a thousand enemal signs, even in certain invisible phe

nomena, analogous in the world of characters to what at

mospheric changes are in the world of physical nature. "I

Diverse, too, are the things, enterprises, and values

~o which inteUigence tends. It impels us to amvmation,
In which we exchange and communicate ideas. It incites

us tofri~ndship, based on the community of ideas and sen
tim~nts. It invites us to phi/osqpby, a voluntary and pre-
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meditated exercise of thought by which we may d

the order and content of objective significations. Let
retain the essential point that friendship and phiJ

are subject to the same criticism. According to

friends are like weU--disposed minds that are explici

agreement as to the signification of things, words,

ideas; but the philosopher too is a thinker who

poses in himself the benevolence of thought, who.

utes to thought the naturaJ loye of truth and to truth
explicit detennination of what is naturaUy worked

thought. This is why Proust sets in opposition to dx
ditional pairing of friendship and philosophy a more

scure pairing fonned by love and an. A mediocre

worth more than a great friendship because love is
in signs and is fed by siJent interpretation. A won 01
is worth more than a philosophical work; for what is
veloped in the sign is more profound than aU the

significations. What does violence to us is richer t:hIa
the fruits of oW" goodwill or of our conscious work,

more important than thought is "what is food for

(11, 549). In all its fonns, inteUigence attains by itself.

makes us attain, only those abstract and conven .

truths that have merely a posrible value. What is the

of these objective truths that result from a combint

of work, intelligence, and goodwill but are communi

to the degree that they occur, and occur to the d

that they may be received? Concerning an intonatioD

Benna's, Proust says: "It was because of its very

that it did not satisfy me. The intonation was in,,,,,"'''

of an intention and meaning so defined that it seemed
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esist in and oficself, as if any intelligent artist might have

acquired it" (I., 567).
At the outset, the hero of the Search participates more

or less in all the objective beliefs. More precisely, the fact

mat he participates less in the illusion within a certain

realm of signs, or that he npidly frees himself from it at

acertain level, does not prevent the illusion from persist

ing on another level, in another realm. Thus it does not

seem that the hero has ever had a great talent for friend

ship; to him friendship has always seemed secondary, and

1 mend more valuable in tenns of the spectacle he af

fords than by a community of the ideas or sentiments he

might inspire. "Superior men" teach him nothing: even

Bergotte or Elstir cannot communicate to him any truth

that could spare him from serving his personal apprentice

ship and from passing through the signs and disappoint
ments to which he is doomed. Very soon, then, he real·

iUs that a superior mind or even a great friend are worth

no more than even a brief love. But it so happens that in
love it is already more difficult for him to rid himself of

the corresponding objectivist illusion. It is his collective

love for the young girls, the slow individualization of Al

bertine, and the accidents of choice that teach him that

the reaSOns for loving never inhere in the person loved

~Ut refer to ghosts, to Third Parties, to Themes that are

Incarnated in himself according to complex laws. He learns

thereby that avowal is not essential to love and that it is
neithc . .he r necessary nor desirable to declare hnnself: we shall

lOSt. all Our freedom lost, if we give the object the ben-
efit lJf the . d··fi· th d· "5·SignS an SlgnI caoons at transcen It. IDce

,
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the time of our games in the Cbamps-Elysees, my

ception of love had changed, if the beings to whOlD.

love was successively attached remained virtually i
cal. On the one hand, the avowal, the declal'2tion of
feelings to the woman I loved, no longer seemed 10

one of the crucial and necessary scenes of love nor

itself an external reality ..." (I, 925).

How difficult it is, in e:ilch realm, to renounce

belief in an external reality_ The sensuous signs lay a

for us and invite us to seek their meaning in the

that bears or emits them, so tlut the possibility of

the abandonment of interpretation, is like the wona
the fruiL And even once we have conquered the 00

illusions in most realms, they still subsist in Art,
we continue to believe that we should be able to

look, describe, address ourselves to the object, to

pose and analyze it in order to extract a troth from it.
The hero of the Search, however, realizes the

of an objectivist literature. He ohen insistS on his .
ttnce to observe or to describe. Proust's hatreds are

mous: of Sainte-Beuve, for whom the discovery of

is inseparable from a causme, a conversational metbocl

which truth is to be extracted from the most arbitrarY

starting with the confidences of those who claim to

known someone well; of the Goncouns, who dero

a character or an object, tum it around, analyze its a

tecture, retrace its outlines and projections in order

discover exotic truths in them (the Goncourts tOO beli
in the prestige of conversation); of realistic and po
art that credits inteUigible values, well-defined sign'

tions, major subjects. Methods must be judged aCCO
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their results: for enmple, the wretched things Sainte

:'euve writeS on Balzac, Stendhal, or Baudelaire. And whllt

(fffI1J the Go1Jl'Ourts rmJnTtJmd tlhMa the Vm/urin tirck, Ilhout
C,ttpr/l Nothing, judging by the pastiche in the Se:m:h;

they repan and analyze what is muntitmllliy spoken, but

miss the most obvious signs-the sign of Cottard's stu

pidity, the grotesque gestures and symbols of Mme Ver

durin. And the characteristic of popular and proletarian

art is that it takes the "-orkers for fools. A literature is dis
appointing if it interprets signs by referring them to ob

jects that can be designated (obsemtion and description),

if it surrounds itself with pseudo-objective guanntees of
evidmce and communication (anmrie, invesDS2tion), and

if it confuses meaning with intelligible, explicit, and for

mulated signi6cation (major subjectSV The hero of the

Search always feels alien to this conception of art and lit

erature. But then. why does he suffer so intense a disap
poinanent each time he realizes its inanity? Because art,

at least, found in this conception a speci6c ful61lment: it

espoused life in order to exalt it, in order to disengage its

value and truth. And when we protest against an art of

observation and description, how do we know if it is not

our incapacity to observe, to describe, that inspires this

protest, and our incapacity to understand life? We think

we are reacting against an illusory fonn of art, but per

haps we are reacting against an in6rmity of our own na

ture, against a lack of the will-to-live-so that our disap

~intment is not simply the kind afforded by an objective
literature, but also the kind afforded by our incapacity to

succeed in this form of literature (ill, 720-23). Despite
h"

IS repugnance, then, the hero of the Search cannot keep
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from dreaming of gifts of observation mat migbt

come, in him, me intermittences of inspiration: "'but
giving myself this consolation of a possible human 0

vation that would replace an impossible inspiration, I
t was merely trying to give myself a consolation ...1t

855). The disappoinonent of literature is thus i

bly double: "Literature could no longer afford me lUIJ'
either by my own f.ault, being insufficiendy gifted, ",.

literature's f.ault, if it was indeed less charged with
th", I Iud believed" (Ill, 862).

Disappoinonent is a fundament:ill moment oi
se:uch or ofapprenticeship: in each realm ofsigns, we
disappointed when the object does not give us the

we were expecting. And disappoinonent itself is pi

variable according to each line. There are few things
are not disappointing the first time they are seen. For
first time is the time of inexperience; we are not yet

pable of distinguishing the sign from the object, and
object interposes and confuses the signs. Disappoin

on first hearing Vinteuil, on first meeting Bergone.

first seeing the Balbec church. And it is not enough

return to things a second time, for volunt:ilry memory

this very retUrn offer disadvantages analogous to

mat k.ept us the first time from freely enjoying the

(the second stay at Balbec is no less disappointing

the first, from other aspects).
I-low is this disappointment, in each realm, to be

died? On each line of apprenticeship, the hero und

an analogous experience, at various moments: ftr tbe
Ilppointmmt oftbe objm, be Iltttmpts to find asubj«tivt
PmsJIt;qn. \oVb.en he sees, then comes to know Mme
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Guermantes, he realiz.es that she does not contain the se

cret of her name's meaning. Her &ce and body are nOt

colored by the hue of the syllables. What is to be done

elcept to compensate for the disappoinonent? To become

personaUy sensitive to less profound signs that are yet

more appropriate to the Duchess's charm, as a result of

the association of ideas that she stimulates in us. '""That

Mrne de Guermanres was like the others had been a dis

appointment for me at first; it was now, in reaction, and

with the help of so many good wines, an astonishmenr"

(ll, 524).
The mechanism of objective disappointment and of

subjective comperu;ation is specially analyzed in the ex
ample of the theater. The hero passionately longs to hear

Benna, but when he does. he tries first of all to recognize
her ulent, to encircle this talent, to isolate it in order to

be able to designate it. It is Benna, "at last 1 am seeing

Derma." He notices a particularly intelligent intonation,

admirably placed. All at once it is Phedre, it is Phedre in
Jlt:rson. Yet nothing can prevent the disappoinonent: for

this intonation has only an intelligible value, it is only the

fruit of intelligence and work (I, 567). Perhaps it was nec

essary to listen to Berma differendy. Those signs we had

!lot been able to relish or to interpret so long as we linked
~em to Benna's person-perhaps their meaning was to

p SOught elsewhere: in associations that were neither in
Lht:dre nor in Bemla. Thus Bergone teaches the hero

t'latac .eream gesture of Benna's evokes that of an archaic

~~ette the actress could never have seen, but whjch

s~Jne himself had certainly never thought of either (I,
).
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Each line of :apprenticeship undergoes these CWo

menD; the disappoinunent afforded by an attempted

jective interpretation, then the attempted remedy of
disappoincment by a subjective interpretation in
we reconstruct associ:ative series. This is the case in
and even in an. We may easily understand the

is because the sign is doubtless more profound than
object emitting it. but it is still amched to that 0 •

is still half sheathed in it. And the sign's meaning is

less more profound than the subject interpreting it.
is attached to this subject, half incarnated in a

subjective associations. We proceed from one to the
we leap from one to the other; we overcome the
pointment of the object by a compensation of the

Thus we shalJ scarcely be surprised to realize
moment of compensation remains in itself inadequae

does not provide a definitive revelation. For ob;
telligible values we substitute a subjective associa .
ideas. The inadequacy of this compensation ap
the more clearly the higher we mount on the la
signs. A gesture of Benna's is beautiful because it
that of a statuette. But also Vinttuil's music is

because it evokes for us a walk in the Bois de
(1, 5H). Everything is permitted in the exercise of

ations. From this viewpoint. we shall find DO ='.~'
of nature between the pleasure of an and that 01
madeleine; everywhere, the procession of past con .
ties. Doubtless even the experience of the madd .

not truly reduced to simple associations of ideas, baf
are not yet in a position to understand why, and. ill
dueing the quality of a work of art to the flavor of
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madeleine, we deprive ourselves forever of the means of
understanding it. Far from leading us to a true apprecia

tion of art, subjective compens:ation ends by making the
work of art itself into a mere link in our associations of

ideas: as in the case of Swann who never admires Giotto
or Botticelli so much as when he discovers their style in
the mce of a kitchen maid or of a beloved woman. Or else

we construct our own private rnusewn, in which the fla
l"Ol" of a maddeine, the quality ofa draft ofair prevail over
any beauty: "I was indifferent to the beauties they showed
me and was thrilled by vague reminiscences.... 1stood in
an ecstasy, sniffing the odor of a draft through the open
door. Apparently you have a predilection for drafts, they
told me" (IT, 944).

Yet what else is there except the object and the subject?
Tht: example ofRenna teUs us. The hero of the Search will
finally underst:md that neither Henna nor Phedre are des
ignable characters, nor are they elements of association.
Phedre is a rok, and Benna unites herself with this role

not in me sense in which the role would still be an object
or ~mething subjective-on the contrary, it is a world,
a.splritual milieu populated by essences. Benna, bearer of
Signs, renders them so immaterial that they grant access
~~~ .essences and are filled by them. So that even m a
mediOCre lB' 'f ro e, erma s gestures sall reveal to us a world
o Possible essences (11, 47-5 I).

fo Beyond designated objects, beyond intelJigible and

~Ia.ted truths, but also beyond subjective chains of
ity J.

t1on and resurrections by resemblance or contigu-
•are the essences that 3re alogical or supralogical. They
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transcend the states of subjectivity no less than the
erties of the object. It is the essence that constitutes
sign insofar as it is irreducible to the object emitting'
is the essence that constitutes the meaning insofar as

irreducible to the subject apprehending it. It is the
thar is the last word of the apprenticeship or the final
elation. Now, more than by Benna, it is by the

art, by painting and music and especially by the p
of literature, that the hero of the Search arrives at
revelation of essences. The worldly signs, the signs of
even the sensuous signs are incapable of giving OS
essence; they bring us closer to it, but we alW1lYS fall
intO the trap of the object, into the snare of subj

It is only on the level of art that the essences are
But ome they are manifested in the work of art, they
upon aU the other realms; we leam that they ain",
camated, that they were already there in aU these .

of signs, in aU the types of apprenticeship.

CHAPTER 4

Essences and the Signs ofArt

What is the superiority of the signs of an over aU the oth·
us? It is that the others are material. Material, first of all,
by their emission: they are half sheathed in the object hear
ing them. Sensuous qualities, loved faces are still matter.
(It is no accident that the Significant sensuous qualities are
above all odors and flavors: the most material of quali~

ties.) Only the signs of 1111 an immaterial. Of course Vl1l~

teuil's little phrase is uttered by the piano and the violin.

Ofcourse it can be decomposed materially: five notes very
close together, two of which recur. But in their case, as in
Plato, 3 + 2 explains nothing. The piano here is merely
the spatial image of an entirely different keyboard; the
notes merely the "sonorous appearance" of an entirely
spiritual entity. "As if the performers not so much played

the little phrase as executed the rites necessary for it to
appear ..." (I, 347). In this regard, the very impression of
the little phrase is sine matma (I, 209).

Berma, too, uses her voice, her arms. But her ges
~res, instead of testifying to "muscular connections,"
:rrn. a transparent body that refracts an essence, an Idea.
~~edlocre actresses must weep in order to signify grief.
be edllndant tears visibly shed because the actress had not
~n able to internalize them, over the marble voice of
fie Cnc or Aricie." But all of Renna's expressions, as in the

rfOtrnance or a great violinist, have become qualities of

39
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timbre. In her voice "subsisted not one scr:ap of inen
ter refncrory to spirit" (II, 48).

The other signs are material not only by their
and by the way they remain half sheathed in the

but also by their development or their "explication.

madeleine refers us to Combray, the cobblesroaa:

Venice, and so on. Doubdess the two impressioas..

present one and the past, have one and the same

but they are no less materially two. So that each

memory intervenes, the explanation of the signs sdI
volves something material (Ill, 375). The steeples 01
tinville, in the order of sensuous signs, already

a less "material" example because they appeal to

and to imagination, not to memory (III, 375). SdII
impression of the steeple is explained by the .

three young girls; in order to be the girls of our .

tion, these latter in their turn are no less materian,

ferent than the steeples.

Proust often speaks of the necessity that weighs

him: that something always reminds him of or makes

imagine something else. But whatever the impo

this process of analogy in art, art does nOt find its

foundest formula here. As long as we discover a

meaning in something else, lOaner still subsists,

tory to spirit. On the contrary, art gives us the true
unity of an immaterial sign and of an entirely s ..

meaning. The essence is precisely this unity of sigD

meaning as it is revealed in the work of art.~

Ideas, that is what each sign of the linle phrase revetIt
349). That is what gives the phrase its real exisrence,

dependent of the instruments and the sounds that
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duce or incarnate it more than they compose it. The su

periority of an over life consists in this: all the signs we

mee[ in life are still material signs, and their meaning,
because it is always in something else, is not altogether

sp;rinnl.

What is an essence as revealed in the work of art? It is a

difference, the absolute and ultimate Difference. Differ

ence is what constitutes being, what makes us conceive

being. This is why art, insofar as it manifests essences., is
alone capable of giving us what we sought in vain from

life: 'The diversity that I had vainly sought from life, from

tt1l\-eI ... tt (Ill, 159). '"'The world ofdifference not existing
on the surface of the Earth, among all the countries our

perception standardizes, does not exist with all the more

reason in what we call th~ wurld. Does i[ e.zist, moreover,

anywhere? Vmteuil's septet had seemed [0 tell me so" (Ill
/77). •

But what is an absolute, ultimate difference? Not an
em·· .pineal difference between two things or twO objects,
alw:l;,", ..wtn· . P . fi ..1~....... nsiC. roust gtves a TS[ appro.nmaDon of

~ce when he says it is something in a subject, some-
~g like the presence of a final quality at the heart of:l;

sUbJect·· .th ' ..an Internal difference, "0 qU8/iwtive difftrmu that
if ere IS In the way the world looks to us, a difference that,

<hIere were no such thing as art, would remain the eter-
na seCret f h" .is Le. . ,0 eac man (Ill, 895). In this regard, Proust
fi lbnlzlan: the essences are veritable monads each de-
ned by th·, .. '

tach vi ~ V1~WPOlOt to. which It expresses the world,
h, CWpomt Itself referring to an ultimate quality a[ the

aflofth ..
e monad. As Lelbmz says, they have neither
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doors nor windows: the viewpoint being the di
itself, viewpoints toward a world supposedly the 5aIQI

as different as the most remote worlds. This is why .

ship never establishes anything but false comm
tions, based on misunderstandings, and frames only
windows. This is why love, more lucid, makes it a
ciple to renounce all communication. Our only .

our only doors are entirely spiritual; there is no in
jectivity except an artistic one. Only art gives us
V2in1y sought from a friend. what we would hne
expected from the beloved. "Only by art can we

from ourselves, can we know what another sees of
uni~ that is not the same as oun and whose
scapes would have remained as unknown to us as
that might be on the moon. Thanks to art, instead of
ing a single world, our own, we see it multiply.

many original artists as there are, so many worlds wiI
have at our disposal, more different from each other
those that circle in the void ..." (Ill, 895-96).

Are we to conclude from this that essence is
tive, and that the difference is between subjectS

than between objects? This would be to overlook
texts in which Proust treats the essences as Platonic
and confers upon them an independent reality. Even
teu.il has "revealed" the phrase more than he has
;t (I, 349-51).

Each subject expresses the world from a certain
point. But the viewpoint is the difference itself, the
solute internal difference. Each subject therefore
an absolutely different world. And doubtless the wo~
expressed does not exist outside the subject exp
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(".hat we call the enemal world is only the disappointing
jection, the standardizing limit of aU these worlds ex

~). But the world expressed is not identified with
me subject; it is distinguished from the subject precisely
as essence is distinguished from existence. even from the
subject's own existence. Essence does not exist outside the
subject expressing it, but it is expressed as the essence not
of the subject but of Being, 01'" of the I'"egion of Being that
is revealed to the subject. This is why each essence is a
,.aU. a country (Ill, 257). It is not reducible to a psycho
logical state, nol'" to a psychological subjectivity, nol'" even
to some fonn of a higher subjectivity. Essence is indeed

the final quality at the heart of a subject; but this quality
is~per than the subject, of a different order: "Unknown

quality of a unique world" (IIl, 376). It is not the subject
thu explains essence, rathel'" it is essence that implicates,

mvelops, \\Taps itself up in the subject. Rather, in coiling
round itself, it is essence that constitutes subjectivity. It
is not the individuals who constitute the world, but the
Worlds enveloped, the essences that constitute the indi
\iduals. "These worlds that we call individuals, and which
VfithOUl an we would never know" (HI, 258). Essence is
IIQt only individual, it individualius.

The viewpoint is not identified with the person who
ass~mes it; the internal quality is not identified with the
SUbject it individualizes. This distinction between essence
~Ild subject is all the more important in that Proust sees

~ as the only possible proof of the soul's immortality.
s the SOul of the person who reveals or merely under

~ds the essence, it is a kind of "divine ('"OIptive" (I, 350).
Ilct.>s, perhaps, have imprisoned themselves, have en-
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ve10ped themselves in these souls they indivi

They exist only in such captivity, but they are not
separated from the "unknown COWltry"' in which
velop themselves inside us. They are our "hostages":
die if we die, but if they are eternal, we are i
some fasmon. They therefore make death less .

only proof, the only hope, is aesthetic. Hence two

tions are fundamentally link.ed: "The question of
ality of Art, the question of the reality of the soul'l
city" (Ill, 374). Be'8"tte~ death in front of¥_..n.
patch of yellow wall becomes symbolic in this
a celestial scale there appeared to mm, weighins
one of its trays, his own life, while the other tny

tained the little patch ofyellow wall so beautifully
He felt that he had Wlwisely given the first for
ond.... He suffered another stroke.... He was dead.
forever? Who can say?" (111,187).

The world enveloped by essence is always a be

the World in general, a beginning of the Wliverse.
solute, radical beginning. "At first the piano alone
plained, like a bird abandoned in its countrySide;
lin heard, replied from a neighboring tree. It was
beginning of the world, as if there had been, as yet,
the twO of them on Earth, or rather in this world

to aU the rest, constructed by the logiC of a cret

such a way that only the twO of them would ever exisC
sonata" (I, 352). What ProUSt says of the sea, or evdl

girl's face, is much more true of essences and of the
of art: the Wlstable opposition, "this perpetual
of the primordial elements of nature" (I, 906). But
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fined, essence is the birth ofTime itself. Not that time is
,!ready deployed: it does not yet have the distinct dimen
sionS according to which it can Wlfold, nor even the sepa

r,lte series in which it is distributed according to different
rhythms. Certain Neoplatonists used a profound word
w designate the original state that precedes any devel
opment, any deployment, any "explication": wmplieJItion,
which envelops the many in the One and affirms the unity

of the multiple. Eternity did not seem to them the absence
ofchange, nor even the extension of a limitless existence,
but the complicated state of time itself (uno iau mutll

titmts tuas cumpltditur). The Word, omnill romp/iams, and
containing all essences, was defined as the supreme com
plication, the complication of contraries, the unstable op
position. From this they derived the notion of an essen
tially expressive universe, organized according to degrees
of immanent complications and following an order of de·
scending explications.

The least we can say is that Charlus is complicated.
But the word must be taken in its full etymological sense.
~arlus's genius is to retain all the souls that compose
him in the "complicated" state: this is how it happens that
Char1us always has the freshness of a world just created
alld unceasingly emits primordial signs that the inter
preter mUSt decipher, that is, explicate.

Nonetheless, if we look. for something in life that
:rrtsponds to the situation of the original essences, we
ce II nOt find it in this or that character, but rather in a

,."'1in profound state. This state is sleep. The sleeper
ods in .

Or.1 a Circle around him the thread of hOUTS, the
\ler of

years and worlds": wonderful freedom that ceases
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only upon awakening, when he is constrained to
according to the order of time redeployed (I, 4-5).
lady, the artist-subject has the revelation of an
time, coiled, complicated within essence i£self, em
simultaneously all its series and dimensions. Here .

true sense of the expression "time regained," which
derstood in the signs of art. It is not to be confused:
another kind of time regained, that of the sensuous
The time of sensuous signs is only a time regained

heart of lost time; hence it mobilizes aU the r
involuntary memory and gives us a simple image of
nity. But, like sleep, art is beyond memory; it a
pure thought as a faculty of essences. What art
for US is time as it is coiled within essence, as it is

in the world enveloped by essence, identical to
Proust's extratemporality is this time in a nascent

and the artist-subject who regains it. This is why,
strictness, there is only the work of art that lets us
time: the work of art is "the only means of regaininJ

lost" (fi, 899). It bears the highest signs, whose
is situated in a primordial complication, a veritable
nity, an absolute original time.

But precisely how is essence incarnated in the
art? Or, what comes down to the same thing, how
an artist-subject manage to "communicate" the
that individualizes him and makes hjm etemal? h if
carnated in substances. But these substances are d
so kneaded and refined that they become entirely
tual; they are ofcourse color for the painter, like Vi
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Uow sound for the musician, words for the writer. But,
}< ,
{(Iort profoundly, they are free substances that are ex-

ressed equally well through words, sounds, and colors.

~or example, in Thomas Hardy, the blocks of stone, the
geometry of these blocks, and the parallelism of their lines
form aspiritualized substance from which the words them
selves derive their arrangement; in Stendhal, altitude is
an 3erial substance, "linked to spiriruallife" (fi, 377). The
real theme ofa work is therefore not the subject the words
designate, but the unconscious themes, the involuntary
uchetypes in which the words, but also the colors and

the sounds, assume their meaning and their life. Art is a
veritable transmutation of substance. By it, substance is

spiritualized and physical surroundings dematerialized in
order to refract essence, that is, the quality ofan original
world. This treannent of substance is indissociable from
-style."

As the quality of a world, essence is never to be con
fused with an object but on the contrary brings together
two quite different objects, concerning which we in fact

~ive that they have this quality in the revealing med
11101. At the same time that essence is incarnated in a sub
$tinct, the ultimate quality constituting it is therefore ex
:essed as the quality cumm(J71 to two different objects,
&aea~ed in this Ituninous substance, plunged into this re-
~ng medium. It is in this that style consists: "One can:ng

OUt in indefinite succession, in a description, the
beJ~cts that figured in the described place; the truth will
r...~n only when the writer takes two different objects,
.-..:ll~ th .

Clr relation, analogous in the world of art to that
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of the causal law in the world of science, and

them in the necessary rings of a great style" on.
Which is to say that style is essentially meta

metaphor is essentially meumorphosis and indi

the two objects exchange their determinations,

even the names that designate them, in the new

that confers the common quality upon them. ThUi
stir's painting, where the sea becomes land, the

where the city is designated only by "marine t

the water by "urban terms" (1, 835-37). This is

style, in order to spiritualize substance and render'

quate to essence, reproduces the unstable opposi .

original complication, the struggle and excha.nse

primordial elements that constitute essence itself.

teuil5 music we hear two motifs struggling, as if in
combat: "combat of energies alone, aetuaUy, for if
beings confronted each other, it was to be rid of their
ical bodies, their appe2tllllce, their name ...- (III,
An essence is al\\"2YS a birth of the world, but style •
continuous and refracted birth, that birth repined .
stances adequate to essences, that birth which h2s
the metamorphosis of objects. Style is not the maD..

is essence itself.
Essence is not only particular, not only in

but is individualil.ing. Essence individualizes and

mines the substances in which it is incarnated, .

objects it encloses within the rings of style, thus Vi
reddening septet and white sonata or the splendid .

within Wagner's work (In, 159). This is because

is in itself difference. But it does not have the
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tJj\-ersify, and to diversify itself, without also having the

po--er to repe:ilt itself, identical to itself. What can one

do ,.-ith essence, which is ultimate difference, except to

repeat it, because it is irreplaceable and because nothing

can be substituted for it? This is why great music can

only be played again, a poem learned by heart and recited.

Difference and repetition are only apparently in opposi

tion. There is no great artist who does not make us say:

"'fhe same and yet different" (In, 259).
This is because difference, as the quality of a world,

is affirmed only through a kind of autorepetition that trav·
erses the various media and reunites different objects; rep"

etition constitutes the degrees of an original difference,
but diversity also constitutes the levels of a repetition no

less fundam~taI. About the work of a great artist, we say:

it's the same thing, on a different level. But we also say:
it's different, but to the same degree. ActuaUy, difference

and ~petition are the two inseparable and correlative

JlOWers ofessence. An artist does not "age" because he re

peats himself, for repetition is the power of difference,

Ilo kss than difference the power of repetition. An artist. ",arts when,"by exhaustion of his brain," he decides it is
:mp1er to find directly in life, as though ready·made, what
.e can express only in his work, what he should have dis
"" . hih(UIS ed and repeated by means of his work (I, 852).

1'( e aging artiSt puts his trust in life, in the "beauty of
lIe ~ b

$ .' Ut he gets no more than substitutes for what con·
:tutes art, repetitions that have become mechanical be

su:: they are external, frozen differences that reven to a

llnce that they can no longer make light and spiri-
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mal. Life does not have the two powers of art; it
them only by corrupting them and reproduces
only on the lowest level, to the weakest degree.

Art therefore has an absolute privilege, which
pressed in several ways. In art, substances are
ized, media dematerialized. The work of art is
a world of signs, but they are immaterial and no
have anything opaque about them, at least to the
eye, the artist's ear. In the second place, the m
these signs is an essence, an essence affirmed in
power. In the third place, sign and meaning,
uansmuted substance, are identified or united in
feet adequation. Identity of a sign as style and of I

ing as essence: such is the character of the work
And doubtless art itself has been the object of2n

ticeship. We have undergone the objectivist rem
the subjectivist compensation as in every other reahD.
fact remains that the revelation of essence (b<:yool
object, beyond the subject himseU) belongs only
realm of an. If it is to occur, it will occur there.

why art is the finality of the world, and the ap
unconscious destination.

We then find ourselves facing two kinds of q
What is the worth of the other signs, those that
tute the realms of life? in and of themselves,

they teach us? Can we say that they already set US
path of art, and how? But above aU, once we
ceived from art the final revelation, how will this
tion reaet on the other realms and become the
a system that leaves nothing outside itself?~
ways an artistic essence. But once discovered, it is .
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n:l.ted not only in spiritualized substances, in the immate
ti:l.1 signs of the work of art, but also in other realms,
which will henceforth he integrated into the work of art.
It passes then into media that are more opaque, into signs
that are more material. It loses there certain of its origi
nal characteristics, assumes others that express the descent
of essence into these increasingly reheIlious substances.
There are laws of the transformation of essence in rela
tion to the detenninations of life.



CHAPTER 5

The Secondary Role of Memory

The worldly signs and the signs of love, in order
interpreted, appeal [Q the intelligence. It is the in
that deciphers: on condition that it "comes after,"
to function under the pressure of that nervous
that worldliness affords or that pain that love'

Doubtless intelligence mobilizes orner facuJties as
see me jealous man employing all the resources of
ory in order to interpret me signs of love-the
lies. But memory, not solicited directly here, can
only a voluntary aid. And precisely because it is
"voluntary," memory always comes tOO late in rel .
the signs to be deciphered. The jealous man's

tries to retain everything because the slightest detail
turn out to be a sign or a symptom of deception,
the intelligence will have the material requisite to ilS
coming interpretations. Hence there is something
lime in the jealous man's memory; it confronts its

limits and, straining tow3rd the future, seeks to
them. But it comes too late, for it cannot diSh

within the moment that phrase that should be re
that gesture that it could not yet know would a
certain meaning (Ill, 61). "Later, confronting the'
so many words or seized by an an.'(ious doubt, I would
to remember; it was no use, my memory had not

forewarned in time, it had decided there was no use
ing a copy" (III, 153). In short, memory intervenes in
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interpretations of the signs of love only in a voluntary
form that dooms it to a pathetic failure. It is not the effort
of memory, as it appears in each love, which succeeds in

deciphering the corresponding signs; it is only the pres
sure of the intelligence, in the series of successive loves,

characterized over and over again by forgetting and by
unconscious repetitions.

At what level, then, does the famous involuntary Memory
inten-ene? It will be noticed that it intervenes only in tenns
of a sign of a very speCial type: the sensuous signs. We
apprehend a sensuous quality as a sign; we feel an imper·
ative mat forces us to seek its meaning. Then it happens
that involuntary Memory, directly solicited by the sign,
yields us this meaning (thus Combray for the madeleine,
Venice for the cobblestones, and so forth).

We notice, secondly, that this involuntary memory
does not possess the secret of all the sensuous signs: some
refer to desire and to figures of the imagination (for in·
Stance the steeples of Martinville). This is why Proust

ClItefully distinguishes two cases of sensuous signs: remi
niscences and discoveries-the "resurrections of mem
o"y," and the "truths written with the help of figures"
all, 879). In the morning, when the hero gets up, he ex

Periences within himself not only the pressure of invol~

lInta/)' memories that arc identified with a Ijght or an
~or, but also the energy of involuntary desires that are
l"tarnat'd . . dC In a woman passmg by-a laun ress or a
~o~d ~'oung lady, "an image, at least ..." (ill, 27). At the
DginnIng, we cannot even say where the sign comes from.

oes the sensuous quality address the imagination or sim-
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ply the memory? We must tty everything, in order to

cover the faculty that will rield us the adequate m
And when we faiJ, we annot know whether the
that remains veiled was a dream figure or a buried
lection of involuntary memory. The three trees, for
ample: were they a landscape of Memory or a 0
718-19).

The sensuous signs that are explained by im"ol
memory h:ave :a double inferiority, Dot only in reb .
the signs of :art, but even in relation to the sensuous
th:at refer to the imagination. On the one hand their

st2nce is more opaque :and refractory, their exp .

remains too material. On the other hand they
parendy surmount the contradiction of being and
ingness (:as we h:ave seen, in the hero's recoUection
gr:andmother). Proust speaks of the fulfillment of
niscences or of involuntary recollections, of the
joys afforded by the signs of Memory and of the
they suddenly aUow us to recapture. It is mJe: the
signs that are explained by memory fonn a "begi
artj" they set us "on the path of an" (lll, 889). Cha'
premiceship would never find its realization in art

did not pass through those signs that give us a fo
of time regained, and prepare us for the fulfillm
aesthetic Ideas. But they do nothing more than
us: a mcre beginning. They arc still signs of Ijfe and

signs of art itself. l

They are superior to the worldly signs, superior
the signs of love, but inferior to those of art. And, .
of their own kind, they are inferior to the sensuoUS
of the imagination, that are closer to art (though sriU
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longing [0 life) (lll, 375). Proust often presents the signs
of memory as decisive; reminiscences seem (0 him con
sUtuD"e of the work of art, not only in the perspecti\'e of
his personal project, but in the great precursors, in Cha
!e2ubriand, l erval, or Baudelaire. But, if reminiscences
art integrated into art as constitutive elements, it is rather
to the degree that they are conducting elements that lead
the mder to the comprehension of the work, the artist
to the conception of his taSk and of the unity of that task:
"That it was precisely and solely this kind of sensation
dtat must Itlld to the won. of art ~-as what I would try

oonclusi\"e1y to prove" (fi, 918). Reminiscences are met2
phors of life; metaphors are reminiscences of an. Both,
in effttt, have something in common: they determine a
!'tlnion between two entirely different objects "in order
to withdraw them from the contingencies of time" (Tn,
889). But art alone succeeds entirely in what life has merely
sketched out. Reminiscences in involuntary memory are

still of life: of art at the level of life, hence bad met2phors.
On the contrary, art in its essence, the art superior to
life, is not based upon involuntary memory. It is not even

~d upon imagination and unconscious figures. The
Slgns of art are explained by pure thought as a faculty of
tssences. Of the sensuous signs in general, whether they
are addressed to the memory or even to the imagination,

Ive mUSt ~ay sometimes that they precede art and that

:hey merely lead us to an, sometimes that they succeed
n and that they merely ~ther its nearest reflections.

io..... to explain the complex mechanism of reminiscences?
t first, s·'gh . . .. h· th

t, It IS an aSSQCl311ve mec amSI1l: on e one
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hand, a resemblance between a present and a pasr
tion; on the other hand, a contiguity of the past sensa •
with a whole that we experienced then and that
under the effect of the present sensation. Thus the
of the madeleine is like that which we tasted at Corn
and it revives Combray, where we tasted it for the
time. The formal importance of an associationist
chology in Proust has often been noted. But it would
a mistake to reproach him for this: associationism is
ournlOded than the critique of associationism. We

therefore ask from what viewpoint the cases of
cence effectively transcend the mechanisms of a
tion and also from what viewpoint they effectively

to such mechanisms.
Reminiscence raises several problems that are

solved by the association of ideas. First, what is the

of the extr.lordinary joy that we already feel in the
ent sensation? A joy so powerful that it suffices to
us indifferent to death. Second, how to explain the
sence of any simple resemblance between the two

tions, present and past? Beyond a resemblance, we
cover between twO sensations the identity of a quaJi
one and the orner. Finally, how to explain that Corn
rises up, not as it was experienced in contiguity with
past sensation, but in a splendor, with a "trUth"
never had an equivalent in reality?

This joy of time rebrained, this identity of the
ous quality, this truth of the reminiscence-we
ence them, and we feel that they overflow all the a
tive mechanisms. But we are unable to say hoW.

acknowledge what is happening, but we do not yet
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seSS the means of understanding it. With the flavor of
the madeleine, Combray has risen up in all its splendor;
but we have by no means discovered the causes of such
an apparition. The impression of the three trees remains
unexplained; on the contr.lry, the impression of the ma
deleine seems explained by Combray. Yet we are scarcely
any further along: why this joy, why mis splendor in the
resurrection of Combray? ("1 had then postponed seek
ing the profound causes" mI, 867},)

Voluntl11J memory proceeds from an actual present
to a present that "has been," to something that was pres
ent and is so no longer. The past of voluntary memory is
therefore doubly relative: relative to the present that it

has been, but also to the present with regard to which it
is now past. That is, this memory does not apprehend the
p2St directly; it recomposes it with different presents. This
is why Proust makes the same criticism ofvoluntary mem
oryas of conscious perception; the latter claims it finds
th~ secret of the impression in the object, the former
c1alIllS it finds the secret of memory in the succession of
pres:nts. Precisely-it is objectS that distinguish the suc
cessIVe presents. Voluntary memory proceeds by snap
shots (illstamflTles): "The word itself made it as boring to
me as an • hOb" " fex I ItJon 0 photographs, and I felt no morc
taSte n

, 0 mOre talent, for describing now what I had once
~en th
10 ' an yesterday what I had observed widl a SCtupu

u.~ and gl. OOllly eye at that very moment" (Ill, 865).
ta", It IS Obvious that something essential escapes volun-

. memory. ,h • b " H IDr..... . . e pasts emg as past. vo untary memory
"'-eeds 'f thhas be as I e past were constituted as such after it

en present. It would therefore have to wait for a
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new present so that the preceding one could pass

become past. But in this way the essence of time

us. For if the present ~'as not past at the same .

present, if the same moment did not coexist with i
present lind past, it would never pass, a new present

never rome to replace this one. The past as it is in
coexists with, and does not succeed, the present.

been. It is true that we do not apprehend som

past at the very moment when we experience it as
ent (except in cases of paramnesia, which may
for the vision, in Proust, of the three trees) (1, 71

But this is because the joint demands of ronsciout

ception and of voluntary memory establish a real
sion where, more profoundly, there is a vinual "'.....

If there is a resemblance between Bergson's

tions and Proust's, it is on this level-not on the I
dUl'2tion, but of memory. That we do not proceed

an aetllal present to the past, that we do not r

the past with various presents, but that we place

selves, directly, in the past itself. That this past doet
represent something that has been, hut simply

thing that is and that coexists with itself as present.
the past does not have to preserve itself in anythinJ

itself, beC3use it is in itself, survives and preserves .

in itself-such are the famous theses ofMlltttrlltlO

ury. This being of the past in itself is what Bergson

the virtual. Similarly Proust, when he speak."i of stateS

duccd by the signs of memory: "Real without being

ent, ideal without being abstract" 01, 873).lt is trUe

starting from this point, the problem is not the

ProuSt as in Bergson: it is enough for Bergson to
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th~1 the past is preserved in itself. Despite his profound
l!CS on dreams or on paramnesia, Bergson does not ask

:;nrially how the past, as it is in itself, could also be

5a\-ed for us. Even the deepest dream implies, according

to Bergson, a corruption of pure memory, a descent from
memory intO an image that distom it. While Proust's

problem is, indeed: how to save for ourselves the past as

il is presen'ed in itself, as it survives in itself? Proust man

ages to set fOM the Bergsonian thesis, not directly, but

tctOrding to an anecdote "of the Norwegian philoso

pher" who has heard it himself from Boutroux (n, 983
85). Let us note Proust's reaction: ""'e all possess our

mmlOries, if nm the filcu1ty of recalling them, the great

Norwegian philosopher says according to M. Bergson....

But what is a memory that one does not recall?" Proust

asks the question: how shall we save the past as it is in it

~f? It is to this question that involuntary Memory offers
lts-answer.

Involuntary memory seems to be based first of all
Ilpon the resemblance between two sensations, between

hl,'O moments. But, more profoundly, the resemblance

refers us to a strict idmrity of a quality common to the
1:'4'0 .sensations or of a sensation common to the two mo-

ltIents, the present and the past. Thus the flavor: it seems

that it COntains a volume ofduration that extends it through

~·o moments at once. But, in its tum, the sensation, the

I entiC;l1 llualitv, implies a relation with something diJJn'-
'", Th ... e O:lVor of the madeleine has, in its volume, im-
PrtSQ d' nc and enveloped Combray. So long as we remain:1thc levcl of conscious perception, the madeleine has

)'an entirely external relation ofcontiguity with Com-
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bray. So long as we remain on the level of va
memory, Combray remains external to the madel .

the separable context of the past sensation. But this
characteristic of involuntary memory: it intemali
context, it makes the past context inseparable
present sensation. At the same time that the r
between the two moments is transcended in the
tion of a more profound identity, the contiguity

longed to the past moment is transcended in the
tion of a more profound difference. Combray
again in the present sensation in which its di
from the past sensation is internalized. The pr
sation is therefore no longer separable from this
with the different object. TlJe essentiol thing in .

meTfJqry is not rtSNlIbJonce, nor tvnl identity, which flr't

conditions, but the inttnloliud difference, which be
1fumem. It is in this sense that reminiscence is the
logue of art, and involuntary memory the analogue

metaphor: it takes "twO different objects," the ma
with its Aavor, Combray with its qualities of col(W
temperature; it envelops the one in the other, and
their relation into something internal.

Flavor, the quality common to the two sensa .

the sensation cOllunon to the two moments, is here
to reC<lll something else: Combray. But upon this in
cion, Combray rises up in a form that is absolutely
Combray does not rise up as it was once present;
bray rises up as past, but this past is no longer relati..
the present that it has been, it is no longer relative to

present in relation to which it is now past. This if
longer the Combray of perception nor of voluntary
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, Combray appears as it could not be experienced: not
~~a1ity, but in its truth; nOt in its external and contin
11\ nt relations, but in its internalized difference, in its
~ce. Cambra)' rises up in a pure past, coexisting with
the twO presents, but out of their reach, OUt of reach of
the present voluntary memory and of the past conscious
perception. "A morsel of time in the pure state" (Ill, 872)

is not a simple resemblance between the present and the
p2St. between a present that is immediate and a past that
has been present, not even an identity in the two mo

ments, but beyond, the very being ofthe po$t in itself, deeper
than any past that has been, than an)' present that was.
-A morsel of time, in the pure state," that is, the localized

essence of time.

-Real without being present, ideal without being abstract."
This ideal reality, this virtuality, is essence, which is real
ized or incarnated in involuntary memory. Here as in art,
envelopment or involution remains the superior state of
essence. And involuntary memory retains its two powers:
the difference in the past moment, the repetition in the
Present one. But essence is realized in involuntary mem
()ry to a lesser degree than in art; it is inC<lrnated in a
Il\ore Opaque matter. First of all, essence no longer ap:irs as the ultimate quality of a singular viewpoint, as
,d artistic essence, which was individual and even indi

'IJ:ualiting. Doubtless it is particular, but it is a principle
: JlOCalization rather than of individuation. It appears as

tkuOCaI eMence: Combrny, Balbec, Venice. It is also par
Of lar because it reveals the differential truth of a place,

a f'nOtnent. But, from another viewpoint, it is already
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general beCluse it grants thjs revelation in a
"common" to twO places, to two moments. In
the quality of essence was expressed as a quality
to twO objects, but the artistic essence thereby lost
ing of its singularity, was not alienated, because

objects and their relation were entirely determined
point of view of essence, without any margin of
gence. This is no longer the case with regard to i
tary memory: essence begins to assume a minimum
ernlity. This is why Proust says that the sensuous
already refer to a "general essence," like the signs
or the worldly signs (III, 918).

A second difference appears from the vie
time. The artistic essence reveals an original time,
sunnounts its series and its dimensions. This is •
"complicated" within essence itself, identical to
Hence, when we speak of "time regained" in the

art, we arc concerned with that primordi:al time
opposition to time deployed and developed-to
cessive, "passing" time, the time generally wasted.
contrary, essence incarnated in involuntary me

longer grants us this original time. It causes us to

time but in an altogether different fashion. \oVhat it

us to regain is lost time itself. It suddenly superve

a time already deployed, a developed time. Wi~
passing time, it regains a center ofenvelopment,
however no longer anything but the image oforiginal .
This is why the revelations of involuntary memot)'
extraordinarily brief and could not be extended .
damage for us: "1.0 the bewilderment of an unce

like the kind one experiences sometimes during an
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. 'on at the moment of fulling asleep" (III, 875). Remi,.. ,
nisccnce yields us the pure past, the past's very being in

itself. No doubt this being transcends all the empiriClI di
mensions of time. But in its very ambiguity, it is the prin

ciple srarting from which these dimensions are deployed
within lost time, as much as the principle in which we
dJI regain that lost time itself, the center around which
we can coil it anew in order to have an image of eternity.

This pure past is the instance that is reduced to no "pass
ing" present, but also the instance that makes every pres
em pass, which presides over such passage: in this sense,
it srilI implies the contradiction of survival and of noth
ingness. The ineffable vision is made of their mixrure.
lrwolumary memory gives tiS eternity, but in such a man~

ner that we do not have the stren~,'th to endure it for more
than a momcnt nor the means to discover its narure. \¥hat
it gives us is therefore nlther the instantaneous image of
eternity. And all the Selves of involuntary memory are
inferior to the Self of art, from the viewpoint of essences
themsclves.

Lastly, the realization of essence in involuntary mem
Ory is nOt to be separated from determinations that re
llla.in eXternal and contingent. That by virtue of the power
of ~nvoluntary memory, somethjng rises up in its essence
Or ill its hd .tho trUt oes not depend on circumstances. But that
thiS ~§Qmething" shouJd be Combray, Ralbcc, or Venice;

dl:t
~t should be a certain essence (rather than some other)

~ Is.chosen , and which then finds the moment of its in
~d anon_this brings into play numerous circumstances
th Contingencies. On the one hand, it is obvious that

e essence of Combray would not be realized in the re-
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covered flavor of the madeleine, if there had

been a real contiguity between the madeleine at
lasted and Combray as it was present. On the 0

the madeleine with its flavor and Combray with itt
ties still have distinct substances that resist envel
resist mutual penetration.

We must therefore insist upon twO points: an
is incarnated in involuntary memory, but it fin
substances much less spiritualized, media less ..
ali zed" than in art. And contrary to what happeos:
the choice of this essence then depends on data
to essence itself and refers in the last instance 1:0

enced states, to mechanisms of associations that
subjective and contingent. (Other contiguities
induced or selected other essences.) In involun
ory, physics emphasizes the resistance of substa

chology emphasizes the irreducibility of sub;
sociations. This is why the signs of memory
ensnare us in an objectivist interpretation, but
above all in the temptation of an altogether sub'
terpretation. This is why, finally, reminiscences
rior metaphors: instead of uniting two different
whose dlOice and relation are entirely dete .

an essence that is incarnated in a ductile or
medium, memory unites two objects that still d
an opaque substance and whose relation depends
an association. Thus essence itself is no longer
its own incarnation, of its own choice, but is ch
cordjng to data that remain external to it: essence
assumes that minimwn of generality of which we
above.
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This is to say that the sensuous signs of memory are

signs of life, not of Art. Involuntary memory occupies a
central place, not the extreme point. Such memory breaks
with the attitude of conscious perception and of volun
dry memory. It makes us sensitive to and gives us the in
lerpretation of certain signs at privileged moments. The
sensuous signs that correspond to involuntary memory
'fe even superior to the worldly signs and to the signs of
1o'o-e. But they are inferior to other no less sensuous signs,
signs of desire, of imagination or dreams (these latter al
ready have more spiritual substances and refer to deeper
associations that no longer depend on experienced conti
guities). With all the more reason, the sensuous signs of
im'oluntary memory are inferior to those of 3rt; they
have lost the perfect identity of sign and essence. They
represent only the effort of life to prepare us for art and
for the final revelation of 3rt.

We must not regard art as a more profound means of
explOring involuntary memory. We must regard involun

tary memory as a stage, which is not even the most im
POrtant stage, in the apprenticeship to art. It is certain that
tIti..s memory sets us on the path of essences. Further, rem-
IlUscence already possesses essence, has been able to cap-
ture it B .

. lit It grants us essence in a slackened, secondary
~te and SO Obscurely that we arc incapable of understand-
Ing th .
I e gift we are given and the joy we experience. To
"'" .Uta IS to remember; but to remember is nothing morc
~ to learn, to have a presentiment. If, impelled by the
th essive stagcs of the apprenticeship, we do not reach
dee final rcvelation of art, we shall remain incapable of un-

I'standing essence and even of understanding that it was
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already there within im'oluntary memory or wi
joy of the sensuous sign (we should forever be
"postpOning" the examination of C2uses). All the
must issue into art, we must reach the revelatioa
then we review the stages, we integrate them .
work of art itself, we recognize essence in its

re2lizations, we give to each degree of realization the
and the meaning it occupies within the work. We
then the role of involuntary memory and the
this role, important but secondary in the in
essences. The paradoxes of involuntary memory

plained by a higher instance, which overflows
inspires reminiscences, and communiC2tes to
a part of its secret.

CHAPTER 6

Series and Group

The incarnation of essences proceeds in the signs of love
and C\"eI1 in the worldly signs. Difference and repetition re
main then the two powers ofessence, which itself remains

irreducible to the object bearing the sign, but also to the
subject: experiencing it. Our loves are not explicated by
lbost: we love nor by our ephemeral States at the moment
we are in love. But how are we to reconcile the idea of a
presence of essence with the deceptive character of the
signs of love and 'with the empty chancter of the signs of
worldliness? It is because essence is led to assume an in
creasingly general fonn and an increasingly greater gen
tt:ality. At its limit, it tends to be identified with a "law"
(it is apropos of love and worldliness that Proust likes to

declare his penchant for generality, his passion for laws).

Essences can therefore be incarnated in the signs of love,
~sely as the general laws of the lie, and in the worldly
SIgns, as the general laws of the void.

An original difference presides over our loves. Perhaps
<!ti-s IS the image of the Mother-or that of the Father
for a woman, for Mile Vinteuil. More profoundly, it is a
remOte image beyond our experience, a Theme that tran~

$tends us, a kind ofarchetype.lmage, idea, or essence rich
~l1ough to be diversified in the beings we love and even
Ill;; .

SIngle loved being, but of such a nature too that it is

:ilt~d in Our successive loves and in each of our loves
en II) isolation. Albertine is the same and different, in

61
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relation to the hero's other loves, but 2150 in re
herself. There are so many AJbertines that we sh
a distinct name to each, and yet there is some .
the same theme here, the s.lme qU2lity under

peets. Reminiscences and discoveries mingle then m
love. Memory and imagination relieve and cOrrect
other; each, t:aJci.ng a Step, impels the other to take
plemenary step (I, 917-18). With all the more
our successive loves: each love contributes its .

which was already included in the preceding love.
the differences are contained in a primordial .

we unceasingly reproduce at different levels and
the intelligible law of aU our loves. "Thus my love
bertine, and even as it differed from itself. W2S

scribed within my love for Gilberte ..." (Ill. 9(4).
In the signs of love, the two powers of essence

longer united. The image or the theme contains
ticular chancrer of our loves. But we repeat this •
only all the more, and all the better, in that it
in fact and remains unconscious. Far from exp

idea's immedi.ate power, repetition testifies to a <lis'""Ill
here, an inadequation of consciousness and idea.
ence is no help to us because we deny that we repel!
still believe in something new, but also because we are
aware of the difference that makes our loves inte •
and refers them to a law that is in a sense their •

source. The unconscious, in love, is the separation 01
two aspects of essence: difference and repetition.

Love's repetition is a seriaJ repetition. The hero's
for Gilberte, for Mme de Guennantes, for Albertine.
a series in which each term adds its minor difference.
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n' mOSt, the WOffi2D we loved so much has added to:s\~~e a particular form, which wilJ make us faithful to
her even in our infidelity. We shall need, with the next
,,'001:ll1, the same morning walks. or we shall need to ake
htr home in the same way each night or to give her a hun
dred tintes tOO much money" (ill, 908). But also, between
t\\'O terms of the series, there appear certain relations of
contr2St that complicate the repetition. "Ab, how much

my love for Albertine, whose fate 1 thought I could fore
see according to the love I had had for Gilberte, had devel
oped in utter contrast to the latter" (Ill, 447). And above

211, when we pass from one loved term to the next, we must
take intO account a difference accumulated within the sub
~ as well as a reason for progression in the series, "an
iodu of variation that becomes more emphatic as we pro
Ct'ed into new regions, other latitudes of life" (I, 894). This
is because the series, through minor differences and con
tnsting relations, ultimately converges upon its law, the
Jo..'tt himself constandy approaching a comprehension of
the Original theme. This comprehension he at last attains
only when he has ceased to love, when he no longer has
the desire or the time for love. It is in this sense that the

Stties oflo\'cs is an apprenticeship: in its initial tenns, love
~ms linked to its object, so that what is most important
IS l\'owali later we learn love's subjectivity as well as the

lleccssity of not avowing it in order to preserve our fu
tI.Ire 10\'es. But as the series approaches its own law, and

as OUr capacity to love approaches its own end, we realil..e
the exiStence of the original theme or idea, which tran

;~ds OUr subjective states no less than the objects in
""filch' .

It IS incarnated.
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There is not only a series ofsuccessive loves;

itself assumes a serial form. The minor differe

contrasting relations that we find from one love to

we already encounter in one and the same love:

Albertine to another, because Albertine has many
and many countenances. Precisely, these countt

souls are not on the same plane; they are or

series. (According to the law of contrast, "the

ofvariety... is of two. RecaUmg an energetic glance,

look, it is inevitably, the next time, by an almost

profile, by a kind of dreamy gentleness-things

lected in the preceding recollection - that we

startled and aJrnost solely attracted" {III, 917-18}.
ther, an index of subjective variation corresponds

love; it measures its beginning, course, and te

In all these senses, love for Albertine fonns by itselfa

in which are distinguished two different periods

ousy. And at the end, the possibility of forgetting

tine develops only insofar as the hero redescends the
that marked the beginning of his love: "1 realized

before forgetting her altogether, before attaining

tial indifference, I would have to tTaversi in the

direction, like a traveler who rerums by the same

to his starting point, all the feelings through which J
passed before reaching my great love" (ill, 558).
three stages mark this forgetting, like an invened

the rerum to an undifferentiated perception, to a

of young girls analogous to the one from which AI

was selected; the revelation of Albertine's taStes,

connects in a sense with the hero's first intuitionS bUt
moment when the truth can no longer interest him;
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the nonon that Albertine is still alive, an idea that affords

SO little joy in contrast with the pain suffered when he

knew she was dead and loved her still.
Not only does each love fonn a particular series, but

at the other pole, the series of our loves transcends our
aperience, links up with other experiences, accedes to a

trIJ1SUbjective reality. Swann's love for Odette already con~

stirures part of the series that continues with the hero's

Jove for Gilberte, for Mme de Guennantes, for Albertine.

Swann plays the part of an initiator, in a fate that he can

not reali7.e on his own account: "After all, when I thought

about it, the substance of my experience came to me from

Swann, not only with regard to what concerned Swann

himself and Gilberte. But it was Swann who since Com
bray had given me the desire to go to Balbec.... Without

Swann I would not even have known the Guennantts ..."

(lII, 915-16). Swann is here merely the occasion, but with~

OUt this occasion the series would have been different. And

incertain respects, Swarm is much more. It is he who, from

the Start, possesses the Jaw of the series or the secret of

the progression and confides it to the hero in a "prophetic
admonition": the beloved as Captive (I, 563).

We may locate the origin of this series in the hero's

love for his mother, but here too we encounter Swann,

'Who by coming to Combray to dine deprives the child of

the lllaternal presence. And the anguish the hero suffers
O'o·er h·S IS mother is already the anguish Odette caused
~wann himself: "to him, that anguish of knowing our
~lo\"ed . k· h· h h'It IS ta ·lJlg pleasure somew .ere Wit. out us, w ere
l{jc ldnnot be _ to him that anguish came through love,

'4·hich it is somehow predestined, by which it will be
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engrossed, monopolized; but when, as in my case,

guish has entered into us before it has yet a

our lives, it hovers there, waiting for love, V2gue

anached ...It (l, 30). We will conclude from this
image of the mother is perhaps not the most

theme, nor the reason for the series of loves: it is
our loves repe2t our feelings for the mother, but
ter alre2dy repeat other loves, which we ha.\'e nOf

experienced. The mother appears r;ather as the

from one experience to another, the W2y in whida

perience begins but alrady links up with other
ences th2t were those of someone else. At itS .

experience of love is that of all humanity, which
versed by the current ofa transcendent heredity.

Thus the personal series of our loves refers

vaster, transpersonaJ series and to more restricted

constituted by each love in particular. The series
implicated within each other, the indices of V2ria •

the laws of progression em--eloped within each other.

we ask how the signs of love are to be interpreted,

an inst3nce by which the series may be explicated.
dices and the laws developed. Now, however great

of memory and of imagination, these faculties in

only on the level of each particular love, and less lO

prct its signs than to surprise them and gather thdll:
in order to support a sensibility that apprehends thc:rn.
transition from one love to another finds its law in

getting, not in memory; in Sensibility, nOt in Una .

Actually, intelligence is the only faculty capable of'

prering the signs and explicating the series of loves.
is why Proust insists on the following point: thetf
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reall1\!l in which the intelligence, supported by sensibil

il}', is richer and more profound than memory and imag

",tion (Ul, 900-902).
Not that the truths of love belong to those abstract

trUths that a thinker might discover by the effort of a

~ or ofa free reflection. Intelligence must be forced,

must undergo a constraint that leaves it no choice. This

C(l(15tT3int is that of sensibility, that of the sign itself on

the in'el ofeach love, because the signs of love are so many
iQITOWS., because they alW2YS imply a lie on the part of

the beloved, as a fundamental ambiguity by which our jeal
ousy profits, on which it feeds. Then the suffering of our

sensibility forces our intelligence to seek the meaning of

~ sign and the essence that is incarnated within it. -A

stnsitive man without imagination might even so write ad

mirable novels. The suffering others cause him, his effortS

10 anticipate that suffering, the conflictS that suffering and

the next cruel person create-all this, interpreted by the

iruelligence, might constitute the substance of a book ...

as fine as if it had been imagined, invented ..... (lIl, 900
9(2).

In what does the intelligence's interpret3tion consist?
It COnsists in discovering essence as the law of the series

or loves. \Vhich is to say, in the realm of love, essence is

not to be separated from a strictly serial generality. Each

~~ering is particular, insofar as it is endured, insofur as

I IS produced by:\ specific being, at the heart ofa specific:e: But because these sufferings reproduce each other

~ ltl1plicatc each other, the intelligence disengages from

"'or~ ~Jnething general, which is also a source of joy. The
of art "is a sign of happiness, because it teaches us
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that in any love the general borders on the parti

to pass from the second to the first by a gymtlastica

fortifies us against despair by helping us neglect ill

in order to intensify its essence" (Ill, 9(4). What

pe2t is each time a particular suffering; but the

itself is always joyous, the phenomenon of repetitioa
a general joy. Or rather, the phenomena are

happy and particular, but the idea eJ:tr2eted from

general and joyous. For love's repetition is not to

arated from a law of progression by which we a

consciousness that tr:msmutes our sufferings into .

realize that our sufferings do not depend on their
They were "tricks" or "deceptions" we practiced

selves, or better still, snares and coquetries of the
gaieties of Essence. There is something tragic aboc

is repe2ted but something comic in the repetitioa

and more profoundly, a joy of repetition un,~""'''

of the comprehension of its law. We extr2et from

ticular despairs a general Idea; this is beausc tbt
was primary, was already there, as the law of the

in its initial temu. The humor of the Idea is to

itself in despair, to appear itself as a kind of despair.

the end is already there in the beginning: "'Jdeas ...

substitutes for sorrows.... Substitutes in the order fI
only, moreover, for it seems that the initial element ill
idea, and the sorrow merely the mode according to

certain ideas first enter into us" (lIJ, 906).

Such is the operation of the intelligence: under.
straint of sensibility, it transmutes our suffering jnlO

at the same time that it, transmutes the particular jnlO

general. Only the intelligence can discover generality
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lind it a source of joy. It uJtimately discovers what was

~nt, but necessarily unconscious from the beginning:

~at the loved beings were not autonomously function

ingCluse5 but the terms of:ill series proceeding within us,

the ub/~llu.x vivllnts of an internal theater, the reflections

of III essence. "Each person who makes us suffer can be

attached by us to a divinity of which that person is but a

fragmentary reflection and the last degree, a divinity of

whom the contemplation insofar as it is an idea irrnnedi~

ately gives us joy instead of the pain we had suffered. The

mle art of living is to make use of the persons who make

us suffe.r as though of a stage pennitting us to accede to

that person's divine form, and thereby to people our lives,
dq by <by, w;th divIDities" (ill, 899).

Essence is inC:ill.mated in the signs of love but neces

urily in a serial, and hence a general, form. Essence is a1
'U)'S difference. But, in love, the difference has passed into

the unconscious: it beeomes in a sense generic or specific

and detennines a repetition whose tenns are no longer

to be distinguished except by infinitesimal differences and

IkIbtle contrasts. In shon, essence has assumed the gen

tt"2lity of a Theme or an Idea, which serves as a law for

the series of our loves. This is why the incarnation of

essence, the choice ofessence that is incarruated in the signs
of kwe., depends on extrinsic conditions :iIInd subjective
<on .
. tlngencies, even more than in the case of the sensuous

SIrs· Swann is the great unconscious initiator, the point
o depart'ure for the series; but how can we help regret:g th.e ~~mes sacrificed, the essences eliminated, like
iIldLe1brllZJan possibilities that do not pass into eDstence

Would have given rise to other series in other circum-
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sttnces and under other conditions? (ID, 916). It is
the Idea that detennines the series ofour subjectWe
but also it is the accidents of our subjective rela .
detennine the choice of the Idea. This is why the
tation of a subjectivist interpretation is even
love than in the case of the sensuous signs: every
linked to associations of ideas and impressions
quite subjective, and the end of love is identified
annihilation of a "portion" of associations. as in I

or when a weakened artery breaks (ill, 592).

Nothing shows the enemality of the choice
than the contingency that governs the identity
beloved. Not only do OUT loves miscarry when we
perfectly weU they might have succeeded had there
only the slightest difference in the circum~
de Srermaria), but our loves that are rea.lized, and die
that they form one after the next (by ina,moti..
essence rather than another), depend on occasioas.
cumstances, on extrinsic factors.

One of the most striking ases is the foU
beloved belongs initially to a group, in which she
yet individualized. Who will be the girl the hero
the homogeneous group? And by what accident is it
Albertine incarnates essence when another girl migbr
done so just as well? Or even another essence, in
in another girl, to whom the hero might have been .
tive, and who would have at least inflected the
his loves? "Even now the sight of one of them gave
pleasure that involved, to a degree I could not h.
pressed, seeing the others come along later on, and

if they did not appear on that day, talldng about thCIII
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. g that they \\uuld be told I had come w the beach"
k1IO\\'ln . .
(I, ~). There is, in the group of young girls, a m~ture,

glomeration of essences, doubdess analogous, m re
I~ to which the hero is almost equally accessible: "Each

::fthem had for me, as on the first day, something of

the essence of the others" (II, 1t 13).

Albertine therefore enters the series of loves but only

beause she is selected from a group, with all the contin
gency that corresponds to this selection. The pleasures
me hero experiences in the group are sensual pleasures.
But these pleasures do not belong to love. In order to be
rome a term in the series of loves, Albertine mUSt be iso
bted &om the group in which she first appears. She must
be chosen; this choice is not made without uncertainty
and contingency. Conversely, the hero's love for Alber
tine comes to an end only by a return to the group: either

to the original group of young girls, as Andree symbol
izes it after Albertine's death ("at that moment it gave me
pleasure to have a kind of carnal relationship with An

dree, because of the collective aspect that initiaUy char
acterized my love for the girls of the lime group, so long
undifferentiated and reawakened now" [Ill, 596]); or to

~ al1<llogous group. encountered in the street when Alber
tlne is dead, which reproduces, but in the contrary direc
tion, a fonnation of love, a choice of the beloved (Ill, 561-
~ln d· . ..
. • :I certain sense, group an senes are 10 opposition;
In another sense, they are inseparable and complementary.

essence, as it is incarnated in the signs of love, is mani
fested successively in two aspects. First in the form of the
general laws of deception. For i[ is necessary to lie-we
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are induced to Lie-only to someone we love. If
obeys certain laws, it is because it implies a "'''''ll
sion in the liar himself, a kind of system of pbYlicll

tions between the truth and the denials or ioYeD .

which the liar tries to conceal it: there are thus

cont3et, of attraction and repulsion, which form a

ble "physics" of deception. As a matter of fiu:t, ..
is there, present in the beloved who Lies; the LL •

a pennanent knowledge of the truth, does not

but quickly forgets an improvised lie. The hiddea
aets within the beloved in such a way that it e.xtnaI

its COntext a real but insignificant detail destined 10

antee the entirety of the lie. But it is precisely thiI
detail that betrays the beloved because its anglel

adapted to the rest, revealing another origin, a

tion in another system. Or else the concealed~

at a dist3nce, attractS the liar who unceasingly a

it. He traces asymptotes, imagining he is making

eret insignifica1U by me:ms ofdiminutive alJusiom._

Charlus says, "I who have pursued beauty in aU its

Or else we invent a host of likely det3ils because ..

pose that likelihood itself is an approximation of the
but then the excess of likelihood, l.ike too many fcer
line of verse, betrays our lie and reveals the p
what is false.

Not only does the concealed thing remain p

the liar, "for the most dangerous of 211 conceahn

that of the deception irself in the mind of the guilty
(II, 715). But because the concealed things unC

accumulate and grow targer like a black snowball, the
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i!l ,I,,-IYS betrayed; in effect, uncomc:ious of this progres

¢n, he maintains the same discrepancy between what he
JfO'tl'S and what he denies. Since what he denies increases,

be increasingly avows as well. In the liar himself, the per

fect lie would suppose a prodigious memory oriented to

...ro the future, capllble of leaving traces in the furore, as

llIuch as the truth would. And above all, the lie would re
quirt being "total... These conditions are not of this \\"Orld;

thus lies and deceptions belong to signs. They are. pre

cisely, the signs of those truths that they claim to con

mI: "'DJegible and divine ,Yestiges" ([. 279). Dlegible, but

DOl: inexplicable or without interpretation.

The beloved woman conce:;i.ls a secret, ew:n if it is

known to everyone else. The lover himself conceals the

beJO\-ed: a powerful jailer. We must be h:ush, cruel, and

dectptn.-e with those we love. Indeed, the lover lies no less

dian the beloved; he sequesters her, and also is careful

DOl: to avow his love to her, in order to remain a bener

guardian, a bener jailer. Now, the essential thing for the

WOman is to conceal the origin of the worlds she impLi

Oltes in herself, the point of depllrture of her gestures, her
hab"Its and tastes that she temporarily devotes to us. The
beloved women are oriented tow:ard a secret of Gomor

~ as tOward an original sin: "Albertine's hideousness"
,610). But the lovers themselves have a corresponding

:cret, an analogous hideousness. Conscious or not, it is

the secret of Sodom. So the truth of love is dualistic, and

to.,e series of loves, only apparently simple, is divided into

ilJ~ others, more profound, represented by Mile Vinteuil

by Charius. The hero of the Search therefore has
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two overwhelming reveluions when, in analogous
stances, he surprises MUe Vinteuil, then Charlus (II.
What do these two homosexual series signjfy?

Proust tries to tell us in the passage of SOfkm" a
11I01.,.he, in which a vegetal metaphor constandy

The truth of love is first of aU the isolation of the
We live under Samson's prophei:)': "The two sera
die, each in a place apart" (II, 616). But matters are
plicated because the separated, partitioned sexes
in the same individual: -initial Hennaphroditism,·

plant or a snail, which cannot be fertilized -except by
hennaphrodites" (Il, 629). Then it happens truat t:bc •
mediary, instead of effecting the communication 01
and female, doubles each sex with itself: symbol ora

fertilization all the more moving in that it is ho

sterile, indirect. And more than an episode, this
essence of love. The original Hemlaphrodire con .

produces the twO divergent homosexual series. lt

the sexes, instead of uniting them - to the poiDt
men and omen meet only in appearance. It is of aD
and aU omen loved, that we must affirm what

obvious only in certain special cases: the lovers

the .....oman who loves women the role of another

and the woman offers them at the same time an

mation of what they find in a man" (II, 622).
Essence, in love, is incarnated first in the laWS 01

ccption, but second in the secrets of homosexuality.

ception would not have the generality that renders it
sential and significant if it did not refer to hom

as the truth that it conceals. AJllies are organized

homosexuality, revolving around it as 2round their
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Homosexuality is the truth of love. This is why the

lt
r
:es of loves is re2IJy double: it is org:mized in two series

:t find their source not only in the images o~ moth~r
and father, but in a more profound phylogenetIc conti

nuity. Initial Hermaphroditism is the continuous law of

the divergent series; from one series to the other, we see

lo\~ constantly engendering signs th2t 2re those of Sodom

111d Gomomlh.

Genef:l.lity signifies two things: either the 12w of a series

(or of several series) whose terms differ, or else the ch:l.r
ttter of a group whose elements resemble each other. And

doubtless the groups intervene in love. The lover extracts

the beloved being from a previous group, 2nd interprets

signs that are initially colJective. Better still, the women

of Gomorrah or the men of SodOIll emit "astral signs,"

according to which they recognize each other, and fonn

accursed associations that reproduce the twO Biblical cities

(U, 852). The fact remains th2t the group is DOt the essen

tia.I thing in love; it only affords occasions. The true gen

tl1.1i.ty of lo\te is serial; our loves are experienced pro

foundly only according to the series in which they are

Organized. The same is not true in the case ofworldliness.

Essences are still incarnated in the worldly signs, but 2t 2

~ level of contingency and genef:l.Jity. They are imme:ately incarnated in societies, their generality is no more

an a group generality: the last degree oftsSe11U.

Doubtless the "world" expresses social, historical, and

PoUtical forces. But the worldly signs are emitted in a void.

"thereby, they traverse astronomic distances, so m2t ob

""".taon of worldliness bears no resemblance to study by
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_.I e,'cr more loosely, the signs assume a comic power.
",,~
'(bey provoke in us a kind of increasingly external nerv-

ous exaltation; they excite the intelligence, in order to be
in[erpreted. For nothing gives more food. for thought than
what goes on in the head of a fool. Those who are like
parrors, in a group, are also "prophetic birds": their chat

let indicat~ the presence of a law (0, 236). And if the
rouPS still afford a rich substtnce for interpret1tion, it is
because they possess concealed affinities, 3 strictly uncon
scious content. The true families, the true milieus, the true
groups are "intellectual." Which is to say, one alW2iYS be
longs to the society that emits the ideas and the values
one believes in. In invoicing the immediate influence of
milieus that are simply physical and real, Tame or Sainte·

Beu"e errs, and this error is not the least. Actually, the
interpreter must reconstruct the groups by discovering the
Iftmtlll families to which they are attached. It happens that
duchesses, or M. de Guennantes himself, speak. like pdit
~toir: this is because the law of the world, and more

~ !he law of language, is "that one alv."3YS expresses
00ese1f liL:e the people of one's ment11 class and not of
ClQe's caste oforigin" (III, 900).
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microscope, but rather to Study by telescope. And Ptata
often says as much; at a cemin level of essences,....
terests him is no longer individuality or detail. but~
great distances, and major generalities. The telescope...

the microscope (fi, 1041). This is already true of'"
and with all the more reason, of "the world. It The •
precisely a generality-bearing milieu, a physical
accommodating for the manifest200n ofa law. An
head offers better mtistical laws than a denser

"!be stupidest beings. by their gestures, their
their in\-olunt2rily expressed sentiments, manifest ....

they do not perceive, but which the artist SUI"''''
them" (fi, 90 I). Doubtless it happens that a si
nius, a master-soul, presides over the course of the
thus Charlus. But just as the astronomers have
lieving in master~souls, the world itself ceases to

in Char-Ius. The laws that preside over the changes
world are mechanical laws, in which Forgetting
(In a series of nmous p2ges. Proust analyr.es the
ofsocial forgetting in tenns of the evolution of the - - _~R

salons from the Dreyfus Affair to the First ,",'arid
Few texts constitute a better commentuy on I...eniD~

mark as to a society's cap2city to replace "theco~
prejudices" by new prejudices even more inf:unoll'·
more stupid.)

Vacuity, stupidity, forgetfulness; such is the trinity of"
worldly group. But worldliness thereby gains a s::;'
mobility in the emission of signs, a perfection in •

ism, a generality in meaning: all things that~ •
necessary milieu for apprenticeship. As essence is jd1!II"
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signs. though they function in a void, are only the more

IJ\3terial for that. The signs of love are inseparable from

the weight of a face, from the tenure of a skin, from the

.-idth and color of a cheeL:-things that are spiritualized

(Wl!y when the beloved sleeps. The sensuous signs are still

JIl2terial qualities, above all odors and tastes. It is only in

lf1 tlut the sign becomes immaterial at the same time that

its meaning becomes spiritual.
2 1M ray in wbidJ somnhing is mtittedand IIpprtlmukd

It. tip, but also the consequent dlmg~ ofan inttrprttation

tNt 1IUIJ 1w obj«tiuirt orsuhj«tit:irt.. Each type ofsign refers

us to th~ object that emits it and also to the subject who

apprl:hends and interprets iL We believe at first that we

must see and hear, or else, in love, that we must avow our

Ioo"e (pay homage to the object); or else that we must ob

5en'e and describe the sensuous phenomenon; that we

mUS[ work, must think in order to grasp significations and

objective values. Disappointed, we fall back into the play

ofsubjective associations. But for each lcind of sign, these

two moments of the apprenticeship have a rhythm and
5pecific relations.

J. The effid of the sign upon us, the kind of emotion it

~Il(rs. Nervous enh:ation is produced by the worldly
S!.gnS; sUffcring and anguish by the signs of love; extraor-
dIO:l;OY' b. JOy Y the sensuous signs (but in which anguish
still apl>cars as the subsisting contradiction of being 'nd
n°th·Ingness); pure joy by the signs of art.

~ 4: "rbt nature ofmeani"g, and the siK" srrJlltio" to irs
tll/lllg Th IdlGf:l; .' e wor y signs are empty; they take the place

~:U.'Jn and thought; they try to stand for their meaning.
SIgns of love are deceptive; their mcaning inheres in

Pluralism in the System of Signs

CHAPTER 7

84

The search for lost time is presented as a system of
But this system is pluralistic. Not only because the
fiation of signs involves many criteria, but bec:a-.
must combine twO distinct viewpoints in the esta .

of these criteria. On the one hand, we must colll:ie

signs from the viewpoint ofan apprenticeship in
What is the power and effectiveness of each type of
in other words, to what degree does it help to

for the final revelation? What does it malc:e us ...da'll!
in and of itself and at the moment, according to a

progression that varies according to types and

other types according to rules that are themselves

On the other hand. we must consider the signs frail;

viewpoint of the final revelation. This revelation ill
tified with An, the highest kind ofsigns. But, in the
of art, all the other signs are included; they find a

according to the effectiveness they had in the ""....
the apprenticeship-find, even, an ultimate expl

of the charncteristics they then afforded, which we

rienced without being able to comprehend them fu1I1.
Taking these viewpoints into account, the systCSD"

valves sl,.'Ven criteria. The first five C;ln be briefly~
the last two have consequences that must be develO~

J. Thr 111ott" in which the sign is embodied. These ....
stances are more or less resistant and opaque, moreA
dematerialjzed, more or less spiritualized. The >II
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the contradiction of what they reveal and tty to

The sensuous signs are truthful, but in them su
opposition of 5U.I"Vivai and nothingness, and their

ing is still material; it resides elsewhere. However,

degree that we achieve art, the relation ofsign and
ing becomes closer. Art is the splendid 6nal unity
immaterial sign 2nd a spiritual meaning.

5. The prinrip;zJ fllCldty tbllt erp/iclltn t1r n'otn:,...
sip, wbidJ JnJeIops its ftwming. This faculty is in

in the case of the worldly signs; intelligence, too,

another fashion, in the case of the signs of love (me

of intdligence is no longer supported by 2n enl
must be calmed, but by the sufferings of sensi •
must be tranSmuted into joy). In the case of the

signs, it is involuntary memory and imaginatioa

latter is generated by desire. In the case of the

art, pure thought as the faculty of essences be<:oa"
interpreter.

6. The ttmj1(n'I1J strUCtUrtS t1r Jinn oftime n'oplilfl
the sign, tmd the untuporuJing type of rrvth. It aJwayI
time to interpret a sign; aU time is the time of an .

tation, that is, ofa deveJopment. In the case of the
signs. we waste our time, for these signs are~
at the end of their development we find they are .

identical. Like the monster, like the spiral, they are

from their metamorphoses. Nonetheless such wasud
has a truth: a kind of maturation of the interpreter

does not find bimself to be identical. In the case rJ
signs of love, we are mainly within time lost: tiPIO
alters persons and things, that makes them pass. :Hd'
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is a truth-or nuths. But the truth of lost time is

~nly approximate and equivocal; we grasp it only when

~as ceased to interest us, only when the interpreter's

~f that was in love has already disappeared. So it is with

Gilberte, so it is with Albertine: in love, the truth always
(OlTIe5 tOO late. Love's time is a lost time because the sign

~-dops only to the degree that the sdf corresponding

ro its meaning disappears. The sensuous signs offi:r us a
new SO'Ucture of time: time rediscovered at the heart of

lost rime itself, an image of eternity. This is because the
sensuous signs (unIil::e the signs of love) have the power

eimer to awaken by desire and imagination or to reawaken
by involuntary memory the Self that corresponds to their
meaning. Lastly, the signs of art define time regained: an
absolute primordial time, a veritable eternity that unites

sign and meaning.
TIme wasted, time lost, time rediscovered, and time

rtgained are the four Lines of time. But we must note that

if each type of sign has its particular line, it participates

in the other lines as well, encroaches on them as it devel

ops.. It u tbtnfarr tnt the /ina ofrmu tbllt the signs mtnuet
~ ""utriply tbtir mmbinations. lime wasted is enended

~ all the other signs except the signs of 2rt. Conversely,

tlrnc lOSt is already present in the worldly signs; it trans

~ and compromises them in their fonnal identity. It

~ also there, subjacent, in the sensuous signs, intl'Oduc

~g a SCn!>c of nothingness even in the joys of sensibility.

lltle rediscovered, in its tum, is not alien to time lost;

:e enCOUnter it at the very heart of time lost. Lastly, the

!be regained by art encompasses and comprehends all
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the others, for it is only within time regained that
line of time finds its truth, its place, and its result
the viewpoint of truth.

From a certain viewpoint, e.ilch line of time is
in itself ('"all these different planes on which TUDe.
that I had just regained possession of it during thiJ
arranged my life ..." [Ill, 1031 J). These temporal

Nres are therefore Iik.e "different and parallel

751). But this parallelism or autooomy of the v:uioaa
does not exclude, from another viewpoint, a kind
archy. From one line to another, the relation of .

me.ilning becomes more intimate, more oecessarJ'
more profound. In every instance, on the higbu .

recover what remained lost 00 the others. It is •

lines of time broke off and fit into each other.

lime itself that is serial; each aspect of time is~

a tenn of the absolute temporal series and refers at'
that possesses an increasingly vast and increasingly

vidualized field of exploration. The primordial time

imbrieates all the different kinds of time; the albsoh"

of art encompasses all the different kinds of Self.

7. Ersmct. From the worldly signs to the

signs, the relation between the sign and its meaning

creasingly intimate. Thus there appears what the

phcrs would call an "ascending dialectic." But it is

the profoundest level, on the level of art, that
revealed: as the reason for this relation and for its
oons. Then, starting from this final revelation, we etI

descend the steps. Not that we would go back in_

into love, into worldliness, but we redescend the

time by assigning to each temporal line, and to
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species of signs. the truth appropriate to them. When we
b3\"C reached the revelation of art, we learn that essence

.'25 already there, in the lowest steps and stages. It is
csscnce that, in each case, detennined the relation be

[9I'teD sign and meaning. This relation was all the closer

..hen essence was incarnated with more necessity and in

dhiduality; all the looser, on the contr21")'. when essence

asswned a greater generality and was incarnated in more

cootingent data. Thus, in art, essence individualizes the

subject in which it is incorporated, and absolutely deter

mines the objects that express it. But in the sensuous

signs. essence begins to assume a minimum of generality;

i1! incamation depends on contingent data and enemal

dttenninations. Even more so in the case of the signs of

b.-e and the worldly signs: the genernlity of essence is

th.~ a genernlity of series or a generality of group; its
choice refers increasingly to exoinsic objective determi

nations, to subjective mechanisms of association. This is
Why we could not understand, at the moment, that

Essences already animated the worldly signs, signs of

~'t, and sensuous signs. But once the signs of art have
given us the revelation of essence in their own regard we

~ize its effect in the other realms. \Ve can re~og
~~ the marks of its attenuated, loosened splendor.
'Ilen We' •.
,~ are In a position to render essence its due and
.... te '
sj COlfer all the truths of time, and all the kinds of

a~s. in ordcr to make them integrnl parts of the work of
.• Itself.

Illlplic' d I· .or>rn atlon an exp leanon. envelopment and devel-
ern· s h th .Illeani . ~t. arc e categones of the Search. First ofall,

ng IS Implicated in the sign; it is like one thing



wrapped within another. The captive, the captiYe
signify that there is always an involution, an in
of the diverse. The signs emanate from objects
like boxes or cont:Liners. The objects hold a captiye
the soul of something else that tries to open the
179). Proust fa,,-ors "the Celtic belief th:ilt the souls of
we have lost are imprisoned in some inferior beiu&
animal, a plmt, an inanimate thing; lost indeed to

til the day, which for many never comes, when we
to appro:ilch the tree, to come into possession of
jea: th:ilt is their prison" (I, 44). But the met3phon

plication correspond further to the images of
For the sign develops, uncoils at the same time
interpreted. The jealous lover develops the possible
enclosed within the beloved. The sensitive man '
the souls implicated in things, somewh:ilt as ",-e
pieces of Japanese paper Aower in the water,
or extending, fonning blossoms, houses, and
0,47). Me:ilning itself is identified with this deY
of the sign as the sign was identified with the in
of meaning. So that Essence is finally the third rena
dominates the other twO, that presides over their

ment: essence complicates the sign and the m
holds them in compJj(Jltion; it puts the one in the
measures in each case their relation, their degree
tanee or proximity, the degree of their unity.
the sign itself is not reduced to the object, but the
still sheaths half of it. Doubtless the meaning by i
not reduced to the subject, but it h:illf depends on the
jeer, on subjective circurnst:ilnces :md associations.
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tbtsign and the meaning, there is Essence, like the suffi
ciefl.l reason for the other twO terms md for their relation.

What is essential in the Search is not memory and

Qlne, but the sign and truth. Wh:ilt is essential is not to re
p)Cll1ber, bUl lO le:mt. For memory is V2lid only as a me
uhy capable of interpreting certain signs; time is valid only
as the substance or lype of this or that truth. And mem
ory, whether voluntary or im'oluncuy, intervenes only at
specific moments of the :ilpprenticeship, in order to con·
etntnte its effect or to open a new path. The notions of
the Search a.re: sign, meaning, and essence; the continu

ity of apprenticeship and the abrupmess of revelation.
T'hu Charlus is homosema.l is an astonishment. But the
interpreter's continuous and gradual maturation WlIS re

quired for the qualitative Ie:illp into :il new knowledge, a
DCW realm ofsigns. The leirmotifs of the Sea.rch are: Jdid
11ft Jt' /mow, J 11I1lS 14 undnn/md /Pur, and also, J 'W1lS no

Itrrgtr intfTmed Q1Ut Jerased 14 karn. Tbe cha.ra.crers of the

Search have importance only insofar as they emit signs to
lit deciphered, according to a more or less profound rhythm
of time. The grandmother, Franr;oise, Mme de Guer.
IIlantes, Charlus, Albertine-each is valid only by what
ht or she teaches us. "Tbe joy with which Ivenrured upon

~ ~rst apprenticeship when Franr;oise...." "From Al-
ltlne I had nothing more to learn...."

i ..There is a Proustian vision of the world. It is defined
l'Iib:dly hy what it excludes: crude maner, mental dclib·
.~ .
dtt:bon, physics, philosophy. Philosophy supposes direct
Ill' laration and explicit signification, proceeding from 3.

lnd seeking the truth. Physics supposes an objective and
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unambiguous matter subject to the conditions of
We are wrong to believe in fucts; there are only Ii
are wrong to beHeve in truth; there are only in
tions. The sign is an ever-equivocal, implicit, and •
cated meaning. III had foUowed in my em.tence a
that W2S the converse of that of the races of the
which employed phonetic writing only after ha .

sidered the characters as a series of symbols" (III,
What unites me scent of a Bower and the s'peCllldll
salon, the taste of a madeleine and the emotion of
the sign and the corresponding apprenticeship. The
of a Bower, when it constitutes a sign, transcends
the laws of maner and the categories of mind. We

physicists or met:l.physicians; we must be EI!YI""1ol
For there are no mechanica1laws between things or
t3.ry communications between minds. Everything iI
cated, everything is complicated, everything is sign.
iog, essence. Everything exists in those obscure
we penetrate as into crypts, in order to decipher
glyphs and secret languages. The Egyptologist, in aD
is the man who undergoes an initiation - the a

Neither things nor minds exist, there are am,
ies: astral bodies, vegetal bodies. The biologists
right if they knew that bodies in themselves are a
language. The linguists would be right if they
language is always the language of bodies. Every
tom is a word, but first of all every word is a
"Words themselves instructed me only if they

terpreted in the fashion of a rush of blood to the ftoI
person who is disturbed, or again in the fashion of.

den silence" (111, 88). It will come as no surprise d..e
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b)'Steric makes his body speak. He rediscovers a primary
language, the true language of symbols and hieroglyphs.
His body is an Egypt. Mme Verdurin's gestures, her fear

tbJt her jaw will come unhinged, her artistic posturings
tbJ! resemble those of sleep, her medicated nose, these
COOStitute:m alphabet for the initiated.



CONCLUSION TO PART I

The Image ofThought

If time has great importance in the Search, it is

every truth is a truth of time. But the Search is fint
a search for truth. Thereby is manifested the "
ical" bearing of Proust's worlc: it vies with p .

Proust sets up an image of thought in opposition

of philosophy. He amcks what is most essential in
sical philosophy of the rationalist type: the p...llJlI....
of this philosophy. The philosopher readily p

that the mind as mind, the thinker as thinker,

truth, loves or desires the truth, naturally seeks tb8
He assumes in adv;lnce the goodwill of thinking;

investigation is based on a "premeditated decision.

this comes the method of philosophy: from a eenaiII
point, the search for truth would be the most na

the easiest; the decision to undertake.it and the

ofa method C3p2ble of overcoming the enemal .
that distract the mind from its v0C2tiOD and ca_
take the f.alse for the true would suffice. It would be.
ter of discovering and organizing ideas acoordin,

order of thought, as so many explicit significations at
mulated truths, which would then fulfill the search

assure agreement between minds.

In the "philosopher" there is the "friend." It is '

tant that Proust offers the same critique of phil

of friendship. Friends are, in relation to one anotbdt

minds of goodwilJ who are in agreement as to the .
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rion of things and words; they communicate under the

~lfec:t of a mutual goodwill Philosophy is like the expres

~on of:J Univers;JJ Mind mat is in agreement with itself

in order to determine explicit and communicable signifi·

cations. Proust's critique touches the essential point: truths

rcroain arbitrary and abstract so long as they are based

011 the goodwiJl of thinking. Only the conventional is ex

plicit. This is because philosophy, like friendship, is ig

oonnt of the dark regions in which are elaborated the ef·

lKti\-e forces that act on thought, the determinations that

f-rt us to think; a friend is not enough for US to approach

the truth. Minds communicate to each other only the con

'fU1tional; the mind engenders only the possible. The

ll'Ums of philosophy are lacking in necessity and the mark
of necessity. As a matter of faCt, the truth is not revealed,

it is betnlyed; it is not communiClted, it is interpreted; it
is not willed, it is involuntary.

The great theme of TIme regained is that the search
-- truth is the characteristic adventure: of the involuntary.
Thought is nothing without something that forces and

dar:. violence to it. More important than thought is "what

.leads to thought"; more important than the philosopher

Iltbe poet. Vietor Hugo writes philosophy in his first po

~ because he "still thinks, instead of being content,
learnnature, to lead to thought" (D, 549). But the poet

~ that what is essential is outSide of thought, in what
_ us to think. The leitmotifof Time regained is the

:d!orrt: impressions that force us to look, encounters

t ~orce us to interpret, expressions that force us to think.

th. lOe truths that intelligence grasps directly in the
-po;:n I'

Ight of day have something less profound, less nu-
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tDilry about them than those that life has comm
to us in spitt ofauneroa in an impression, a rna

pression because it has reached us through our

but whose spirit we can extract. ... I would have to

interpret the sensations as the signs of so many

ideas, by attempting to thin1; that is, to bring out

darkness what I had felt, and conven it into a

equivalent. ... Whether this was a matter of n:: .•
of the kind that included the noise of the fork or
of the madeleine, or of those truths written with
of figures whose meaning I was trying to discover

mind, where, like steeples or weeds, they composed
plic:ated and elaborate b~/, their first character

/7lIJ1S not fru to choose them, that they were gn-.
as they were. And I felt that this must be the mark
authenticity. I bad not gone looking for the t.....o

of the courtyard where I had stumbled. But p

fortuitous, irmJitllbk way in which the sensation

rncounund governed the truth of the past that it

tated, of the images that it released, because we
effon to rise toward the light, because we feel me
realiry regained.... In order to read the inner

these unknown sigm (signs in relief, it seemed,

anention would seek out, would bump into, W

by, like a diver exploring the depths), no one coukI
me by any rules, such reading consisting in an act

arion in which nothing can take our place or even

orate with us.... The ideas formcd by pure iote

have only a logical truth, a possible truth, their

arbitrary. The book whose characters are figured, 1l1li
by us, is our only book. Not that the ideas we fonn
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be logiC2l1y eX:lCt, but we do not know whether they are
(l'Ilt- Only the impression, however p2ltry their substance

stdl1So however unlikely their tnlces, is a criterion of truths

and on this :lccount alone merits being apprehended by
the mind, for only the impression is cap:able, if the mind

CIJl disengage this truth from it, of It~..ding the mind to :I

peater perfection and of giving it .. pure joy" (Ill, 878

iO).
What forces us to think is the sign. The sign is the

ob;ect of an encounter, but it is precisely the contingency

r:J the encounter that guarantees the necessity of what it

leads us to think. The act of th.inIcing does not proceed

&om a simple n:ltural possibility; on the contrary, it is the
only [JUe creation. Creation is the genesis of the act of

thinking y,.ithin thought itself. TIlls genesis impliates some

ding thu does violence to thought, which wrests it from

blU.tural stupor and its merely abstract possibilities. To

think is always to interpret-to explicate, to dC"elop, to

decipher, to translate :I sign. Tnmsl3ting, deciphering, de
tdoping are the form of pure cre:ltion. There is no more

III explicit signification than :I clear idea. There :Ire only

IlItanings implicated in signs; and if thought has the power
to ~Iicate the sign, to develop it in an Idea, this is be
c:a~ the Idea is already there in the sign, in the enveloped
tnd In\'olutcd state, in the obscure state of what forces us

to think. Vo'c scek the truth only within time, constrained

~.forced.The truth seeker is the jealous man who catches

ia~g sign on the beloved's face. He is the sensitive man,

iath at he enCOunters the violence of an impression. He

thatl. ~eadcr, the auditor, in that the work of art emits signs
\\'111 perhaps force him to create, like the call ofgenius
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to other geniuses. The oommunications ofgmu.low
ship are nothing compared to a lover's silent in
tions. Philosophy, with aU its method and its

nothing compared to the secret pressures of the
art. Cre:oation,like the genesis of the act of thinkin&
starts from signs. The work of an is born from
much as it genentes them; the creator is like die
man, interpreter of the god, who scrutinizes the
which the ttuth hnrllp itstlf.

The adventure of the involuntary recurs on
of each faculty. In two different W2ys, the w
and the signs of love are interpreted by the in

But this is no longer dut abstract and voluntary
gence, which claims to find logical ttutbs by itself,
its own order, and to anticipate pressures from
side world. This is an involuntary intelligence,
Ijgence that undergoes the pressure of signs and
to life only in order to interpret them, in order

exorcise the void in which it chokes, the suffering
merges it. In science and in philosophy, the in
always "comes before," but characteristic ofsigns
appeal to the intelligence insofar as it comes .fudt
fur as it must come after (Ill, 880). The same is
memory; the sensuous signs force us to seek the
but thereby mobilize an involuntary memory (or

voluntary imabtination born of desire). Finally me
art force us to think; they mobilize pure thought"
ulty of essences. They release within thought
pends least on its goodwill: the act of thinking itJd£
signs mobilize, constrain a faculty: intelligence,
or imagination. This faculty, in its turn, mobilizes
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forces it to conceive essences. Under the signs of art, we
Jearn what pure thought is as a f2culty ofessences and how
the intelligence, the memory, or the imagination diversify

it in relation to the other kinds of signs.
Voluntary and involuntary do not designate different

&cultie5, but rather a different exercise of the same facul
tits. Perception, memory, imagination, intelligence, and
thought itself have only a contingent exercise as long as
they are exercised voluntari1y; so what we perceive, we
could just as weU remember, imagine, or conceive, and

COI1,,-usely. Neither perception, nor voluntary memory,
oor "-oluntary thought gives us profound truth, but only
possible truths. Here, nothing forces us to interpret some
thing, to decipher the nature of a sign, or to dive deep
like -the diver who explores the depths." All the faculties
lft harmoniously exercised, but one in place of the other,
in the arbitrary and in the abstract. On the contrary, each
time that a faculty assumes its involuntary form, it dis
m'ers and attains its own Ijmit, it rises to a transcendent

ttercise, it understands its own necessity as well as its ir
replaceable power. It ceases to be interchangeable. Instead

of an indifferent perception, a sensibility that apprehends
~nd receives signs, the sign is the limit of this sensibiJjty,
~t! vocation, its extreme exercise. Instead of a voluntary
lJlt~lIigence, a voluntary memory, a voluntary imagination,

til these faculties appear in their involuntary and tran
~ndent fann; then each one discovers that it alone can
~terJlrct, each explicates a type of sign that does it par
tieul" . IU . r VIO ence. Involuntary exercise is the transcendent
thftl1t

or the vocation of each faculty. Instead of voluntary
Qught, it is all that forces us to think, all that is forced
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to think, all of involuntary thought that can conca.e

essences. Only the sensibility grasps the sign as such;
inteWgence, memory. or imagination explicates the
ing, C2ch according to a certain Idnd of sign; ona,
thought discovers essence, is forced to conceive

1$ the sufficient reason of the sign and its meaning.

It may be that Proust's critique of philosophy it
nendy philosophical. What philosopher would I'lOt

to set up an image of thought that no longer de",,04
the goodwill of the thinker and on a premedita.

sion? Each time we propose a concrete and

thought, we know that it does not depend on an

decision or method but on an encountered, re

olence that leads us in spite ofourselves to E........
the essences dwell in dark regions, not in the t

woes of the clear and the distinct. They are in

what forces us to think; they do not answer to our

tary effort; they let themselves be conceived only
are forced to do so.

Proust is a Platonist, but not in the vague

because he invokes essences or Ideas apropos ofVi
little phrase. Plato offers us an image of thought

the sign of encounters and violences. In a passage

Republic, Plato distinguishes two kinds of things ill
world: those that leave the mind inactive or give it

the pretext ofan appearance of activity, and those that
it to think, which force us to think (Vll, 523b-25b).

first are the objects of recognition; all the faculties art
ercised upon these objeCts, but in a contingent

which makes us say "that is a finger," that is an apple.
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is II house, and so on. Conversely, other things force us to

think: no longer rtwgniZllbk objects, but things that do

\<!olence, tnCOtmtn?d signs. These are "simultaneously con

trSry perceptions," Plato St:ltes. (ProUSt will say: sensa
tionS common to two places, to two moments.) The sen

SUOUS sign does us violence: it mobilizes the memory, it

setS the soul in motion; but the soul in its tum excites

thought, transmits to it the constraint of the sensibility,

forces it to conceive essence, as the only thing that must

be roncdved. Thus the faculties enter into a tranSCendent

aercise, in which C2ch confronts and joins its own limit:

the sensibility that apprehends the sign; the soul, the mem

ory, that interprets it; the mind that is forced to conceive

essence. $<>erates can righdy say: I am Love mote than

the friend, I am the lover, I am an more than philosophy;

t am constraint and violence, rather than goodwill. The

Symporirnn, the Phottirw, and the Pboedo are the three great

studies of signs.

But the S0CJ'3tic demon, irony, consists in anticipat
ing the encounters. In Socr.nes, the intelligence still comes

before the encounters; it provokes them, it instigates and

organizes them. Proust's humor is of another namre: Jew

ish. humor as opposed to Greek irony. One must be en

dowed for the signs, ready to encounter them, one must

open oneself to their violence. The intelligence always

COmes after; it is good when it comes after; it is good only

When it COrnes after. As we have seen, this distinction be

t\\'cen Proust and Platonism involved many more differ

~nces. ThN'f! is 1/0 Logos; tbere o"e fJl1/y bieroglyphs. -Ib think

IS therefore to interpret, is therefore ro translate. The

~nl'CS arc at once the thing to be translated and the
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t:nnslacion itself, the sign and the meaning. They 11'1

volved in the sign in order [0 force us to think; the,
velop in the meaning in order [0 be necessarily

The hieroglyph is everywhere; its double symbol iI
accident of the encounter and the necessity of

"fortuitous and inevitable."



CHAPTER 8

Antilogos

ProuSt has his own W2y of experiencing the opposition of
Athens IDd Jerusalem. He eliminates many things or many
people in the course of the Search, and these fonn m ap
parently incongruous group: observers, friends, philoso
pbtrs. t2lkers, homosexuaJs ii lil gr«'lue, mteJlectu2ls. But
all of them participate in the logos, md are with varying
quali6cations the charaeten ofa single universal dialectic:
the dialectic as Conversation among Friends, in which all
£acuities are exercised volunt3rily and collaborate under
the leadership of the Intelligence, in order to unite the
observation ofThings, the discovery of Laws, the fonna
bon of Words, the analysis of Ideas, and to weave that
perpetual web linking Pan to Whole and Whole to Pan.
To observe each thing as a whole, then to discover its law

:as part of a whole, which is itself present by its Ideal in
each of its pans-is this not the universal logos, that to
taliZing impulse we variously recognize in the conversation
of friends, in the analytic and rational truth of philoso

Phers, in the methods of scientists and scholars, in the
COncerted work of art of littirauun, in the conventional
S»rnbolism of words themselves?'

th There is one aspect, however concealed it may be, of
~ogOS, by means ofwhich the lntelJigence always (()7IIU

t, by which the whole is already present, the law al
"'Idy known before what it appljes to: this is the dialeeti
~ t· k

rtc by which we discover only what we have already

105
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given ourselves, by which we derive from things only
we have already put there. (rhus we will recognize
vestiges of a Logos in Sainte-Beuve and his

method when he interrogates an author's friends in
to evaluate his writing as the effect of a family, a
milieu, even if Sainte~Beuve also considers the

its turn as a whole that reacts on its milieu. It is a
that leads him to treat Baudelaire and Stendhal
in the way Socrates treats Alcibiades: as nice

wonh knowing. Goncoun too employs crumbs of
gos, when he observes the Verdurin dinner party
guests gathered "'for entirely superior conversauODl
gled with parlor games. j1

The Search is constructed on a series of 0

Proust counters observation with sensibility, p

with thought, reflection with translation. He coun
logical or conjoined use of all our faculties
by the intelligence that brings them all together .
fiction of a "'total soul"-by a nonlogical and disj
which shows that we never command all our
at once and that intelligence always «I1m:$ 11ft"-) F

Proust counters friendship with love, conversation
silent interpretation, Greek homosexuality with the
lical and accursed vanety, words with names, expli .

nifications with implicit signs and involuted meanin
had followed a course contrary to that of humanity
employs phonetic writing only after having rega
letters as a series of symbols; I who had so long
the real life and thought of others only in the direct
terance they voluntarily afforded me - I had n~

brought, and by just those others, to attach im
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Iy [0 the [estimony, on the contrary, which is not a ra
~onal and analytic expression of the truth; words them
¢Ives taught me something only if they were interpreted

in we fashion of a rush of blood to the face of a person
\Ybo is disturbed, or again in the fashion of a sudden si
lence" (Ill, 88). Not that Proust substitutes for the logic

of Troth a simple psychophysiology of motifs. It is in
deed the being of truth that forces us to seek it in wha[ is

implicated or complicated and not in the clear images and
manifes[ ideas of the intelligence.

Le[ us consider three secondary charac[ers of the

Search who, each by specific aspects, relare [0 the Logos:
Saiill~Loup, an intellectual who is passionate about friend
ship; Norpois, obsessed by the conventional significations
ofdiplomacy; Cottard, who has concealed his timidilY with
the cold mask of authoritarian scientific discourse. Now
tach in his way reveals the bankruptcy of the Logos and
has value only because of his familiarity with mute, frag
menury, and subjacemsigns that integrate him into some

pan of the Search. Conard, an illiterate fool, finds his ge
niUs in diagnosis, the interpretation of ambiguous syn_
dromes (I, 433, 497-99). Norpois Imows perfectly well
that the conventions of diplomacy, like those of worldli
n.ess, mobilize and restore pure signs under the explicit
SJgnifkations employed.· Saint-Loup explains that the art
of War depends less on science and reasoning than on the
~ne[ration of signs that are always partial, ambiguous
"go". enveloped by heterogeneous factors, or even false
"go" .
j Intended to deceive the adversary (II, 114). There
"Sl'\0 Logos of war, of politics, or of surgery, but only ci-
!"ICes '1

COl ed within substances and fragments tha[ are not
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tota.liz.able and make the strategist, the diplomat,

physician themselves so many odd fragments of.
interpreter closer to the parlor sibyl than to the
dialectician. E\-erywhere Proust contraSts the world of
and symptoms with the world of attributes, the
pathos with the world of logos, the world of hi

and ideograms with the world ofanalytic erpres:siml.
netic writing, and rational thought. What is

impugned are the great themes inherited from the
phiw, mphill, diAlogue, logos, phone. And it is only
in our nighonares that "pronounce Ciceronian
The world of signs is contrasted with the Lop
five viewpoints; the configuration of the parts as
outlined in the world, the nature of the law they
the use of the f.arulties they solicit, the type of
create, and the structure of the language that
and interprets them. It is from aU these viewp::ritus
law, use, unity, style-that we must set the sign in
tion to the logos and from which we must contraSt

and logos.

As we have seen, however, there is a certain Pia
Proust; the entire Search is an experimentation with
iniscences and essences. And the disjunct use of"
uldes in their involuntary exercise has, as we

model in Plato's education of a sensibility open to
olence of signs, a remembering soul that interprets
and discovers their meaning, an intelligence that .

essence. But an obvious difference appears: Plato"
niscence has its point of departUre in sensuoUS q
or relations apprehended in process, in variation, in
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'cion in "mutual fusion." But this qualita.tive transition
51 ~nts a state of things, a st:ilte of the world that imi:::s the Idea as best it can, according to its powers. And
the Idea as the goal of reminiscence is the sable Essence,
the iliing in itself separating opposites, introducing the
perfect mean into the whole. This is why the Idea is al

ft)'S "before,It always presupposed, even when it is dis
CO\"Cred only afterwards. The point of departure is valid
only in its capacity to imiate, already, the goal, so that
tht disjunet use of the f.arulties is merely a "prelude" to

the dialectic that unites them in a single Logos, as the con
suuction of arcs prepares us to draw an entire circle. As
Proust: says, summarizing his whole critique of the dialec
tic, the Intelligence always comes "before,"

This is not at all true in the Search: qualitative cran·
sirion, mutual fusion, and "UDSt:lble opposition" are in·
scribed within a stllte ofsoul, no longer within a sta.te of
dUngs or a state of the world. A slanting ray of the setting
sun, an odor, a flavor, a draft, an ephemeral qualit:ltive
complex owes its value only to the "subjective aspect"
that it penetrates. This is in f.aet why the reminiscence
intervenes: because the quality is inseparable from a chain
ofsubjective associations, which we are not free to experi
ment with the first time we experience it. Of course, the
SUbjective aspect is never the last word of the Search;
Swann's weakness is that he proceeds no further than sim
ple aSSOciations, captive of his moods, his "states ofsoul,n

associating Vinteuil's little phrase with the love he felt for
Odette or else with the foliage of the Bois where he once
I~eard it (1, 236, 533). The individual, subjective associa
tions arc here only to be transcended in the direction of
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Essence; even Swann foresees that the deligbt of an.
stead of being purely individual like that of love,"
to a "superior reality." But essence, in tum, is no
the stable essence, the seen ideality that unites the
into a whole and introduces the perfect mean .

Essence, according to Proust, as we have tried to

above, is not something seen but a kind of superior
point, an irreducible viewpoint that signifies at
birth of the world and the original character of.
It is in this sense that the work of art always co
and reconstitutes the beginning of the world, bat
forms a specific world absolutely different from me
ers and envelops a landscape or immaterial site quite
tinct from the site where we have grasped it (I, 3J
249; ill, 895-96). Doubtless it is this aesthetic of me
of view that relates Proust to Henry James. But the·
cant thing is that the viewpoint transcends the .
no less than the essence transcends the mood, me
of soul; the viewpoint remains superior to the person
assumes it or guarantees the identity of all those
tain it. It is not individua~ but on the contrary a p .

of individuation. This is precisely the originality of,
tian reminiscence; it !¥,oceeds from a mood, from I

ofsouJ, and from its ~ative chains, [0 a creative or

sccndent viewpoint,...and no longer, in Plato's
from a state of the world to seen objectivities.

Thus the entire problem of objectivity, like that
unity, is displaced in what we must call a "modem"
ion, essential to modem literature. Order has coli.
as much in the states of the world that were supposed
reproduce it as in the essences or Ideas that were so
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(0 inspire it. The world has become crumbs and chaos.
Precisely because reminiscence proceeds from subjective
~ssociations to an originating viewpoint, objectivity can
no longer exist except in the work of art; it no longer ex
ists in significant content as states of the world, nor in
ideal signification as stable essence, but solely in the sig
nifying fonnal structure of the work, in its style. It is no
longer a matter ofsaying; to create is to remember-but
rather, to remember is to create, is to reach that point where
tbt assodatroe chain breaks, leaps over the constituted mdivid~

IIA1, is transferrtd to the birth ofan individfuuing world. And

it is no longer a matter of saying: to create is to think
but rather, to think is to create and primarily to create
the act of thinking within thought. To think, then, is to
provide food for thought. To remember is to create, not
10 create memory, but to create the spiritual equivalent
of the still too material memory, to create the viewpoint
valid for all associations, the style valid for all images. It
is style that substitutes for experience the manner in which
We speak about it or the fonnula that expresses it, which
substitutes for the individual in the world the viewpoint
toward a world, and which transforms reminiscence into
a realized creation.

The signs are to be found in the Greek world: the
great Platonic trilogy-Phaednls, Symposium, Phoedo-of
Iltldnc.<;s, love, and death. The Greek world is expressed

:;;: Ilnly in the Logos as totality, but in fragments and
til cds as objects of aphorisms, in symbols as fmerions, in

of~igns of the orades, and in the madness or deljrium
r C soothsayers. But the Greek souJ has always had the
IbPrc '

SS]On that signs, the mute language of things, were
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a mutilated system, variable and deceptive, debris of.
gos that was to be restored in a dialectic, reconciled

pbi!iil, harmonized by a scpbill, governed by an In
that comes before. The melancholy of the finest
statues is the presentiment that the Logos that
them will be broken into fragments. lnstead of the
of the fire that herald victory to Clytemnestra-_

tive and fragmentary language suitable for women
coryphaeus offers another language, the logos of the
senger that gathers up All intO One according to the
fea mean, happiness, and U11th.s In the language 01
on the contrary, there is no U11th except in what is
in order to deceive, in the meanders of what co

truth, in the fragments of a deception and a disaster;
is no truth except a betrayed truth, which is both
dered by the enemy and revealed by oblique views
fragments. As in Spinoza's definition of prophecy, the
brew prophet deprived of the Logos, reduced to the
guage of signs, always needs a sign to be convin<:ed
the sign of God is not decepti\-e. For even God may
to deceive him.

When a pan is valid for itself, when a fragment
in itself, when a sign appears, it may be in twO very
ferent fashions: either because it permits us to divine
whole from which it is taken, to reconstitute the
ism or the statue to which it belongs, and to seek out

other part that belongs to it-or else, on the con~
because there is no other part that corresponds to it..
totality into which it can enter, no unity from whi~
torn and to which it can be restored. The first fasJUoll
that of the Greeks; it is only in this fonn that they
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',phonsms." The smallest part must stiU be a tninrKosm
.~

for them to recognize in it an adherence to the greater
..hole of a macrocosm. The signs are composed according
to analogies and articulations that fonn a great Organism,
as we still find it in the Platonism of the .Middle Ages and
the Renaissance. They are caught up in an order of the
lIIoorld, in a network of significant contents and ide.u sig

nifications that still testify to a Logos at the very mo
ment that they break. it. And we cannot invoke the frag·

ments of the pre-S0cr2tics in order to rum them into the
Jews of Plato; we cannot transfonn into an intention the
fragmented state to which time has reduced their work.
Quite the contrary is a work whose object, or r:;r;ther whose
subject, is lime. It concerns, it brings with it fragments
that can no longer be restored, pieces that do not fit into
the same punle, that do not belong to a preceding total
ity, that do not emanate from the same lost unity. Perhaps
that is what time is: the ultimate existence of parts of dif
ferent sizes and shapes, which cannot be adapted, which
do not develop at the same rhythm, and which the stream
of style does not sweep along at the same speed. The

order of the cosmos has collapsed, crumbled into associa·
rive chains and noncommunicating viewpoints. The lan

guage of signs begins to speak for itself, reduced to the
resources of disaster and deception; it no longer is sup
Ported on a subsisting Logos: only the formal structure
of the work of art will be capable of deciphering the frog
lllentary raw material it utilizes, without external reference,
WithOut an allegorical or analogical "grid." \¥hen Proust
seeks precursors in reminiscence, he cites Baudelaire but
reproaches him with having made too "voluntary" a use
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ticuJations and analogies that are soH too Platonic·

world inhabited by the Logos. What he prefers in
teaubriand's sentence is that the odor of heLi

brought not "by a breeze of one's native land, _

wild wind of the New World, 7:Jithout nlatirm to tW
plant, without JymfNIthy far rmrinisance lind ofvolo....
nus'" (Chateaubriand, m, 920). By which we are to

stand that there is no Platonic reminiscence here,
cisely because there is no sympathy as a reuniting .

whole; rather the messenger is itself an incon~

that does not correspond to its message nor to the
ent of that message. This is alw;a)'S the case in ProIa.
this is his entirely new or modem conception of

cence: lin llmKiativ~, iN:rmgrutnU chain is U71ifi~d -'1
irtlltive vinDf1Dint that itstlf takes tb~ rok of tm ;""""II"
fN"t within th~ whok. This is the method that pIN,,!
the purity of the encounter or ofchance and n:p

intelligence, preventing it from "coming before.·
would look in vain in Proust for platitudes about the
of art as organic totality in which each part prede

the whole and in which the whole determines the

dialectic conception of the work of art). Even the

ing by Vermeer is not valid as a Whole because rI
patch of yeUow waH planted there as a fragment of
another world (Ill, 186-87). In the same way, cl1e

phrase of Vinteuil, "interspersed, episodic," about

Odette says to Swann, "Why do you need the rest?
that is our piece" (I, 21S-19). And the Balbec church.

appointing as long as we look in it for "an almost P

impulse" in its entirety, reveals on the contrary its
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in ont: of its discordant pans that represents, as a matter

of&et, "quasi~Chinese dragons" (I, 841-42). The dragons

J"Balbec, the patch of wall in the Venneer, the little phrase

ofVin[euil, mrsterious viewpoints, teU us the same thing

as Chateaubriand's wind: they function without "sympa_

thy," they do not make the work into an organic totality,
but rather each aCts as a fragment that de[ennines a crys_
tJilization. As we shall see, it is no accident that the mod~

rJ the vegetal in Proust has replaced that of animal total

ity, as much in the case of art as in that ofsexuality. Such

I work, having for subject time itself, has no need to write

by aphorisms: it is in the meanders and rings of an anti

Logos style that it rna.kes the requisite detours in order

to gather up the ultimate fragments, to sweep aloog at dif

Itttn[ speeds a.ll the pieces, each one of which refers to a

different whole, to 00 whole at all, or to no other whole
than that ofstyle.



CHAPTER 9

Cells and Vessels

To claim that Proust had the notion-even vague.
fused-of the antecedent unity of the Search or

found it subsequently, but as animating the whole

the stan, is to read him badly, applying the

criteria of organic totality that are precisely the

rejects and missing the new conception of unity

in the process of creating. For it is surely from
we must begin: the disparity, the incomme",.unlliliq

disintegration of the parts of the Search, with the
lacunae, intenninences that guar.mtee its ultimate

sity. In this respect, there are two fundamental

the one concerns more particularly the relations ..

tainer and content, the other the relations of
whole. The first is a figure that mcases, mvt/ops, .

things, persons, and names are boxes out of

take something ofan entirely different shape, of aD

different nature, an excessive content. "I tried to

her exactly the line of the roof, the hue of the stone

without my being able to understand why, had

me full, ready to burst open, to yield me what they
enclosed ... (I, 178-79). The voice of M. de Charlus.

motley character, pot~bellied and dosed, like soma

of exotic and suspect origin," contains broods of

girls and tutelary feminine souls (ll, 1042). Proper

are half-open C3ses that project their qualities upoA
beings they designate: "The name Guennantes is aIICJ
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()I1e of those tiny balloons in which oxygen or some other

gas has been stored" or else like one of those "little rubes"

from \\,hich we "squeeze" the right color (0,11-12). And

in ~lation to this first figure of envelopment, the narn

rot's acO\it)' consists in apliazting, that is, in unfolding,

ck'o"tloping a content inconunensurable with the roncUner.

The second figure is instead th:at ofamrplialtion; this time

it in\'Oh-es the coexistence of asymmetric and noncom~

muniC2ting part:s, either because they are organized as

quite separate halves or beC1ilU5e they are oriented as op

posing "aspects" or ways or because they begin to revolve,

to whirlli1:e a lottery wheel that shifts and even mixes the

fiJed prizes. The n31TIltor's activity then consists in e/ert
;"g, in choosing; at least this is his apparent activity, for

many \"3nous forces, themselves compliC3ted within him,

~ at work to determine his pseudo-will, to make him se·

lea a cemin pan of the complex composition, a certa.in

aspect of the unstable opposition, a certain prize in the
circling shadows.

The first figure is dominated by the image of the open

boIes, the second by that of the closed vessels. The first
(C01ltaintr!co1ltmt) is valid with regard to the position of Q

~ttnt without CQ71l1110n ',UllStlre, the strond (partlwholt) with
t'tgard to th .. ,I' •.. h '. t opposltlon oJ a proximity "Ullt Oll! anmlm!JJCO-
/101/ Tho' ey undoubtedly commingle regularly, shift frolll

~t to the other. For instance, Albertine has both aspects;

... the one hand, she wmp/icaus many characters in herself:
",ally .[. '
Of • glr s of whom It seems that each is seen by means

a differ . I' thCo d' em 0ptlC<l Instrument at must be selected ac·
r In .

g to the cJCcumstances and nuances of desire; on
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the other band, she impliClltu or envelops the beach
the waves, she holds together"all the impressions of.
itime series" that must be unfolded and developed •

might uncoil a cable (IJ, 362--63). But each of the
categories of the Search nonetheless mules a p

a commitment to one or the other figure, even i.D ..
of participating secondarily in the one from which it
not originate. This is in &et why we can cooceiwe

great categOry in one of the two figures, as b.aving ill
ble in the othu, and pe.n.ps aUeady inspired br
double that is at once the same and altogether

Consider language: proper names b.a\"e first ofall

tire power as boxes from which we e.nraet the

and, once emptied by disappoinanent, they are

ganized in terms of each other by "enclosing,"

ooing" 'all history; but common nouns acquire their
by introducing into discourse certain noncomm .

fragments of truth and lies chosen by the interp

again, consider the &culties: the particular fun~

voluneuy memory is to open boxes, to deploy a
content, while at the other pole, desire, or better stiU
revolves the sealed vessels, the circular aspectS, and

the one that best suits a certain depth of sleep, a

proximity of wakening, a certain degree of love. Or
sider love itself: desire and memory combine in
form precipitates of jealousy, but the former is first: rJ
concemed with multiplying the noncommunicatiDl

bertines, the latter with extracting from Albertine'

mensurable "regions of memory."

Thus we may consider abstr.letly each of the~

ures, even if only in order to detennine its speci6c
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'w First of all we shall ask what is the container and of.·r
..hat does me content specifically consist, what is the re-

brion berween them, what the form of the "explication,"

.'b2t difficulties it encounters by reason of the container's
res;jsDnce or the escape of the content, and above all where

the: incommensurability of the two intervenes, in terms

ciopposition, hiatus, severance, and so on. In the enmple

rithe madeleine, Proust invokes the little pieces ofjapan

ese paper that, under water, sweU and unfold, uplu.tr.
6Jn the same ""'y now 'all the flowers of our garden and

those of M. Swann, and the water lilies of the Vivonne,

and the good souls of the village and their little houses

and the chu.rch and all Combray and its environs, 'all tha.t

..-hich asswnes shape and solidity, has emerged, town and

proem, from my cup of tea" 0, 47). But this is only ap

proIimuely true. The true container is not the cup, but

the sensuous quality, the flavor. And the content is not a

chain associated with this flavor, the chain of things and

people who were known in Combray, but Combray as

essence, Combray as pure Viewpoint, superior to all that

~ been experienced from this viewpoint itself, appear

Illg finally for itself and in its splendor, in a relation of

!e\>erance with the associative chain that merely came half

~ Way toward it. I The content is so completely lost, bav

-:: never been possessed, that its reconquest is a creation.
.d it is precisely because Essence as individuating view

Point Sl.lrrnouno; the entire chain of individual association

:th. which it breaks that it has the power not simply to

ttlmmd us, howl,.'Ver intensely, of the self that has experi·

ill;~ the entire chain, but to make that self relive, by re-
1V1duating it, a pure existence that it has never experi-
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enced. Every "explication" of something, in this
the resurrection of a self.

The beloved is like the sensuous quality, valid by
she envelops. Her eyes would be merely stones, ...

body a piece of flesh, if they did not express a
world or worlds, landscapes and places, ways of Iifie
must be explicated-unfolded, uncoiled Like the .
Japanese paper: thus, Mlle de Stennaria and Bri

bertine, and Balbec. Love and jealousy are sbicdy

emed by this activity of explication. There is even
thing ofa double movement by which a landscape

to be wrapped within a woman. as the woman nnIIt
wrap the landscapes and places she "contains"

within her body (I, 156-57). Expressivity is the
of another peJ'SOn. And here too we might 50

there is merely a relation of association between

and container. Yet, although the associative chain as
necessary, there is something more, something that

defines as the indivisible character of desire that

give a form to matter and to fill fonn with matter!

again, that the chain of associations exists only in
tion with a force that will break it, is shown by a

torsion by which we are ourselves caught in the unlall.
world expressed by the beloved, emptied of 0'.........

taken up into this other universe (I, 716; I, 794). So
to be seen produces the same effect as to hear one"
spoken by the beloved: the effect of being held, n,~l,lp,

her mouth (I, 401). The association of a landscape.nd

beloved in the narrator's mind is therefore dissolved

beloved's viewpoint takes supremacy over the Jan

a supremacy in which the narrator himself is involved.
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if only by his exclusion from it. But this time the break~

ing of the associative chain is not transcended by the ap

~rance of an Essence; instead it results in an emptying
opention that restores the nalT:Uor to himself. For the

narrator·interpreter, loving and je.dous, will imprison the

be!O\'ed. immure her, sequester her in order to "expli

ate" her, that is, to empty her of all the worlds she con*

t1in,s. "By imprisoning Albertine. I had thereby restored

all those: iridescent wings to the world.... They constituted

its beauty. They had once constituted Albertine's.... Al

bertin~ had lost all her colors ... she had gradually lost aU
her beauty.... Having become the gray captive, reduced

to her own tenn, it required those flashes in which I re

membered the past in order to restore those colors to her"

(Ill, 171-73). And only jealousy momentarily re-engrosses

ber with a universe that a gradual explication wilJ seek to

empty in its tum. To restore the narrator to himself? Ul
timately something quite different is involved: emptying

~ch of the selves that loved Albertine, bringing each to
Its term according to a law of death intertwined with the

law of resurrection, as 'lime lost is intertwined with TIme.. 'g:uned. And such selves are just as eager to seek their
oWn '.SUICIde, to repeat/prepare their own end as to come
to u~ ,
I
, e again as something else, to repeat/remember their
Ife.l

Na ththe ~c:s emselves have a content inseparable from
ti qualities of their syllables and from the free associa~

ct°
ns

in which they participate. But precisely because we
nnot ope th bo 'th "th"cj n e x WI out prOJectlOg IS entire aS50-
ated c

ohli Ontent upon the real person or place, conversely,
g;Jtory and entirely different associations imposed by
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the mediocrity of the person or the place wiD distort
dissolve the first series and create, this time, a glip

content and container.4 In all the aspects of this m.
urc of the Search, then, the inadcquation, the in

surability of the content is manifested: it is titbtr.

amUllt, which we regain in the splendor of an e:sseDCII

suscitating an earlier self, or lin mrptitd amtntt,

brings the self to its death, or II $tparllud ctmlftft,

casts us into an inevitable disappoinonent. A world

never be organized hierarchically and objectively, mel
the subjective chains of associ:lotion that give it:lo

of consistency or order break down, to the a.m,....
transcendent but V2.ri:loble and violendy imbricated

points, some expressing truths of absence and time

others the truths of presence or of time regained.

persons, and things are crammed with a content tbIt
them to bursting; and not only are we present at tbiI
namiting" of the containers by the contents, but.
explosion of the contents themselves that, unfolded,
cated, do not fonn a unique figure, but hete."'!!""_

fragmented truths still more in conflict among th<...1Ii
than in agreement. Even when the past is given

us in essences, the pairing of the present moment'

past one is more like a StrUggle than an agreeroenr.

what is given us is neither a totality nor an eterniq.

"a bit of time in the pure state," that is, a fragment

705). Nothing is ever pacified by a phi/ill; as in the

places and moments, twO emotions that unite do SO

by struggling, and fonn in this struggle an irregular

lived body. Even in the highest state of essence as

Viewpoint, the world that begins emits sounds in
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Jike the ultimate disparate fragments on which it is b2sed.
"'SoOn me tWO motifs struggled together in a hand-to-hand

combat in which sometimes one vanished altogether, in

ll'hich then one perceived no more than a fragment of the

other."
It is doubtless this that accounts for that extr.Iordi·

lW)' energy of unmatched pans in the Search, whose

rhythms of deployment or rates of explication are irre

ducible; not only do they not compose a whole together,

but they do not testify separately to a whole from which

each part is tom, different from every other, in a Jcind of

dialogue between universes. But the force with which the

parts are projected into the world, violently stuck together

despite their unmatching edges, causes them to be recog·

nittd as parts, though without composing a whole, even a

hidden one, without emanating from totalities, even lost

ones. By setting fragments into fragments, Proust finds

dlc me:ans of m:loking us contemplate them :ioU, but with

OUt reference to a unity from which they might derive or

which itself would derive from them.S

As for the second figure of the Search, the complica

tion that COncerns, more particularly, the relation between

Puts and whole, we see that it toO app(jes to words, to pe.r
~ and to things, that is, to moments and places. Tht

-'gr of the $taltd vtSStl, whith 1nllrks tht oppontion ofont

~ to tJnc0t'7VfNJllding mvirons, hm rrplal'U the imagt of

°Prtl box, which marktd the position of IJ rontt1It i1l(0111

~t1lst,r{'ble with the rontllinrr. Thus the twO ways of the
.rch, the l\tleseglise Way and the Guenn:lontes Way, re

::n JUXtaposed, "unJ.:nowable to each other, in sealed ves
and without communication between them of differ-

,
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ent afternoons" (I, 135). It is impossible to do what
berte says: "We could go to Guennanres by the M
way." Even the final revelation of time regained
unify them nor make them converge, but will mul .
"transversals" that themselves are not interconn
1029). Similarly, the faces of others have at least

symmetric sides, like "two opposing routes that will
meet": thus for Rachel, the way of generality and
singularity, or else th2t of the shapeless nebula seal

too close and that of an exquisite organization

right disWlce. Or else for Albertine, the face thIt
sponds to trust and the face that reactS to jealous
cion (ill, 489; II, 159, 174-75), and again the nro
or the twO ways are only statistical directions. We
a complex group, but we never fonn it without its
in its turn, this time as though into a thousand se.JN

thus Albertine's face, when we imagine we are

it up in itself for a kiss, leaps from one plane to
as our lips cross its cheek, "ten Albertines" in
scls, until the final moment when everything c1i........
in the CX2ggerated proximity.' And in each vessel .

that lives, perceives, desires, and remembers., thar
or sleeps, that dies, commits suicide, and revives in
jolts: the "crumbling," the "fragmentation" of
to which corresponds a multiplkation of the self:
same piece of infonnation taken as a whole, AI
departure, must be learned by aU these distinct

each at the bottom of its urn (In, 430).
At another level, is this not the case of the

statistical reality within which "the worlds· are ..
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rite<! as infinitely distant stars, each having its signs and
itS hierarchies that function so that a Swann or a Charlus

\\111 never be recognized by the Verdurins, until the great
mixture of the end whose new laws the narrator renounces
crying to learn, as if he had here too attained that thresh

old of proximity at which everything disintegrates and
apin becomes nebulous? In the same way, finally, utter
ance in gener.al effects a statistical distribution ofwards, in
which the interpreter discerns layers, families, allegiances,
and borrowings that are very different from e:ilch other,
wt testify to the links of the speaker, to his frequenta
tions and his secret worlds, as if each world belonged to a
specifically tinted aquarium, containing a certain species
of fish, beyond the pseudo-unity of the Logos: thus cer
tain words that did not constitute part of Albertine's ear
lier vocabulary and that persuade the narrator that she
has become more approachable by entering a new age

cbss and new relationships, or again the dreadful expres
5ion. "get yourself done in" thlllt reveals to the narrator a
-bole ......orld ofaoomination (n, 354--55; m, 337-41). And
this is Why the lie belongs to the language of signs, un
~e the logos-truth: according to the image of unmateh
trig puzz.le·pieces, words themselves are world-fragments
that should correspond to other fragments of the same

lVorId, but not to other fragments of other worlds with

;h.ich they are nonetheless brought into proximity.7 Thus
. trt is in words a kind of geographical and linguiStiC ba

SIs for h
t e psychology of the liar.

tali 'This is what the closed vessels signify: there is no to
t}' except a st2tistical one that lacks any profound mean-
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ing. "VVhat we suppose our love or our jealousy to
not a single continuous indivisible passion, but aq •

ity of successive loves, of different jealousies, w •
ephemeraJ, but by their uninterrupted multitude .

impression of continuity, the iUusion of unity" (I,
73). Yet among all these sealed vessels, there exists
tem of communication, though it must not be
with a direct means of access, nor with a means of
ization. As between the Meseglise Way and the
mantes Way, the entire work consists in estab1ishinr
vmals that cause us to leap from one ofAlbertine's
to the other, from one Albertine to another, &om ooe
to another, from one word to another, without

ducing the many to the One, without ever ga
the multiple into a whole, but affinning the on .

of precisely that multiplicity, affinning without
aJJ these irreducible fragments. Jealousy is the
of love's multiplicity; O1lvel, the O1lnsversal of the
plicity of places; sleep, the transversal of the mul •

of moments. The sealed vessels are sometimes
in separate partS, sometimes in opposing directions,
times (as in certain journeys or as in sleep) in a ci
it is striking that even the circle does not surro
not totalize, but makes detours and loops, so that it
what was on the left to the right, bypasses what
viously in the center. And the unity of aU the vi
train journey is not established on the basis of the
itself (whose partS remain sealed), nor on the b2sis
thing contemplated, but on a transversal that we
cease to follow, moving "from one window to the
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for travel does not connect places, but affimls amy their

•differtnce.
'The narrator's activity no longer consists in explicat

. " unfolding a content:, but in choosing a noncommu

'"nicaring part, a sealed vessel, with the self that occurs

within it. To choose a certain girl in the group, a certain
new or fixed notion of the girl, to choose a certain word
in what she says, a certain suffering in what we feel for

ber, and, in order to experience this suffering, in order to
decipher the word, in order to love this girl, to choose a
teTUin self that we cause to live or relive among all the

possible selves: such is the activity corresponding to com
~icarion.IO This activity of choice, in its purest fonn, is

perfonned at the moment ofwaking, when sleep has made
til the sealed vessels revolve, all the dosed rooms, all the
isolated selves haunted by the sleeper. Not only are there
dle different rooms ofsleep that circle the insomniac about
10 choose his drug ("sleep of the datura, of Indian hemp,
of the various extracts of ether ... j-but every sleeper
"holds in a circle around him the thread of the hours, the

~er of the years and worlds": the problem of awaken
Ibg is to leave this room of sleep, and of what unfolds
!hert, for the real room in which one is; to rediscover the

Pttv10us day's self among aU those we have just been in
OUr dreams, which we might be or have been; to redis~;er, finally, the chain of associations that links us to re~

ty ~'Ieaving the superior viewpoints of sleep. II We shall
~: ask 'wbo chooses. Certainly no self, because we our
tI. es are chosen, because a certtin self is chosen each rime
"l3t .. "

we choose a person to love, a suffering to experi-
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enee, and each time this self is no less surprised II)

to relive, and to answer the caU, whatever thed~

emerging from sleep, "we are no longer anyone.
then, seeking our mind, our personality, as we seek
object, do we end by regaining our own self

any other? Why, when we begin thinJcing apin, iI
:l.nother personality than the previous one that •
D2ted in us? We do not see what it is dut .

choice and why, among the millions of humm

might be, it is precisely the one we were the day
thn we become :l.gain"" (II, 88). Indeed, there eu.
tivity, :I. pure intnpming, a pure choosing mat has
subject than it has object, because it chooses ..

preter no less than the thing to interpret, the
the self that deciphers it. Such is the "we"" of .

tion: "But we do not even s:l.y 71Jt: • •• :1. we that

without content" (1], 981). It is in this that sleep

founder than memory, for memory-even in
memory-remains attached to the sign that

and to the already chosen self that it will revive.

sleep is the image of that pure inurprrting that is .

in every sign and develops in every faculty. In
h:l.s no other unity than a transversal one; in

alone is the divinity of which each thing is a
but irs "divine fonn" neither collects nor uniteS the
menrs, it carries them on the contrary to the highel(t
acute state, preventing theln from forming a whoi'<
"subject" of the Search is finally no self, it is that 1DI

out content that portions out Swann, the narratolt.

Charlus, distributes or selects them without

them.
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\Ve have previously found signs distinguished by their

objeCti\·e subst2Jlce, their subjective ch:l.in of a.ssoci:l.tion,

the &culty that deciphers them, their relation with essence.

But, formally, the signs are of two types that we encounter

ill 211 the various kinds: those open boxes, which are to

lit explicated; those sealed vessels, which are to be cho

§CD. And if the sign is always a fragment without tOtaliza

Don or unification, this is because content relates to con

rsiner by all the power of ia incommensunbility, just as
tbt sealed ,·essel relates to irs environs by all the power

aC ilS noncommunication. Incommensurability and oon

ammunication are distances, but distances that fit to

~r or intersect. And this is precisely what time sig

nifies: that system of nonspatial distances, th2t distance

proper to the contiguous or to the continuous, distll1UU

rithout ;"ttr7Ja/s. In this regard. lost time, which introduces

distances between contiguous things, and time regained,

wtrieh on the contrary establishes :I. contiguity of distant

things, function in a complementary manner depending

on Whether it is forgetting or memory that effect "irreg

alar, &agtnented interpolations." For the difference be

r-'ten lOSt time and time regained is not yet here; :l.nd

the fonner, by its power of sickness, age, and forgetting,

~~ the fragments as disjunct no less than the latter,
Its POwer of memory and resurrection. '2 In any case,

~rding to the Bergsonian formuJa, time signifies that

~ttything is not given; the Whole is not givable. This

~ns not that the whole "is created" in another dimen

~ that would be, precisely, temporal, as Bergson uo
ti lands it or as it is understood by the partisan dialeeti

tns of :1 totalizing process. But because time, ultimate
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interpreter, ultimate act of interpret2tion, has the
power to affi.nn simult:meously fragments that do DOt

sritute a whole in space, any more than they form •
by succession within time. Time is precisely the
sal ofall possible spaces, including the space of .

CHAPTER 10

Levels of the Search

In a uni\'erse thus fragmented, there is no Logos that
gathers up all the pieces, hence no law attaches them to a
.-bole to be repined or even fonned. And yet there is a
(P', but with a changed nature, function, and relation. The
Greek world is a world in which the law is always sec
ondary; it is a secondary power in relation to the logos
thlt comprehends the whole and refers it to the Good.
The law, or rather the laws, merely control the parts, aWipt

thm1, bring them together and unite them, est:lblish in
them a relative "better." Thus the laws are V2lid only to

the degree that they cause us to know something of what
transcends them and to the degree that they detennine
an image of the "better," meaning the aspect assumed by
the Good in the logos in relation to certain partS, a cer
tain region, a cemin moment. It seems that the modem
consciousness of the antilogos has made the law undergo
• nldical revolution. The law becomes a primary power
insofar as it controls a world of untotali:table and untO
tali7.ed fragments. The law no longer says what is good,
bUt good is what the law says; it thereby acquires a for
midahle unjty: there are no longer laws specified in such
and slIch a manner, but there is the law, without any other
SPecification. It is true that this fonnidable unity is ab

~Cly empty, uniquely fonnal, because it causes us to
no distinct object, no totality, no Good of reference,

flO referring Logos. Far from conjoining and adapting

III
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parts, it separates and partitions them, sets non
nleation in the contiguous, incommensurability in the
niner. Not causing us to know anything, the law

us what it is ooJy by marking our flesh, by already
ing punishment to us, and thus the fantastic pa
do not know what the law intended before receiving
ishment, hence we can obey the law only by being
we can be answerable to it only by our guilt, beca
law is applied to parts only as disjunct, and by ill .
them still further, by dismembering bodies, by t
me.mbers from them. Strictly speaking unknowa
law makes itself known only by applying the harshest
ishments to our agonized body.

Modern consciousness of the law assumed a
larly acute fonn with Kafka: it is in Tile Great WaIJ of
that we find the fundamental link between the
tary character of the wall, the fragmentary mode of ill
suuction, and the unknowable character of the law, '
tenmnation identical to a punishment of guilt. In
however, the law presents another figure, heOlllSe

more like the appearance that conceals a more p
fragmentary reality, instead ofheing itself this more
found reality to which the detached fragments lead
The depressive consciousness of the law as it ap
Kafka is countered in this sense by the schizoid co
ness of the I.aw according to Proust. At first glance,
ever, guilt plays a large part in Proust's work, with ill

seotial object: homosexuality. To love supposes the
of the beloved, although all love is dispute over evid
a judgment of innocence rendered llpon the being
knows nonetheless to be guilty. Love is therefore a
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ration of imaginary innocence extended between twO cer
titudes of guilt, one that conditions love a priori and makes
it possible, and one that seals off love, which marks its
etperimental conclusion. Thus the narrator CUUlot love
AJbertinc without having grasped this a priori guilt, which
he will spin off into all his experience through his comric
rion mat she is innocent in spite of everything (this con

\1cOon being quite necessary, functioning as a revealing
agent): "Moreover, even more than their faults while we

love them, there are their faults before we knew them,
and first among them all: their nature. What makes such
loves painful, as a matter of met, is that they are preex
isted by a kind of original sin of women, a sin that makes
us love them ..." (Ill, 150-51). "Was it not, in faCt, de
spite aU the denials of my reason, to know Albertine in
all her hideousness, to choose her, to love her? .. To feel
ourselves drawn toward such a being, to begin to love her,
however innocent we claimed her to be, is to read already,
in a different version, aU that being's belnlyals and faults"
(Ill, 611). And love ends when the a priori certitude of

guilt has itself completed its trajectory, when it has become
empirical, driving out the empirica.l conviction that AI

tJertine was innocent in spite of everything: an idea "grad~
uaJly forming ill the depths ofconsciousness replaced there
the Idea that Albertine was innocent: this was the idea that
she was guilty," so that the certitude of Albertine's si.ns
appears to the narrator only when they no longer inter
~t him, when he has stopped loving, conquered by m
tlglJe :llld habit (lIl, 535).

h With all the more reason, guilt appears in the two
onloscxual series. And we recall the power with which
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Proust characterizes male homoseroality as accuned.

race anathematized, and which must Jive in dece .

whose honor is always precarious, whose freedom is
provisional, whose situation is always unstable":

uaJity-as-sign as opposed to the Greek version, b

uaLity-as-logos.1 Ytt th~ nader has th~ impressitnJ
guilt is mtwr appmmt thl1n rta/.; :rnd if Proust himself
of the originality of his project, if he declares that he
self bas teSted several "theories," this is because be
content to isolate specifically an accursed hom
The entire theme of the accursed or guilty race is •

twined, moreover, with a theme of innocence, the
of the sexuality of plants. The Proustian theory

tremely complex because it functions on several

On ajim '~I is the entity of heterosexual loves in
contr:1Sts and repetitions. On anttmd Jewl, this entity

into two series or di.rections, that of Gomomh,

conCe<lls the (invariably revealed) secret of the
woman. and that of Sodom, which carries the still
deeply buried secret of the lover. It is on this Ietel
the ide<l of sin or guilt prewils. But this second
not the most profound, because it is no less scatistictl

the entity it decomposes: in this sense, guilt is eXjl.,;·...111
socially rather than morally or internally. It will be
tieed as a general ruJe in Proust that not only does a .

entity have no more than a srntistical value, but abo.
this is true of the two dissymmetrical aspects or

tions into which that entity is divided. For example.

"anny" or "throng" of all the narrator's seJves that

Albertine foons :rn entity on the first level, but the
subgToups of "trust" and of "jealous suspicion" are.
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second le\-el, directions that are still statistical, which mask

impulses from a third level, the agirntions ofsingular par
ticles, of each of the selves that constitute the throng or

trt1l)'.l In the same way, the MesegLise Way and the Guer
mantes \<Vay are to be taken only as statistical, themselves

CDfllposed ofa host of elementary figures. And in the same

ny, finally, the Gomorrah and Sodom series, and their

corresponding guilts, are doubdess more subtle than the

crude appearance of heterosexual loves, but still conce2ll

aD ultimate level, constituted by the behavior of organs

and ofelement:uy partides.

Even here what interests Proust in the two homo

st:rUal series, and what makes them strictly complemen

tary, is the prophecy of separation that they fulfill: "The
two sexes shall die, each in a place apart" (Ill, 616). But

the metaphor of the open boxes or the sealed vessels will

assume its entire meaning only if we consider that the
[y,'0 St:xcs are both present and separate in the same indi

vidual: contiguous but partitioned and not communicat

ing, in the mystery of an initial hennaphroditism. Here

the vegetal theme takes on its full significance, in opposi

tion to a Logos.as-Org:mism: bennaphroditism is not the

~ny ofa now-lost animal toCllity, but the actual par.. .
t100lng of the two sexes in one and the same plant: "The

lUale organ is separated by a partition from the female or

~"~ Ot, 626, 701). And it is here that th~ third ItVtl will
SltlJarcd::1n individual of a given sex (but no sex is given:cept in the aggregate or statistically) bears withjn itself

Jit Other sex with which it cannot communicate direcdy.

ow many young girls lodge within Charlus, and how

Ill
ally Who will also become grandmothers! (11, 907, 967).
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sptdft{ b07!lostxWlNty, in which men relne to men and

,,'Omen to women in a separation of the two series, but a
#ttl! l1uJ nonspmfic 1xmwseruIIlity, in which a man also seeks
\fhlJt is masculine in a woman and a woman what is femi·
nine in a man, and this in the partitioned contiguity of
dle tWa sexes as partial objectS.J

Whence the apparendy obscure text in which Proust
counters an aggregate and specific homosemaJity by this
Ioca1 and nonspecific homosuuaJiry: "For some, doubt
less those whose childhoods were timid, the material kind

of pleasure they take does not matter, so long as they can
relate it to a male countenance. While others, whose sen
suality is doubdess more violent, give their material pleas
nrt etrt:.lin imperious localizations. The second group
would shade most people by their aV0W2ls. They live per
haps less exclusivdy under Saturn's satellite, for in their
case women are not entirely excluded.... But those in the
second group seele out women who prefer women, women
who suggest young men ... indeed, they can take, with such
-omen, the same pleasure as with a man. Hence those
who love members of the first group suffer jealousy only
1t the thought of pleasure taken with a man-the only

kind of pleasure that seems to them a betrayal, because
they do not feel love for women and indeed makt lovt to

them only as a necessity, to preserve the possibility of
lIlarriage, being so unconcerned with the pleasure it might
afford that they are indifferent if those they love experi
~!lce it; while those in the sC(.'ond group often inspire jeal

OUsy by their love for women. For in their relations with
'0",
th til, they play-for the woman who prefers women-

~ role of another woman, and at the same time a woman
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"in some ... the woman is not onJy inwardly united
the man, but hideously visible, agitated as by a

hysteria, by a shrill laugh that convulses knees and
(ll, 620). The first level was defined by the Statisticll
tity of heterosexual loves. The second, by the two

sexual (and stiU statistical) series, according to
individual considered within the preceding entity
ferred to other individuals of the same sex-pa ..

in the Sodom series if a man, in the Gomornh
woman (hence Odette, Albertine). But the third
transenW ("which is very wrongly caUed hom""...iIi
and transcends the individual as well as the entity: it
ignates in the individual the coexistence of fn
both sexes, ptJrtiil/ objms that do not communica1L
it will be with them as with plants: the hermaph
quires a third party (the insect) SO that the female
may be fertilized or the male pan may fertilize: (II.
626). An aberrant communication occurs in a
dimension between partitioned sexes. Or rather, it is

more complicated, for we shall rediscover, on this
level, the distinction of the second and the third I

may in fuct happen that an individual statistically
mined as male will seek, in order to fertilize his
pan with which he cannot himself communiOlte, aD

dividual statistically of the same sc,'( as himself (the _...
is true for the woman and the male part). But in a~

profound instance, the individual statistically dete
as male will cause his own female part' to be fertilized
objects (themselves partial) that are just as likely 10

found in a woman as in a man. And this is the basis of
sexuality, according to Proust: no longer an Qggng'"
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offers them approrimately what they find in a m-.
(D, 612). Ifwe take this transeroality as the ultimate
of the Proustian theory and its relation with the

of partitioning, not only is the "egeta1 met2pbor .
nated but it becomes quite grotesque to wonder aboIe
degree of "transposition- that Proust had to effea.
posedly, to change an Albert into Albertine, and cw:a
grotesque to present as a revelation the d.isawcry
ProuSt must have had some erotic relationsbipl
women. One may indeed say that life brings n
the work or theory, for the work or the theory are
to the secret life by a link more profound than
any biography. It suffices to foUow what ProUSt
in his great discussion of Sodom and Gomorra.h:

uality, that is, local and nonspecific homosexuality,
on the contiguous partitioning of the sexes-as
of partial objectS, which we discover at a deeper icwI
aggregate and specific homosexuality, lnsed on the
pendence of the sexes-as-persons or of entire series.

Jealousy is the very delirium ofsigns. And, in
we shall find the confirmation of a fundamentalliDt

tween jealousy and homosexuality, though it aft"oRla;
entirely new interpretation of the latter. Insofar III
beloved contains possible worlds, it is a matter of

cating, of unfolding all these worlds. But preci~~
cause these worlds are made valid only by the~
viewpoint of them, which is what determines the -::
which they are implicated within the beloved, the
can never be sufficiently involved in these worlds 'Wi
being thereby excluded from them as well, because hi
longs to them only as a thing seen, hence also as •
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scarcely seen, not remarL:ed, excluded from the superior
vie'o"point from which the choice is made. The g2z.e of

the beloved integntes me within the landscape and the
eJl\;rons only by driving me out of the impenetrable view

point according to which the landscape and the environs
are organized within the beloved: "U she had seen me,
what could I have meant to her? Within what universe
did she distinguish me? It would have been as difficult for
me to say as, when our telescope shows us certain (ea.

tureS of a neighboring planet, it is difficult to conclude
from them that human beings inhabit it, that they see us
as well, and what ideas their vision might awaken in them

(I, 794). Similarly, the preferences or the caresses the
beI<n'Cd gives me affect me only by suggesting the image
of possible worlds in which othen have been or are or
will be preferred (l, 276). This is why, in the second place,

jealousy is no longer simply the explication ofpos:sibk t1XJrldr
mveloped in the beloved (where others, like myself, <:;In
be seen and chosen), but the discovery of the unknqwabk

'CIOrld that represents the beloved-S own viewpoint and de
velops within the beloved's homosexual series. Here the

~Ioved is no longer in relation to anything except be·
Ings of the same kind but different from me, sources of

pl~sures that remain unknown to me and unavailable:
"It was a terrible terra incognita in which 1had just landed,
a new phase of unsuspected sufferings that was begin
ning" (H, 1115). Lasdy, in the third place, jealousy dis
t<)vcrs the tr3nsexuatity of the beloved, everything hidden

by the apparent and statisticaUy determined sex of the
~loved, the other contiguous and noncommunjcating
sexes, and the Strange insects whose taSk it is, nonetheless,
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to bring these aspects into communication-in short,

discovery of partial objects, even more cruel than the
covery of rival pe~ns_

There is a logic of jealousy that is that of the
boxes and sealed vessels. The logic of jealousy comes

to this: to sequester, to immure the beloved. Such •

law Swann divines at the end of his love for Ode~

the narrator already apprehends in his love for his
though without yet having the strength to apply it,
which he ultimately applies in his love for AllbeJ,,",~

563; ill, 434). The shadowy captives constitute chi
tire secret filiation of the ~rch. To sequester is
aU to empty the beloved of all the possible woddI
contains, to decipher and uplicate these worlds; baa:
also to relate them to the enYeloping impulse, to the
plication that marks their relation to the beloved (Ill, I

74). Next, it is to break off the homosexual series chat
stitutes the beloYed's unlmown world and also to .

homosexuality as the beloved's original sin, for which

beloved is punished by being sequestered. Lastly, II)

quester is to prevent the contiguous aspects, the
and the partial objects from communicating witbia
transversal dimension haunted by the insect (the third
ject); it is to enclose e1ch by itself, thereby inte

the accursed exchanges. but it is also to set them

each other and to let them inyent their system ofCQIIlIIIIf
nication, which always exceeds OUI expectations,~
creates amazing accidents and outwits our suspici~D5<:
secret of the signs). There is an astonishing relaD~ "
tween the sequestration born of jealousy, the passiOO
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see, and the action of profaning: sequestration, voyeurism,

and profanation-me Proustian trinity. For to imprison

is, precisely, to put oneself in a position to see without
being seen, that is, without the risk of being carried llW<ly

bv the beloved's viewpoint that excluded us from the

",~r1d as much as it included us within it. Thus, seeing

Albertine asleep. To see is indeed to reduce the beloved

to the contiguous, noncommunicating aspects that con

stitute her and to await the transversal mode of commu

nication that these partitioned halves will find the means

of instituting. Seeing therefore uanscends the tempt2tion

of letting others see. even symbolically. To make another

person see is to impose on him the contiguity of a strange,

abominable, hideous spectacle. It not only imposes on him
the vision of the sealed and contiguous vessels, partial ob
jects between which II coupling rontrll nllhmnn is sug

gested, but treats that pe~n as if he were one of these

objects, one of these contiguous aspects that must com

municate transversally.

Whence the theme of profanation so dear to Proust.

Allie Vinteuil associates her father's photograph with her

~I revels. The narrator puts family furniture in a

brothel. By making Albertine embrace him nen to his

mother's room, he can reduce his mother to the state of a

partial object (tongue) contiguous to Albertine's body. Or
else, in a dream, he Clges his parents like wounded mice

:at the mercy of the transversal movements that penetrate

them and make them jump. Everywhere, to prohlne is to

~ake the mother (or the father) function as a partial ob

Jeet. that is, to partition her, to make her see a contigu-
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ous spectacle, and even to participate in this~
can no longer interrupt and no longer leave-to
her contiguous to the spectacle.·

Freud assigned two fundamental anxieties in

to the law: aggression against the beloved involves., OD
one hand, a thre2t of the loss of love, and on the
guilt caused by turning that aggression against the
The second 6gure gives the law a depressive :::
ness, but the first one represents a schizoid ron

of the law. Now, in Proust the theme ofgujjt ...""...
perficial, sociall":lther than moral, projected upon
l":lther than intemalil.ed in the n:ltT;ltor, disaibuted
the v:lrious statistical series. On the other hand, die
of love trUly de6nes destiny or the law: to /qw wit"-'
Iowd. because love implicates the seizure of these
ble worlds in the beloved, worlds that expel me as

as they dr3w me in and that culminate in the un'kn....
homosexual world - but also to stop loving, becat*:
emptying of the worlds, the explication of the beloved,
the self that loves to its death.J"To be harsh and

tive to what one loves," because it is a matter of se<lpIIllI
tenng the beloved, of seeing the beloved when she
no longer see you, then of making her see the partitiJ
scenes of which she is the shameful the:;ater or simply"
horrified spectator. To sequester, to see, to profane-....
ntarizes the entire law oflove.

This is to say that law in general, in a world devoll
of the logos, controls the parts without a whole whoI'
open or sealed nature we have examined. And fitr 61JIIt
uniting or gathering them together in the same
the law measures their discrepancy, their remoteness.
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distance, and their partitioning, establishing only abern.nt
communications between the noncommunicating vessels,
aansversal unities between the boxes th2t resist any to

aJiution, inserting by force into one world the fngment
ofanother world, propelling the diverse worlds and view
points into the infinite \-"Did of distances. This is why, on
its simplest level, the law as social or natural law appears
in teMS of the telescope, not the microscope. Of course
Proust borrows the vocabulary of the infinitely small: Al
bertine's various faces differ by "a deviation of infinitesi
mal lines" (D, 366; 1, 945~. But even here, the tiny de
viations of lines are significant only as bearers of colors
Wt separate and diverge from each other, modifying the
dimensions of the faces. The instrument of the Search is
the telescope, not the microscope, because infinite dis

t2nces always subtend in6nitesimal attractions and be
Cluse the theme of telescoping unites the three Proustian
figures of what is seen from a distance, the collision be
£\l·ttn worlds, and the folding-up of parts one within an
other. "Soon I was able to show some sketches. No one
could make anything out of them. Even those who favored
my perception of the truths I later tried to engrave in
tirne congratulated me on having discovered them by 'mi
croscope,' when 1 had, on the contrary, made use of a tel
escope in order to perceive things-tiny, indeed, but tiny
because they were situated at a great distance, and each
of Which constituted a world. Though I was in search of
great laws, I was labeled a hair-splitter, a rummager among
details" (lU, 1041). The restaurant dining room includes

as rnany planets as there are tables around which the wait
ers revolve; the group of girls executes apparently irregu-
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CHAPTER II

The Three Machines

And the telescope functions. A psychic telescope for an
"impassioned astronomy," the Search is not merely an in

strument Proust uses at the same time that he filbricates
it. It is an instrument for others and whose usc others must
learn: "They would not be my readers, but the proper
readers of themselves, my book being merely a kind of
magnifying glass like the oncs shown to the prospective
buyer by the optician of Combray-my book. thanks to
which I supplied them the means of reading within them
selves. $0 that I would not ask them to praise me or to

denigrate me, but merely to tell me if this is the case, if
the words that they read in themselves are indeed the ones
I have written (the possible divergences in this regard

nOI necessarily resulting in ever)' case, moreover, from the
fact that I have been wrong, but occasionaUy from the fact
that the reader's eyes are not those that my book wouJd
suit in order to read accurntely in himselt)."l And the
Search is not only an instrument, but a machine. The mod
ern work of art is anything it may seem; it is even its very
prOllCrty of being whatever we like, of having the overde
termination of whatever we like, from the moment it
'Vork.r: the modem work of an is a machine and functions

as Such. Malcolm Lowry says, splendidly, of his novel: "It
can he regarded as a kind of symphony, or in anomer way
as a kind of opcrn-or even a horse opera. It is hot mu
Sic, a poem, a song, a tragedy, a comedy, a farce, and so
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lar movements whose laws can be discerned only by ...
rient observation, "impassioned astronomy"; the world ..
veloped within Albertine has the particularities of .....
appears to us in a planet, "thanks to the telescope" (l. 79t,
810,83 J). And if suffering is a sun, it is because its I'1)'8a..

mediately traverse distances without annulling them. 1"IliJt
is precisely what we have observed in the case of the PlItt
titioning ofcontiguous things: contigujty does not redac
distance to the infinitesimal but affinns and even~

a distance without interval, according to an everas~
ical, ever telescopic law that governs the fragments ofdilrI
parate universes.
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fonh. It is superficial, profound, entertaining and
according to [:Iste. It is a prophecy, a politicalwa~

cryptogram, a preposterous movie, and a writing OIl

wall. It can even be reg2rded as a SOrt ofnuchine: it

too, believe me, as I have found out."! Proust means

ing else by advising us not to read his work but to

use of it in order to read within ourselves. There is
sonata or a septet in the Search; it is the Search tha:
sonata and a septet as weU, and also an opera bufJa,
even, Proust adds, a ca.thedral and also a gown (III. 1

And it is a prophecy about the sexes, a political

that reaches us from the depths of the Dreyfus Affair
the First World War, a cryptogram that decodes and
codes aU our social, diplomatic, strategic, erotic, and
thetic languages, a western or a wacky comedy aoo

Captive, writing on the waU and salon guide, a me...'"
ica1 treatise, a de.Lirium of signs or of jealousy, an

in t:r.Uning the faculties; anything we like provided

make the whole thing work, and "it works, believe

To the logos, organ and organon whose meaning mOlt

discovered in the whole to which it belongs, is opposed
antilogos, machine and machinery whose meaning (

thing you like) depends solely on its functioning, ....ioIl~
in tum, depends on its separate pans. The modem ..ali:
of art has no problem of meaning, it has only a probIaI'
of use.

\¥by a machine? Because the work of art, so undc!P'
stood, is essentiaUy productive-productive of c;e:tfIiJI
truths. No one has insisted more than Proust on~~
lowing point that the uuth is produced, that it is Proa-::.
by orders of machines that function within us, chat if
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e:crraeted from our impressions, hewn out of our life, de

livered in a wort.:. This is why Proust rejects so forcefully

the state of a truth that is not produced but merely dis·

covered or, on the contrary, created, and the state of a

thought that would presuppose itself by putting intelli·

genet: "before," uniting all one's faculties in a voluntary

use corresponding to discovery or to creation (Logos).
-The ideas formed by pure intelligence have only a Iogi
aJ or possible truth, their choice is arbitrary. The book

v.ith letters figured, not drawn by us, is our only book.

Not that the ideas we fonn ClnnOt be accurate logically,
but we do not know if they are true." And the creative

imagination is wonh no more than the discovering or ob
serving intelligence.)

We have seen how PrOUSt revived the Platonic equiv

alence ofcreating/remembering. But this is because mem

ory and creation are no more than two aspects of the same

Production - "interpreting," "deciphering," and "tr'3ns

bring" being here the process of production itself. lt is

because the work of art is a form of production that it

does not raise a special problem of meaning, but rather

of use:' Even the activity of thinking must be produced

Woithin thought. All production Starts from the impression

because only the impression unites in itself the accident

uf the enCOunter and the necessity of the effect, a violence

that it obliges us to undergo. Thus all production suns

~l)m a sij,'T1 and supposes the depth and darkness of the
lllvollintary. "Imagination and thought can be splendid

machines in themselves, but they can be inert; it is suf

ftring that then sets them in motion" (Til, 909). Then, as
I'''e ha\'e seen, the sign according to its nature aW1.kens one
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faculty or another, but never all together, and impels••
the limit of its involuntary and disjunct exercise by....
it produces meaning. A kind of classification of sigDa_
shown us the faculties that functioned in one casc or.
other and the kind of meaning produced (notably .....
laws or singrlkJr moues). In any case, the chosen

under the sign's constraint constitutes the interpretiDt
tion, which produces the meaning, law, or essence .....f,
ing to the case., but always a product. This is beau.
meaning (truth) is never in the impression nor
the memory, bUt is identified with "the spiritual
lent" of the memory or of the impression producei

the involuntary machine of interpretation.s lt is this
tion of the spiritual equivalent that establishes a new
between remembering and creating and establ.isha:
a process of production as a work of an.

The Seuch is indeed the production of the .......
for truth. Again, there is no truth, but orders of t:r'U1h,
as there are orders of production. And it is not even t:IWIII#t.
to say that there are truths of time regained and t:tVdJJ4
lost time. For the great final systematization distinguiM

not two, but three orders of truth. It is true that the'"
order seems to concern time regained because it~
hends all the cases of natural reminiscence and acscbedl
essence. and it is true that the second and third ordII'
seem to be identified in the flux of lost time and w,....
duce only secondary truths that are said to "enshrine-"

to "cement" those of the first order (ill, 898, 932, 9Gf).
Yet the determination of substances and them~
of the text obl~ge us to distinguish the three orders- -:
first order to appear is defined by reminiscences
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essences, that is, by singukJriry, and by the production of
ril11e regained that corresponds to them and the condi
tions and agents of such production (natural and artistic

signs). The second order is just as much concerned with
an and the work of an, but it groups the pleasures and
pains that are unfulfilled in themselves, which refer to

something else, even if this something else and its final
ify remain unperceived, for enmple, worldly signs and the
signs of IO"e- in shon, whatever obeys gt1J"ollmru and
intervenes in the production of lost time (for lOSt time.
too, is a matter of production). The third order still con
ttms art, but is defined by univenol alter.ition, death and
me idea of death, the production of cataStrOphe (signs of

aging. disease, and death). As for the movement of the text,

it is in an entirely different way that truths of the second

order reinforce those of the first by a kind of analogy, of
proof0 (f)Tlrrmo in another domain of production, and that
those of the third order doubtless reinforce those of the
first while r.iising a veritable "objection" to these truths
that must be "'surmounted" between the twO orders of
Production.'

'Inc whole problem is in the nature of these three or
ders of truth. If we do not follow the order of presenra·

tion of time regained, which is necessarily given primacy
~Olll the viewpoint of the final exposition, we must con
SIder as a primary order the unfuJfilled pains and pleas

u:ts whose finality is undCtCnllined and obey general laws.
t'\ow. curiously, Proust groups here the values of worldli
lless with their frivolous pleasures, the values of love with
~heir SUfferings. and even the values of sleep with their
reams. In the "vocation" ofa Illan ofleners, these all con-
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srirutt. an "apprenticeship," meaning the familiarity
a raw material Wt we will recognize only 5O,bo"l'''.,
in the lirushed product (Ill, 899-907), Doubdess .

extremely different signs, notably the worldly.

the signs oflove, but we have seen that their COIIUnOIl

lay in the faculty that interpreted them-the in,telllip,.
but an intelligence that "comes after" inste:ild of

before," obliged by the constraint of the sign. ADd It
in the meaning that corresponds to these signs:
a general law, whether this law is that of a group.
worldliness, or that of a series of beloved beinp.
love. But this is stiLi no more than a matter of era
semblances. Ifwe consider this first kind of machine

closely, we see that it is defined chiefly by a p

of /JII'f'1W objtcts as they have been previously ddinecI.
ments without totality, vessels without comIDUIIJ'iellll

partitioned scenes. Further, if there is always a

law, it is in the particular meaning that the law iI'lIM'"
Proust, not uniting into a whole, but on the contrUJ'

ering distances, sepanltions, partitionings. If drc:aDM
pear in this group, it is by their capacity to telescope
menu, [0 set diffe~ntuniverses in motion, and to

without annulling, aenonnous d..i.sW1ccs" (Ill, 91 I).

persons we dream of lose their total chanetel' and
treated as partial objects, either bec1use a part ~f~
isolated by our dre:ilm or because they function III
gether as such objectS. Now this was precisely what

worldly raw material offered us: the possibility of~
ing, as in a frivolous dream, a movement ofth~~
in one person and a movement of the neck m~

not in order [0 totalize them, but to partition theas
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from another (lll, 900). This is all the more true in the
c:ase of the nw material of love, in which each of the

bdo"ed beings functions as a partial object, "fragmentary

reflection" of a divinity whose partitioned se.zes we per

ceive beneath the total person. In shon, the notion of a

gtnerallaw in ProUSt is inseparable from the production

of partial objectS and from the production ofgroup truths

or of corresponding serial truths,
The second type of machine produces resonances, ef

fects of resonance.. The most famous are those of invol

untary memory, which affect two moments, a presentm~

ment and an earlier one, But desire too has effectS of

resonance (thus the steeples of Martinville are not a case

ofreminiscence). Further, art produces resonances that are

DOt those of memory: "Obscure impressions had some

times ... teased my mind like those reminiscences, but

these impressions concealed not a past sensation but a

beW truth, a precious image I was trying to discover by

efforts of the same kind as those we make to remember

something" (Ill, 878). This is bec2use art sets up a reso

nance between two remote objectS "by the indescribable

link ofan alliance of words" (Ill, 889). We are not to sup

fIOse that this new order of production posits the preced

tng production of partial objects and is established OIl their
hasis; this would be to blsily the relation between the two

orders, which is not one of foundation. Rather, the rela~

tion is like that between a strong and a weak beat, or else,

from the viewpoint of the product, between truths of time
~~'e-lRed and those of lost time. The order of resonance

lJo ~istinguished by the bculties of e:rtraetion or interpre

latlon it mobilizes and by the quality of its product that
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is also a mode of production: no longer a general law, CIf
group or series, but a singuJar essence, a local or Iocaiit.
ing essence in the case of the signs of reminiscence, ..

individuating essence in the case of the signs of alt. ...

onance does not rest on fragments afforded it by the pur.
tial objects; it does not totali7.e fragments that come 10.
from elsewhere. It enr.tets its own fragments itself..

sets up a resonance among them according to their~

6nality, but does not totalize them, because there is~
a "hand-to-hand combat," a "struggle" (Ill, 260, 874). ...
what is produced by the process of resonance, in the ...
onance machine, is the singular essence, the ViewpoiDl:.

perior to the twO moments that set up the resOlllIlllll~

breaking with the associative chain that links them: c.w
brny in its essence, as it was never experienced; ComI:I'If
as Viewpoint, as it was never viewed.

We observed previously that lost time and time.
gained had the same structure of fragmentation or diftIiIa
It is not these elements that distinguish them. It ...

be as fiIIlse to present lost time as unproductive witbiD"
order as to present time regained as totalizing withiD.
order. There are here, on the contrary, twO compJ~

tary processes of production, each defined by the Cdr'
menrs it creates, its system and its products, the SCfCIIf
beat or the weak beat that occupies it. This is indeed fItI/
Proust sees no opposition between the two but definet"

production of partial objects as supporting and reinfolO'
ing that of resonances. Thus the "vocation" of the~
of letters consists not only of the apprenticeship or sill
undetemlined finality (the weak beat), but of the eCfIIII
or the final goal (strong beat).'
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What is new in Proust, what constitutes the eternal

success and the eternal signification of the madeleine, is

not (he simple existence of these ecstasies or of these priv

ileged moments, of which literature affords coundess ex

amples.- Nor is it merely the original way in which Proust

presents them md analyzes them in his own style. It is
nther the fillet that he produces them and that these mo·

ments become the effect of a literary machine. Whence
the multiplication of resonmces at the end of the Search,

at Mme de Guennantes's, as if the machine were discover

ing its maximum efficiency. What is involved is no longer

an extraliterary experience that the man of lette~ reports

or profits by, but m artistic experimentation produced by
literature, a literary effect, in the sense in which we speak

of an electric effect, or an electromagnetic effect. This is

the Supreme instance in which one can say: the machine

works. That art is 3 machine for producing, and notably

fur producing certain effects, ProUSt is most intensely
aW2re_effect:s on other people, because the reade~ or

$pe(tators will begin to discover, in themselves and out

side of themselves, effects analogous to those that the

~or1c of art has been able to produce. "'Women walk by
Ill. the Street, different from women of the past, because

tbey arc Renoin, those Renoirs in which we once refused

to sec women at all. The carriages too are Renoirs and

the Water, and the sky" (11, 327). It is in this sense' that

Prousl states that his own books are an optical instrument.

~Ild it would be a mistake to find it stupid to have expe

~enced, after reading Proust, phenomena analogous to

dee ~esonances he describes. It would be pedantty to won-
t If (hese are cases of paramnesia, of ecmnesia, or ofhy-
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clans that will receive an answer only at the book's end
(and which will receive its answer precisely in the discovery
that art is not only a matter of discovery or creation, but
of production). In the course of the Search, if the reso
nance-as-ecstasy appears as the ultimate goal of life, it is
difficult to see what an can add to it, and the narrator suf
fers the greatest doubts about an. Then later on the res

onance appears as the producer ofa certain effect, but un
der given natural conditions, objective and subjective, and
by means of the unconscious machine of involuntary mem
ory. But at the end, we see what art is capable of adding
to nature: it produces resonances themselves, because style
sets up a resonance between any two objects and from
them extracts a "precious image," substituting for the dt
rmnil1ed conditions ofan1l71ronsciotlS nlttllrnl proOllct the fret
amJh;01/S of 1J11 artistic production (III, 878, 889). Hence

funh art appears for what it is, the uhimate goal of life,
which life cannOt realize by itself; and involuntary mem
ory, utilizing only given resonances, is no more than a
beginning of art in life, a first stage.' Nature or life, still
too heavy, have found in art their spiritual equivalent. Even
inyoluntary memory bas found its spiritual equivalent,
pUre thought, both produced and producing.

The entire interest thus shifts from the privileged nat
~ra.1 mOments to the artistic machine capable of produc
Ing Or reproducing them, of multiplying them: the Book.
11'1 this regard, we can scarcely avoid the comparison with
JO}'ce and his machine for producing epiphtTnies. ForJoyce
too begins by seeking the secret of epiphanies within the
~bject, first within significant contents or ideal significa
llpns, then in the subjective experience of an aesthete. It

pennnesia because Proust's originality is to have~
out of this dassical realm a figure and a mechanism.
did not exist before him. But it is not a matter merely
effects produced upon other people. It is the 'WD1":t.,
thnt produca within itselfand ufW'l itselfits uum effects,
fiJled with them nnd nourished by thern: the work of
nourished by the truths it engenders.

Let there be no misunderstanding: what is p
is not simply the interpretation Proust gives of these
nomena of resonance ("the search for causes"). It is,
the entire phenomenon itself that is interpretatiOll.
course, there is an objective aspect of the phen
for example, the flavor of the madeleine as the
common to nvo moments. There is also a subj
peet: the associative chain that Jinks to this flavor

Combray as it was actually experienced. But if the
nance has both objective and subjective conditiollSt
it produces is ofan altogether different nature: the Eo-il1I!
the spiriruaJ Equivalent, the Combray that was neve.....

and that breaks with the subjective chain. This is why'"
dueing is different from discovering and creating and'
the entire Search turns successively from theo~

of things and from the subjective imagination. NO'It"
more the Search insists on this double renunciation. jJ:
double puri6cation, the more the narrator realizes ..
not only does the resonance produce an aesthetic~
but that the resonance itself can be produced and be ill
itself an artistic effect.

And no doubt this is what the narrator did not laM""
at the beginning. But the whole Search implies a cetfI/IA
argument benveen art and life, a question of their rtliI'
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is only when the significant contents and the ideal Ii
£lcations have collapsed and given way to a multi

of fragments, ro chaos-bur in addition, the sub'

forms to a chaotic and multiple impersonal reality_

the work of art assumes its full meaning, that is,

all the meanings one wants it to have according to its

tioning; the essential point being that it functions.

the machine works. Then the artist, and the reader ia
wake, is the one who "disentangles" and "re-em

setting up a resonance between two objecTS, he p

the epiphany, releasing the precious image from the
ural conditions that detemline it, in order to rein

it in the choscn artistic conditions. 10 "Signifier and

6ed fuse by means of a short-circuit poetically n

but ontologically gratuitous and unforeseen. The

language does not refer to an objective cosmos,

to the work; its comprehension is valid only within
work and is conditioned by the latter's structure.

work as a \¥hole proposes new linguistic conventi

which it is subject and itself becomes the key to its

code."11 Further, the work is a whole, in :I new sense.

by virtue of these new linguistic conventions.

There remains the third Proustian order, that of

versal aJternrion and death. MOle de Guennantes's

with the aging of its guests, makes us see the dis

of features, the frngmentation of gestures, the loss of

ordination of muscles, the changes in color, the ~

tion of moss, lichen, patches of mold on bodies, su

disguises, sublime senilities. Everywhere the approa

death, the sentiment of the presence of a "terrible

the impression of an ending or even of a final ca
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upon a declasse world that is not only governed by for

getting but corroded by time ("slackened or broken, the

machinery's parts no longer functioned ..." [III, 957].)

Now, this final order raises all the more problems in

that it seems to fit into the other two. Beneath the ec

SOlsics, was there not already lurking the idea of death

and the slipping away of the earlier moment? Thus when

the narrator leaned down to unbutton his boot, everything

began exactly as in ecstasy, the present moment set up a

resonance with the earlier one, resuscitating the grand

mother leaning down; but joy had given way to an intol

erable anguish, the pairing of the two moments had bra

L"en down, yielding to a sudden disappearance of the earlier

one, in a certainty of death and nothingness (0, 758). In

the same way, the succession of distinct selves in love af

fairs, or even in the same Jove, already contained a long

train ofsuicides and deaths (Ill, 1037). However, whereas

the first two orders rnised no special problem of reconcil

iation (though the one represented a weak beat, lost rime,

and the other a strong beat, time regained), there is now,

on the contrary, a reconciliation to be found, a contra~

dil"tion to be sunnounted, between this third order and

the othcr two (which is why ProUSt speaks here of "the

gravest objections" to his enterprise). This is because the

partial objccts and selves of the first order deal out death

to each other, each remaining indifferent to the other's

death; they do not yet afford, then, the ideo of deoth as

uniformly imbuing all fragments, carrying them toward a

universal end. With all the more reason, a "conrradic~

ti\ln" is manifest between the survival of the second order

and the nothingness of the third, between "the fixity of
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memory" and "the alteration of beings," between the ..
na1 ecstatic goal and the catastrophic ending en, 7S~
m, 988). TItis contradiction is not resolved in the reaaIo
lection of the grandmother and therefore requires ....

mer exploration: "1 eena.inly did not know if I would~
day ext:raet some bit of trUth from this painful and __
moment incomprehensible impression, but I knew
I ever did, it could only come from that individual.

taneous impression that had been neither traced br
intelligence nor attenuated by my cowardice, but

de:;ath irseJf, the sudden revelation of death, had imp...

upon me as though by a bolt of lightning, accormn,

supernatural and inhuman emblem, a double and

rious furrow" (IT, 759). The contradiction appean

in its most acute fonn: the first twO orders were

rive, and it is for this reason that their reconciliation

no special problem; but the third order, domin:ned br
idea of death, seems absolutely catastrophic and .....
duetive. Can we conceive a machine apable of a.fIII1IIJ.
ing something from this kind of painful impressice"

of producing certain trUths? So long as we cannot. .

work of art encounters "the gravest objections."

Of what, then, does this idea of death consist, .....

is so different from the aggression of the first order (....

what as, in psychoanalysis, the death instinct is disdI"
guished from partial destructive impulses)? It consi_ J
a certain effect: ofTIme. \Vith two given states of the -
person - the earlier that we remember, the present daIC
we experience-the impressjon of aging from one [0'"
other has the effect of pushing the earlier moment 0ljDIIf

a past more than remote, almost improbable," as if gec:)ttJr
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jc111)C.riods had intervened (fi, 939-40). For "in the asr

prai!>JI of rime gone by, it is the first step alone th:u is dif

6cuh. At first we feel great pain at realizing that so much

rime has passed and then that more has not passed. We

bid never dreamed that the eighteenth century was so far

1_'aY. and afterwards we can scarcdy believe that there
can srillremam some churches from the thineenth cen·

nny" (III, 933). It is in this fashion that the movement of

rime, from past to present, is doubled by a forad mtlVt

.art ofgmtur .",p/itJuk, in the contrary direction, which
n,eeps away the two moments, emphasizes the gap be

[\It'een them, and pushes the past still &rther back into

time. It is this second movement that constitutes, in time,

1 -horizon." We must not confuse it with the echo of res

onance; it dilates time infinitely, while resonance con

tr2Cts rime to the maximum degree. The idea of death is
hencefonh less a severance than an effect of mi.nure or

confusion because the amplitude of the forced movement

is as much taken up by the living as by the dead; all are

dying, half dead, or racing to the grave (III, 977). But this

half-death is also of giant stature because, at the heart of

the excessive amplitude of the movement, we can describe

IJlen as monstrous beings, "occupying within lime a much

Qlore considerable place than the limited one that is re

Jerved for them in space, a place on the contrary extended

Qleasurelcssly because they touch simultaneously, like gi.
al\t~, plunged into the years, periods so remote from each

Other _ between which so many days have taken their

Plate-within time" (Ill, 1048). Thus, in the same way,

\Ire are prepared to surmount the objection or the con

tradiction. The idea of death ceases to be an "objection"
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provided we can attach it to an order of production, thl:ta
giving it its place in the work of art. The forced m-.
ment of great amplitude is a machine that produee. the
effect of withdrawal or the idea of death. And in this ...
feet, it is time itself that becomes sensuous: "Time that.
usually not visible, that in order to become so seeks hocIiIt
and, wherever it fmds them, seiies upon them in order..
project its magic lantern upon them," quanering the fat.
ments and features of an aging face, accorcling to its~
conceivable dimension" (lll, 924-25). A machine of.
third order comes to join the preceding two, a .macbiIa
that produces the forced movement and theteby the.
of death.

What has happened in the recollection of the~
mother? A forced movement has meshed gears with.
resonance. The amplitude bearing the idea of death"

swept away the resonant moments as such. But the '*'
lent contradjcrion between time regained and lost tilDeil
resolved provided we attach each of the twO to its at4lI
of production. The entire Search sets three kinds of....
chines to work in the production of the Book: 1n1Kbhtlti

pflltinloijem (impulses), 11Il1chinrs of reSOllRlICe (Eros), -
cbhus offorced 1IIOVe11U!11t (Tbnl11Jtos). Each one praduel'

truths, because it is the nature of truth to be produood
and to be produced as an effect of rime: lost time, by frtI"
menution of partial objects; time regained, by resoJUDdll
lost time that has been lost in another way, by amplitude
of the forced movement, this loss having then p.1ssed iJJIIl'
the work and become the condition of its fonn.

CHAPTER 12

Style

But just what is this fonn, and how are the orders of pro
duction or of truth, the machines, organized within each
other? None has a function of totalization. The essential
point is that the patts of the Seatch remain partitioned,

fragmented, witboM 1l11ytbing /Pcking: eternally partial parts,
open boxes and sealed vessels, swept on by time withour
fomling a whole or presupposing one, without lacking any
thing in this quartering, and denouncing in advance every
organic unity we might seek to introduce into it. When
ProUSt compares his work to a cathedral or to a gown, it
is not to identify himself with a Logos as a splendid tot:al~

Ity but, on the contrary, to emphasize his right to incom
pletion, to seantS and patches (Uf, IOB-34). Time is not
a whole, for the simple reason that it is itself the instance

that preVents the whole. The world has no significant con
tents according to which we could systematize it nor ideal
Significations according to which we could regulate and
hierarchize it. Nor has the subject an associative chain
that could surround the world or stand for its unity. 10
turn toward the subject is no more fruitful than to ob
serve the object: "interpreting" dissolves the one no less
thl\ll the other. Further, any associative chain is broken
and gi\'es way to a Viewpoint superior to the subject. Bur
thl'SC Viewpoints upon the world, veritable Essences, do
flOt in turn fonn a unity or a torality; one might say rather
that J • d h . .Universe correspon s to eac ,not conunulllcatlllg
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with the others, affinuing an irreducible difference as pro..
found as that of the astronomic worJds. Even in art, __

the viewpoints are the purest, "each artist seems then lie
the citizen of an unknown country, a fatherland he _
self has forgotten, different from the one from which ....
come, heading for the Earth, another great artist.'" W
this seems a good definition of the status of essence:_
individuating viewpoint superior to the individuals m...
selves, breaking with their chains of associations; esII8It

appears i1ltmgride these chains, incamated in a closed~
ment, adjlUOlt to what it overwhelms, ront;guqus to ..

it reveals. Even the Church, a viewpoint superior to till
landscape, has the effect of partitioning this Ian...
and rises up itself, at the tum of the road, like the ....
mate partitioned fragment adjacent to the series tbldi
defined by it. That is, the Essences, like the Laws, .....
no power to unify or to tOta1i7..e. "A river passing ....
the bridges of a city W35 shown from a v;nopoint that .....

it seem quhe dislocated, spread out in one place Watt
lake, narrowed in another to a thread, brokene~
by the interposition of a hill crowned with woods ......
the city dweller goes evenings to enjoy the cool of"
evening; and the very rhythm of this discomposed df1
W<lS effected only by the inflexible vertical of the steeP
that did not so much r.lise as, according to the plumb &oe
of weight, marking the cadence as in a triumphal proc:et'
sion, seemed to suspend beneath themselves the ..vtaok
more confused mass of houses tiered in the mist. aloOl
the banks of the disconnected and crumpled river" (J,
B39-4ll).
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The problem is raised by Proust on sever.ll levels:

What constitutes the unity of a work? What makes us
~COD1D1unicate" with a work? What constitutes the unity
of art, if there is such a thing? We have given up seeking
a unity that would unify the partS, a whole dlat would to
talize the fragments. For it is the character and nature of

the pans or fragments to exclude the Logos both as logi
cal unity and as organic totaJity. But there is, there must

be a unity that is the unity ofthis very muJtiplicity, a whole
that is the whole of just these fragments: a One and a
Whole that would not be the principle but, on the con
trary, "the effect" of the multiplicity and of its disconnected
parts. One and Whole that would function as effect, ef
fect of machines, instead ofas principles. A communication
that would not be posited in principle but would result
from the operation of the machines and their detached

parts, their noncommunicating fragments. Philosophically,
Leibniz was the first to raise the problem of a communi
cation resulting from sealed partS or from what does not
communicate. How are we to conceive the communication
of the "monads" that have neither door nor window? Leib
niz answers meretriciously that the closed "monads" all

!lOSscss the same stock, enveloping and expressing the same
","orld in the infinite series of their predicates, each con

lent to have a region of expression distinct from that of
the others, all thus beiJlg different viewpoints toward the
S;,!rnc world that God causes them to envelop. Leibniz's

answer thus restores a preceding totaJjty in the fonn of a
God who slips the same stock of world or of infonnation
'''I)rcesrablished harmony") into each monad and who sets
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up among their solitudes a sponcmeous "correspondenoa._

This can no longer be the case for Proust, for whOQltID
many various worlds correspond to viewpoints toward die
world and for whom unity, tora~ty, and communication_
result only from machines and not constitute ap~
lished stock.2

Once again, the problem of the work of art is ..
problem of a unity and a tota~ty that would be neitJlw

logical nor organic, that is, neither presupposed by'
parts as a lost unity or a frngmeored torality nor forrae:rIf
or prefigured by them in the course of a logicaJd~
ment or of an organic evolution. Proust is all the IDGIIe

conscious of this problem in that he assigns it an oriaiIJ
Balzac was able to raise the problem and therebyb~
ioro existence a new type of work of art. For it is the_
mistake, the same incomprehension of Balzac's genius, _
makes us suppose he had a vague logical idea of the UDiIJ
of the Human Crnnedy beforehand or even that this mdI1
is organically constituted as the work advances. ActutIJJ;
the unity results and is djscovered by Balzac as an q}ldtl
his books. An "effect" is not an illusion: "He reaJjzIe4
suddenly, by projecting upon them a retrospective iIht
mination, that they wouJd be more beautiful united iD.'
cycle in which the same characters wouJd return and added
to his work, in this connection, a brushstroke, the last and
most sublime. A subsequent unity, not a mctitious one.·'
not fictive, perhaps even more real for being subse'"

quent ..." (ill, 161). The mistake would be to supIJO"
that the consciousness or the discovery of unity, cornidl
afterwards, does not change the narnre and the runetiOD
of this One itself. Balzac's One or "'hole is so special thIt
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ir results from the parts without altering the fragment:l
don or disparity of those parts, and, like the dmgons of
IJalbcc or \'intcuil's phrase, is itself valid as a part along
side others, adjacent to others: unity "appears (but relat
ing now to the whole) like anyone fragment composed
separately," like a last locali7.ed brushstroke, not like a
general varnishing. So tbat, in a certain sense, Balzac has
no style: not that he says "everything," as Sainte-Beuve sup-
poses, but the fragments of siJence and of speech, what

he says and what he does not say, are distributed in a frag~

mentation that the whole ultimately confirms because it
results from it, mther than corrects or transcends. "Ill Bal
zac there coexist, not digested, not yet trolls[rnwud, all the
clements of a style-to~come that does not exist. Style does
not suggest, does not reflect: it explains, explicates. It ex~

pJicates moreover by means of the most striking images,
but 1I0t dissolved into the nsf, which make us understand

what he means the way we make it understood in conver
sation if we have an inspired conversation, but without be
ing concel1lrd with harnumy pnJ without intervt1ling.")

Can we say that Proust, tOO, has no style? Is it possi~
ble to say that Proust's sentence, inimitable or too readily
imitable, in any case immediately recognizable, endowed
with a syntax and a vocabulary that are extremely idio

:.yncratic, producing effects that must be designated by
Proust's own name, is nonetheless without style? And how
docs the absence of style become here the inspired power
of a new literaNre? We should have to comp.1re the whole
finale of Time Regained with Balzac's Foreword: the system
of plants has replaced what the Animal was for Balzac;
the worlds have replaced the milieu; essences bave re-
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placed characteristics; silent interpretation has replaced ....
spired conversation." But what is retained, and nli5ed 10,

new value, is the "terrifying confusion," especiaUy wiIb,.
out concern for the whole or for hannony. Style -.

does not propose to describe nor to suggest: as in BaIac.
it is explicative, it explicates with images. It is fIOnItJIt
beause it is identified with "interpreting," pure and .....
out subject, and multiplies the viewpoints toward the ...
tence, within the sentence. The sentence is thus like'"
river that appears "quite dislocated, spread OUt in one pIIct
like a lake, narrowed in another to a thread, broken"
where by the interposition of a hill." Style is the ezpIicI
tion of the signs, at different rates ofdevelopment, f0llow
ing the associative chains proper to each of them, ga..iDiaf
in each case the breaking point of essence as Viewpoilla
whence the role of the incidental, the subordinate, of~
parisons that express in an image this process of expIiceo
bon, the image being a good one if it explicates well, II
ways dashing, never sacrificing to the so-called beautycl.
the whole. Or rather, style begins with two difJtmrt 0b
jects, distant even if they are contiguous: it may be chat:
these two objects resemble each other objectively, are.
the same kind; it may be that they are linked subjectivdJ
by a chain of association. Style will have to sweep all thiI
on, like a river bearing the substances of its bed; but chaC
is nOt what is essential. What is essential occurs when the
sentence achieves a Viewpoint proper to each of the tWO
objects, but precisely a viewpoint that we must call propel'
to the object because the object is already dislocated by
it, as if the viewpoint were divided into a thousand vari~

ous noncommunicating viewpoints, so that, the same~

eration being performed for the other object, the view
points can be set within each other, setting up resonance
:among themselves, a little as the land and the sea ex
change their viewpoint in Elstir's paintings. This is the
~effect" of explicative style: in relation to two given ob
jects, it j1rOduas pama/ objms (it produces thtm as p2rtial

objects set one within another), it produas tff«tJ (If rtSD

'1l1rna andftrrrd mOtJOnmts. Such is the image as produced
by style. This production in the pure state is what we

find in art, painting, literature, or music, above all music.
And as we descxnd the degrees of essence, from the signs
of an to the signs of Nature, love, or even worldliness,
there is necessarily reintroduced a minimwn of objective
description and associative suggestion; but this is only
because essence here has material conditions of incarna
tion that are then substituted for the free artistic spiritual

conditions, as Joyce would say.4 But style is never a ID2t

ter of the man, it is always a matter of essence (nonstyle).
It is never a matter of viewpoint but is constituted by the
coexistence in the same sentence of an infinite series of
viewpoints according to which the object is dislocated,

sets up a resonance, or is amplified.
Hence it is not style that guarantees unity-because

style lllust receive its unity from elsewhere. Nor is it essence,
because essence as viewpoint is perpetually fragmenting
and fragmented. What then is this very special mode of
unity irreducible to any "unification," this very special unity
that appears afterwards, that assures the exchange of \tiew
POints as it does the communication of essences, and that
:lllpears according to the law of essence, itself a fragment
alongside others, a final brushstroke or a localized part?
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The answer is as follows: in a world reduced to a mubia
plicity ofchaos, it is only the formal structure of the W'Xk
of art, insofar as it does not refer to anything else, that
can serve as unity-afterwards (or as Umberto Eco sa,..
"the work as a whole proposes new linguistic conventioQs

to which it submits, and itself becomes the key to its 0-.
code"). But the whole problem is to know on what thit
fonnal structure rests and how it gives the parts and the
style a unity that they would not have without it. N~
we have previously seen, in the most diverse directioas.
the importance ofa trtmmN"StJ/ dimrosir»l in Proust's won:
trnnsversality.5 It is trnnsversality that pennits us, in the
train, not to unify the viewpoints of a landscape, but 18
bring them into communication according to the Jand.
scape's own dimension, in its own dimension, whereas me,
remain noncommunicating according to their own ..

mension. It is transversality that constitutes the sin"
unity and totality of the Meseglise Way and of the Gger.

mantes Way, without suppressing their difference or dit
tance: "'between these routes certain tmnsversals were •
tablished" (III, 1029). It is transversality that establisbel
the prof3nations and is obsessed by the bumblebee, the
transversal insect that C3U5eS the partitioned sexes to COlD'"

municate. It is transversality that assures the transmissioD
of a ray, from one universe to another 3S different as ....

rronomical worlds. The new linguistic convention.. the f0r
mal structure of the work, is therefore rransversality, whic::b
passes through the entire sentence, which proceeds frodI
one sentence to another in the entire book, and which even
unites Proust's book to those he preferred, by Ne~
Chateaubriand, Balzac. For if a work of3rt communicatef
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with a public and even gives rise to that public, if it com
muniCiltes with the other works of the same artist and
gives rise to them, if it communicates with other works
of other artists and gives rise to works to come, it is al
ways within this dimension of tranSVersality, in which unity
and totality are established for themselves, without uni

~1ng or totatiz.ing objects or subjects.6 This additional
dimension is added to those that are occupied by charac
ters, events, and pans of the Search-it is a dimension
in time without common measure with the dimensions
they occupy in space. This dimension causes the view
points to interpenetrnte and briri.gs into the communica
tion the sealed vessels that nonetheless remain dosed:
Odette with Swann, the mother with the narrator, Alber
tine with the narmtor, and then, as a last "brushstroke,"
the old Odette with the Due de Guermantes-~chone

is a captive, and yet aLi communicate trnosversally (Ill,
1029). Such is time, the dimension of the narrator, which
has the power to be the whole of these partS without to
taliting them, the unity of these parts without unifying
them.



CONCLUSION TO PART II

Presence and Function ofMadness:
The Spider

The problem ofan and madness in Proust's work b.a_
been raised. Perhaps this question has little or no meaniIf.
Still less: was Proust mad? This question certainly haM
meaning. Our concern is only with the presence of.....
ness in Proust's work and with the distribution, use..
function of this presence.

For madness at least appears and functions under.
different modality in two main dlaneters, CharJus and AI-
bertine. From Charlus's first appear:rnces, his straDF"
and his eyes themselves are characterized as thOle ~.
spy, a thief, a salesman, a detective, or a ",1Idm1ltl (I, 1st).
Ultimately Morel experiences a well-founded rerror_

the notion that Charlus is animated by a son of crimiMI
madness against him (ill, 804-6). And throughout, peopIa
sense in Charlus the presence of a madness that~

him infinitely more terrifying than if he were merely

ilnmonl or perverse, sinful or blameworthy. Perversitt

"alarms because of the madness sensed within it, much
more than because of any immorality. Mme de SurP

had nOt the slightest sense of a conscious moral sentiJncDt.

and with regard to her sons she would have accepted any

thing that mere worldly interest, comprehensible to an.,.

one, might have discounted and explained. But she for'"
bade them to continue seeing M. de Charlus when she
learned that, by a son of dodcwork mechanism, he ....
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somehow fatally impelled, on C21ch visit, to pinch their

chins and to make them pinch each others'. She experi
enced that anxious feeling of physical mystery that makes

one wonder if the neighbor with whom one had such good
relations may not suffer &000 cannibalism, and to the

Baron's repeated question: won't I be seeing the young
men soon? she replied, conscious of the thunderbolts she

was drawing down upon her head, that they were very

much involved with their swdies, prepantions for a jour

ney, etc. Irresponsibility aggravates sins and even crimes,
whateVer we say. If Landru, supposing he acruaUy killed

his wives, did so for (resistible) reasons of worldly inter

est, he might be pardoned, but not if he murdered out of

motives of some irresistible sadism" (ill, 20S). Beyond

responsibility for sins, madness is innocence of crime.

That Charlus is mad is a probability from the begin

ning, a quasi-<:ertlinty at the end. In Albertine's case, mad

ness is rather a posthumous likelihood that retrOSpectively

casts over her words and gestures, over her entire life, a

new and disturbing light in which Morel tOO is involved.

"10 actuality," Andree says, "Albertine felt it was a !clnd of
criminal madness, and I've often wondered if it wasn't after

a thing like that, having led to a suicide in a family, that

she killed herself" (Ill). What is this mixture of madness

crime~irresponsibiliry-sexuality,which doubdess has some~
thing to do with Proust's cherished theme of parricide,

but which nonetheless does not come down to the all-too

familiar Oedipal schema? A sort of innocencc in crimes

of madness, intolerable as such, including suicide?
Take first of aU the case of Charlus. Charlus immcdi

ately presents himself as a strong personality, an imperial
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individuality. But in fact this individuality is an empire, a
galaxy that conceals or contains many unknown thinp:
what is Charlus's secret? The entire galaxy is structured
around twO notable points: the eyes, the voice. The e,.
sometimes flashing with overbearing briUiance, sometimel
shifting with inquisitive intensity, sometimes feverishly ac:.
tive, sometimes dim with indifference. The voice, which
makes the virile content ofwhat is spoken coexist with an
effeminate manner of expression. Charlus presents him
self as an enormous flashing indicator, a huge opticallllCl
vocal vessel: anyone who listens to Charlus or who ffieeaJ

his gaze finds himself confronting a secret, a mystery fa

be penetrated, to be interpreted, which he presents &om
the Start as likely to proceed to the point of madness. ADd
the necessity of interpreting Charlus is based on the &ct
that this Charlus himself interprets, unceasingly inter-
prets, as if that were his own madness, as if that were ....
ready his delirium, a delirium of interpretation.

From the Charlus-galaxy proceeds a series of utter
ances punctuated by the vacillating gaze. Tbne mJIjM'
speecheJ to the narrator, which find their occasion in the
signs Charlus interprets, as prophet and soothsayer, but
which also find their destination in signs Charlus proposes
to the narrator, here reduced to the role of disciple or
pupil. Yet the essential of these speeches is elsewhere, in
the words deliberately organized, in the phrases sovet'"

eignly arranged, in a Logos that calculates and O'anscendl

the signs of which it makes use: Chari us, master of the
logos. And from this point of view, the three major speecheS
have a common structure, despite their differences o(
rhythm and intensity. A first phase of denial, in which
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Charlus says to the narrator: you interest me, don't sup
pose that you interest me, but.... A second phase of dis

t;lodng, in which Charlus says: between you and me, the
distance is infinite, but JUSt for that reason we can com
plement each other, I am offering you a contract. ... And
a third, unexpected phase, in which it seems that suddenly
the logos goes haywire, traversed by something that can
no longer be organized. It is charged with a power of an
other order, rnge, insult, provocation, profanation, sadis
tic fantasy, demential gesture, the eruption of madness.

This is already true of the first speech, filled with a noble
tenderness but finding its aberrnnt conclusion the next
day on the beach, in M. de Charlus's coarse and prophetic
remark: "You don't give a damn about your old grand
mother, do you, you little snot...." The second speech is
interrupted by a fantasy of Charlus imagining a comical
scene in which Bloch engages in fisticuffs with his father

and pummels his mother's decaying carcass: "As he spoke
these dreadful and almost lunatic words, M. de Charlus

squeezed my arm until it hurt." Finally, the third speech
is blurted out in the violent ordeal of the trampled hat. It
is true that it is not Charlus this time, but the narrator
who tramples the hat; yet we shall see that the narrator
possesses a madness valid for all the others, communicat
ing with Charlus's as with Albertine's, and capable of re

placing them in order to anticipate or develop their effects. l

If Charlus is the apparent master of the Logos, his
speeches are nonetheless disturbed by involuntary signs
that resist the sovereign organization of language and can
nOt be mastered in words and phrases, but rout the logos
and involve us in another realm. "From several splendid
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unerances that tinged his hatreds, one felt that even if
there was an occasion of offended pride or disapJlOiaeed
love, even if there was no more than a cert2in ranear.
some sort of sadism, a teasing disposition, an idee -.
this man was capable ofmunier...." Signs ofviolence ....
m.adness constiruting a certain pathos, counter to and ..
neath the deliberate signs arranged by "logic and fine ....
guage." It is this pathos th.at will now reveal itself as sadI.
in Charlus's appearances where he speaks less and less en.
the summit of his sovereign organization and .i.ncr'e.
ingly betrays himself in the course of a long social ..
pbysiC2i1 decomposition. This is no longer the world "
speeches and of their vertical communiC2itions c.xpteIIIiIr
a hier:uchy of ruJes and positions, but the world of....
chic encounters, of violent accidents, with theira~

transverse communications. This is the Charlus-Jupiia
encounter, in which is revealed the long-awaited secrec
the homosexuality of Charlus. But is this really Chartan
secret? For what is discovered is less homosentaliry,'"
since foreseeable and suspected, than a genen.1 system_

makes such homoseruality into a particular ase ofa deeper
universal madness inextricably intenningling innocenct
and crime. What is discovered is the world in which oat
no longer speaks, the sHent vegetal universe, the madnelt
of the Flowers whose fragmented theme punctuates me
encounter withJupien.

The logos is a huge Animal whose parts unite in I

whole and are unified under a principle or a leading idea;

but the pathos is a vegetal realm consisting ofcellular ele
ments that communicate only indirectly, only margiJU1Jr,
so that no totalization, no unification, can unite this wor4d
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of ultimate fragments. It is a schiwid universe of closed
,"essels, of ceDuJar regions, where contiguity itself is a
disunce: the world of sex. This is what Charlus himself
reaches us beyond his speeches. As individuals possessing
both sexes, though "separated by a partition," we must
cause the intervention of a galactic sttucture of eight ele

ments, in which the male part or the female part of a
man or woman can enter intO relation with the female
part or the male part ofanother woman or man (tm «mt

bi1fJltions for t1H dgbt tlmmrt:1: tl1I rlnnmtin] combinllt;<m
;iJJ IN tkftned by tbt manmtw ofont individUilJ't milk orft
milk pnt TDitb rbt milk or ftm4k ptm ofllnotb" inJividUIIJ.

Th"P"""u= ...k port of. "",,,.ndfmwk portof._
but II/Sf) milk pnt ofII 711tm1111J tmdftmsk J1'Ir1 ofII 71"111, 7IUIJt

pilT1 ofII 7IU1n. Jmd ftmllk JHWf ofII1JDtbrr 7IU1n., 7IUlk pnt ofII

mttn tmd m4k P'"1 of lI1Jotb" 11'Uln. • .• tte.} Abernnt rela
tions between closed vessels; the bumblebee that consti
tutes the communication between flowers and loses its
proper animal value becomes in relation to the latter

merely a marginalized fragment, a disparate element in

an apparatus ofvegetal reproduction.
This may be a composition recognizable everywhere

in the Search: surting from a first galaxy that constitutes
an apparendy circumscribed set, unifiable and toulizable,
one or more series are produced, and these series emerge
in their rum .IS a new galaxy, this time decemered or ec

cClltric, consisting of circling closed cells, disparate shift
ing fragments that follow the transverse vanishing traces.

Take the case of Charlus: the first galaxy features his eyes,
his voice; then the series of speeches; then the ultimate
disturbing world of signs and cells, of closed and commu-
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niating vessels that compose Ch.arlus and can be opened
or interpreted according to the vanishing tr.lIce of an ag.
ing star and its SlItellites ("M. de Charlus navigating bp
means of his whole enormous body, involuntarily drag~

ging behind him one of those hooligans or beggars that
his mere passage now infullibly produced from even l:bc
most apparently desened nooks and crannies ..." rm. 204J).
Yet the SlIme composition governs Albertine's story: l:bc
galaxy of girls from which Albertine slowly extnlcts her
self; the major series of her two successive jealousies; 6
naUy the coexistence of alI the cells in which A1ben:iae
imprisons herself in her lies, but also is imprisoned ..
the narrator, a new g:alaxy that recomposes the first in ill
own fashion, because the end of love is like a rerum ID

the initial indivisibility of thej~u"ufillu. And Alberti.De~

vanishing trace compared to that of Charlus. Further. ia
the exemplary passage of kissing Albertine, the vigi1lllt
namtor starts with Albertine's face, a mobile set in which
the beauty spot stands out as a singular feature, then a
the narrator's lips approach Albertine's cheek, the desired

face passes through a series of successi\'e planes to which
correspond so many Albertines, beauty spot leaping froID
one to the next; ending with the final blur in which AJ.
bertine's face is released and undone, and in which the nat"

rator,losing the use of her lips, her eyes, her nose, recog

nizes "from these hateful signs" that he is in the process
of kissing the beloved being.

If this great law of composition and decomposition
is as valid for Albertine as for Charlus, it is because it is
the law of loves and of sexual..ity. Intersexual loves, notllbl)'
the narrator's for Albertine, are in no way a mask for
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Proust'S own homosexuality. On the contrary, these loves
form the initial set, from which will be derived the twO
homosexual series represented by Albertine and by Char

Ius ("the twO sexes will die each apart from the otherj.
But these series open in their tum into a uansexual uni
verse where the partitioned, sealed sexes regroup within
each one in order to communicate with those of the other
along aberrant tr.lInsverse lines. Now if it is true that a
sort of surface normality characterizes the first level or

the first set, the series that proceed from it on the second
level are marked by au the sufferings, anguishes, and cuI
pabilities of what is called neurosis: the curse of Oedipus
and the prophecy of Samson. But the third level restores
a vegetal innocence within decomposition, assigning to
madness its absolving function in a world where the ves

sels explode or close up again, crimes and sequestrations
that constitute "the human comedy" in Proust's manner,
through which develops a new and final power that over
whelms all the others, a mad power indeed, that of the
Search itself insof.u as it unites the policeman and the

madman, the spy and the salesman, the interpreter and

the claimant.
If Albertine's story and that of Charlus obey the same

gcnernllaw, madness has nonetheless a very different fonn
and function in each case, and is not distributed in the
same way, We see three main differences between the
Charlus-madness and the Albertine-madness. The first is
that Charlus possesses a superior individuation as an im

perial individuality. Charius' problem henceforth concerns
communication. The questions "what is Charlus hiding?"
and "what are the secret cells his individuality conceals?"
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refer to communications that must be discovered, to their
3bemmcy, so that the Charlus-madness can be 1TWlifested.
interpreted, 3nd can interpret itself, only by means of vi~

olent 300dental encounters, in rel3tion to the new mi-
lieus in which Charlus is plunged that will 3et as so many
developers, inductOrs, communicators (encounters with
the narrator, encounter with Jupien, encounter with me
Verdurins, encounter at the brothel). Albertine's case is
different, because ber problem concerns individuation it
self: which of the girls is she? How to extract and select
her from the undifferentiated group ofjnmesfil/es? Here,
it seems th3t her communications are initially given, bat
what is specifically hidden is the mystery of her individu
ation, and this mystery can be fathomed only inso&r •
the communications 3re interrupted, forcefully brought
to 3 halt, Albertine made 3 captive, immured, sequestered.
A second difference proceeds from this one. Charlus is

the master of discourse, with him evuything happens br
means of words, but on the other hand nothing happeos
in words. Charlus's invesanenrs are above 311 verbal, 10

that things or objects present themselves 3S involunt2ry
signs turned against discourse, sometimes making speech
go haywire, sometimes fonning a counterlanguage that
develops in the silence ofencounters. Albertine's relatiOD

to language, on the contrary, consists of humble lies and
not of royal deviance. This is because, in her, investment
remains an investment in the thing or the object that will
be expressed in language itself, provided it fragments lan
guage's del.iberate signs and subjects them to the laws of
lying that here insert the involuntary: then everything can
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happen in 13nguage (including silence) precisely because

nothing happens by means of language.
There is a third great difference. At the end of the

nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twenti
eth, psychiatry established a vel)' interesting distinction
between twO kinds ofsign-deliriums: deliriums ofa p2n

noiac type of interpret:iltion and deliriums of an erato
maniacal or jdlous type of demand. The fanner have an
insidious beginning, 11 gradwal development that depends

essentially on endogenous forces, spreading in a general
network: that mobilizes the series of verbal invesunenrs.
The latter begin much more abruptly and are linlc.ed to
real or imagined enema! occasions; they depend on a sort
of "postulate" concerning 11 specific object, and enter into
limited cousteUations; they are not SO much a deliriwn of
ideas passing through an enended system ofverbal invest
ments as 11 delirium of action animated by an intensive

investment in the object (erotomania, for instance, pres
ents itself as a delirious pursuit of the beloved, nther
than as a delirious illusion of being loved). ThUt $trond

dt/iriums form a suamiun offtnitt /intar prowses, wbi/t tht
fmt fuml raJigting drru/ar sm. We are not saying, ofcourse,

that Proust applies to his charneters a psychiatric distinc·
tion that was being elaborated in his era. But Charlus
and Albertine, respectively, trace paths within the Search
that correspond to this distinction, in a very specific fash
ion. We have tried to show this for Charlus, an extreme
paranoiac: his first appearances are insidious, the devel
Opment and precipitation of his delirium testifie.~ to re
doubmble endogenous forces, and all his verbal interpre-
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tlItive madness masks the more mysterious signs of the
nonJanguage working within him; in shon, the enonnous
Charlus networLc. But on the other hand, Albertine: ber-.
self an object, or in pursuit ofobjects on her own 2CCOWU;

launching postulates with which she is familiar, or eItt
imprisoned by the namltor in a dead-end postulate of
which she is the victim (Albmine nt«SSllri/y lind II pr-;.;
guilty, to low 'Without bting kwtd, to be hllnh, mJeI, 11M tltaf
tive with whot one /qves). Erotomaniac and jealous, thoup

it is also and above all the narrator who shows himteIf
to be these things with ber. And the series of the two

jealousies with regard to Albertine, inseplill'21ble in eICb
case from the external cx:casion, constituting successiwe

processes. And the signs of language and of nonJanguqe
insert themselves here one within the other, fonning the
limited constellations of lying. A whole delirium of IIC'a

tion and of demand, quite different from Charlus's defir..
ium of ideas and interpretation.

But why must we confuse in one and the same case

Albertine and the narrator's behavior with regard to Al
bertine? Everything tells us, it is troe, that the narraton
jealousy concerns an Albertine profoundly jealous with
regard to her own "objectS!' And the narrator's erotoOU·
nia with regard to Albertine (the delirious pursuit of the

beloved with no illusion of being loved) is interrupted by
Albertine's own erotomania, long suspected, then con·
finned as the secret that provoked the narrator's jealousy.
And the narrator's demand, to imprison and immure Al
bertine, masks Albertine's demands realized too late. It is
also true that Charlus's case is analogous: there is no WilY
ofdistinguishing the labor ofCharlus's interpretative delir-
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ium from the narrator's long labor of interpret21tive delir
iwn concerning Charlus. But we ask exactly whence comes
the necessity of these partial identifiations and what is

their function in the Search?
Jealous of Albertine, interpreter of Charlus-what

is the narrator, ultimately, in himself? To accept the ne
cessity of distinguishing the narrator and the hero as two
subjects (subject of inonnahon and subject of &rona) would
be to refer the Search to a system of subjectivity (a dou

bled, split subject) that is alien to it. There is less a narra
tor than a machine of the Search, and less a hero than
the arrangements by which the machine functions under
one or another configuration, according to one Or another
articulation, for one or another purpose, for one or an

other production. It is only in this sense that we can ask
what the natT2tor-hero is, who does nOt function as a sub
ject. The reader at least is struck by the insistence with
which Proust presents the narrator as incapable of see
ing, of perceiving, of remembering, of underst21nding ... ,
etc. This is the great opposition to the Goncoun or Sainte·
Seuve method. A constant theme of the Search, which
culminates in the Verdurins' country house ("I see that

you like drafts of fresh air.... [Il, 9441). Actually the nar
Tator has no organs or never has those he needs, those he
wants. He notices this himself in the scene of the first
kiss he gives Albertine, when he complains that we have

no adequate organ to perform such an action that 611s
Our lips, stuffs our nose, and closes our eyes. Indeed the
narrator is an enormous Body without organs.

But what is a body without or~ns? The spider tOO
sees nothing, perceives nothing, remembers nothing. She
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receives only the slightest vibration at the edge of her
web, which propagates itself in her body as an intensive
wave and sends her leaping to the necessary place. With~
out eyes, without nose, without mouth, she answers only
to signs, the merest sign surging through her body and
causing her to spring upon her prey. The Search is not

constructed lilre a cathedral or like a gown, but like a web.
The spider~Namltor,whose web is the Search being spun,
being woven by each thread stirred by one sign or an~

other: the web and the spider, the web and the body are
one and the same machine. Though endowed with an ez~

creme sensibility and a prodigious memory, the narrator
has no organs inso&r as he is deprived of any voluntary
and organized use of such filculties. On the other hand, •
faculty functions within him when constrained and obliged
to do 50; and the corresponding organ wakens within
him, but as an inttmive ()U.t/ine roused by the waves that
provoke its involuntary use. Involuntary sensibility, in·
voluntary memory, involuntary thought that are, each
time, like the intense totalizing reactions of the organless
body to signs of one nature or another. It is this body,
this spider's web, that opens or seals each of the tiny cells
that a sticky thread of the Search happens to touch. Strange
plasticity of the narrator: it is this spider~body of the nar
rator, the spy, the policeman, the jealous lover, the inter
preter-the madman-the Wliversal schizophrenic who
will send out a thread toward Charlus the paranoiac, an
other thread toward Albenine the erotomaniac, in order
to make them so many marionettes of his own delirium,
so many intensive powers of his organless body, so many
profiles of his own madness.

Notes

3. Apprenticeship
I. U, 66: "Fr:m~ise was the first to give me the example

(which J was not to undersund until later ...)."
2. Ill, 888-96. It must not be supposed that Proust's cri

tique of objectiv1sm can be applied to what is called today the
nt7D nwtJ. The new novel's methods of describing the object have
a meaning only in re1:ltion to the subjective modifications that
they serve to reveal, and, without them. would remain imper
ceptible. The new novel remains under the sign of hieroglyphs

and implied truths.

S. The Secondary Role ofMemory
1. ill, 889 (..... or even, as in life ...").

8. Antilogos
I. The dialectic is not sepanble from these extrinsic char

acteristics; thus Bergson defines it by twO chancteristics: the
conversation between friends and the conventionaJ significa
tion of words (sec La Ptnsit n It ml)uvll1It, Presses Universi

taires de France, pp. 86--88).
2. m, 713. It is in this pastiche of the GoncourtS that Proust

carries furthest his critique of obstnJaul)tI, a critique that is one

of the consunt themes of the Search.
3. II, 756. On the intelligence that must "come after," see

lU, 880, and the whole preface to Contrt Samtt-Bnrot.
4. tI, 260: "Monsieur de Norpois. conttmed by the tum

events were about to uke, lmev.· perfectly well that it was not
by the word Pella, or by the word War, that he would discover
their significations. but by another, banal in appeu:lDtt, terri
ble or consecrated, which the diplomat, with the help of his code,

would immediately be able to read, and to which. in order to
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safeguard the dignity of France; he would reply by mother word
just 2S banal but under which the minister of the enemy nation
would immediately see: \Var."

5. Cf. Aeschylus., Agll1flmrnon, 460-502.

9. Cells and Vessels

I. \-Ve h:we already rem.uked that the madeleine is a case
of succes:sfuJ ap/i(luion (contrary to the three tree$, for exam
ple, wh~ content remains lost for~'l:J"). But only half.success
ful; for, though "the essence" is already invoked, the narr,uOl'
remains at the point of the associative chain that does nOt yet

explain "why this memory made him so happy." It is only at the
ud of the Search Wt the theory and apc:rience ofEsse:nce are
given their final Status.

2. 1,87: it was not by the accident of a simple associ-
ation of thought "

3. l, 610-11: "It was a long and crud suicide of that self
within me who Im'ed Gilbene that I continually sought to ef
fect, with the clear a.....areness not only of whu I was doing in
the present, but of what would result from it for the future."

4. On the two associative movements in opposite direc
tions, see I, 660. It is this disappointment that will be recom
pensed, without being made good, by the pleasures of geneal
ogy or of the etymology of proper names.

5. As Georges Poulet pUIS it: "The Proustian universe is
a universe in fragments, of which the fragments contain other
universes, these roo, in their rum, in fnagments.... loe temporal
discontinuity is itself preceded, ~-en go\'(~med, by a srill more
radical discontinuity, that of space." However, Poulet upholds
in Proust's work the rights of a continuity and of a unity whose
very particular original nature he docs not attempt to define;
this is because, funner, he tends to deny the originality or the
specificity of Prousrian rime. (On the preten that this rime has
nothing to do with a Bergsonim duration, he asserts that it is a
sp3rialized rime.) The problem of a world in fnagments, in its
most general plIrpon, has been raised by Maurice Blanchot.
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The question is to discover whl[ is the unity or nonunity of a
ceruin world, once it is said thl[ such a world neither supposes
nor fonns a whole: "If ,...e say fragment Vo'C must not only say
fnlgmen12tion of m already existing reality, nor a moment of a
whole still to come.... In the violence of the fragment, an en
tirely different relation is given to us," "a new relation with the
Enemal "'orld," "an aRinnation irreducible to unity," which
cannOt be reduced to aphoristic fonn.

6. II, 365-66: "I learned, from these deres12ble signs,
that I[ last I was in the act of kissing Albertine's cheek."

7. For Odette as for Albertine, Proust invokes those
fnagmencs of truth that, introduced by the beloved in order to
authenticate a lie, hl\-e on the contrary the effect of fe\oealing
it. But before bearing on the truth or falsity of a narnm'C, this
"disagreement" bears on the words themselves that, united in a
single sentence, have very diverse origins and conn012tions.

8. 1,655: "The train changed direction ... and I was sony
10 nn-e lost my strip of pink sky when I caught sight of it again,
but red this time, in the opposite window, which it abandoned
I[ a second turning of the roadbed; so that I spent my rime run
ning from one window to the other in order to relate, to re
mount the intenniuent md opposite fnagmencs of my splendid
and changeable scarlet morning, and to gain a tota.l view of it, a
continuous picture." This ten ceminly in...-okes :I. continuity
and a totality, but the essential point is to mow where these are
elaborated-neither in the viewpoint nor in the thing seen, but
in the transversal, from one window to the other.

9. I, 644; "l'be specific pleasure of travel. .. is to make
the difference between departure and arrival not IS imperupri
ble but IS profound as possible, to apc:rience it in its to12lity,
. "Intact•.••

10. m, 545~; "In physical suffering at least we do not
have to choose our pain ourseh"es. Our disease detennines it
and imposes it upon us. But in jealousy, we must test in a sense
every kind of suffering and every siu before deciding on the
one that seems likely to suit us."
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II. Cf. the fumous descriptions of sleep and wak.ing, I, 3_
9; II, 86-88.

11. m. 593. He~ it is fo~tring that has a poweroffrag_
mented interpolation, introducing distances between us and~
cenl events, but in II, 757, it is memory that is interpolated and
establishes the contiguity in distant things.

10. Levels of the Search

I. rn, 615. And C""m S4;"t~-Btwt,chap. XlD.
1. lU, 489: "In a crowd, the5C elements can ..."
3. Gide, militating for the rights of a homosexuality-as

logos, reproaches Proust for considering only cases of inversion
and effeminacy. He thus remains on the second I~-d and seems
not to understlIld me Proustian theory at all. (The same is true

of those who remain at the theme of guilt in Proust.)
4. This theme of prof-mation, so frequent in his work and

his life, is genen,ally expressed by Proust in tenos of "belief":
for enmple, I. 161-64. I beJi~'e it refers. n,ather, to an entire
technique of contiguities, of partitionings and commumcatiODI
between sealed vessels.

5. 10 love without being loved: I, 927. To Stop loving: I.
610-11; Ill, 173. 10 be harsh and to deceive the beIO'\'ed: m, III.

11. The Three Machines

I. Ill, lOB, 911: "But other features (such as inversion)
may make it necessary for the reader to read in a cemin WilY in
order to read well; the author has no cause for offense here. but
on the contrary. must grant the reader the greatest freedom.
telling him: Look for yourself, see if you see ooter with this
lens, or this one, or even this one."

1. Stltcud Lettm (}[Mllk(}lm Lutvry, Lippincott, p. 66.
3. W, 900: "A man who is born scnsiti\'e and who hu no

imagination might all me same write adminble n01..els. ..
4. On me concept of production in its ~Iations with lir

eratu~, see Pierre: Machete)', Prnw ",,,t tbiorit dt III proJlKtiMI
lintrllirt, Maspero.
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5. lll, 879. Even memory, still too material. needs a spiri
twd t/flIiv.lmt: 1Il, 374-75.

6. The organization of Ttm~ Ihg"intd from "the party at
;\tme de Guermantes's" is therefore as follows: (a) the order of
reminiscences and singular essences as a first dimension of the
work of art, ITJ, 866-96; (b) transition to suffering and love by
virtue of the requirements of the toul '\lo-ark of art, ill, 896-98;
(c) the order of pleasures and sufferings, and their general laws,
as the second dimension of the work of an, con6nning the
first, ITJ, 899-917; (d) transition, return to me first: dimension,
[II, 918-20; (e) the order of 21teration 2nd death, as third di·
mension of the "'-arY of art contradicting the first, but overcom
ing the contr:lldiction, m. 921-1029; (I) the Book with its mree
dimensions, In. 1019-48.

7. On the ecstatic character of resonance, see il, 874-75.
8. See the splendid analysis by Michel Sauriau, l.A M.ti?rt,

'" ltttrt d It vtTbt, R«bmhu pbikmJpbi'lutJ, Ill.
9. rII, 889: "Had not nature heJ5elf, from this viewpoint,

put me on the path of art, was not natu~ a beginning of art?"
10. See Joyce, Sttpbm Htrt. We have seen that the same

was true of Proust, :and that, in art, essence itself deternlined
the conditions of its incarnation, instead of depending on given

natural conditions.
II. Umbeno Eco, L'Onn:rr IJrrotTtt (paris: Editions du

Seuil), p. 231.

12. Style
I. m, 157. This is the \'ery power of art "Oy an alone, we

can get outside ourseh·es., can blow what others see in this uni
\'erse that is not the same as ours and whose landscapes would
have remained as unlmown to us as those that may be on the
M.oon. Thanks to art, instead of seeing a single world, our 0\\-11,

we see it multiplied. and we have as many .....orlds at our dis
po52J as there are original artists, worlds more different from
e3ch other than those thai spin through infinity ..... On, 895
96).
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2. Proust certainly read Leibniz., if onl}' in school: Saint
Loup, in his theory of war and strategy, invokes a specific fKNm
of Ldbniz.i.an doctrine ('"You remember that book of philoso
phy we were reading together at Ball)ec ...tt; 0, 115-16). More
generally, we have found dut Proust's singular essences were
closer to the Leibnizian monads than to Platonic essences.

l. Cantrr S8mtt-BnrJt, pp. 207-8 and 216: ·unorganiud
style." The entire chapter insisrs on the tJJtm oflitmltlln, anal
ogous to vcrit2ble optical effects.

4. We should hu'C to compare the Prowtian conception
of the image with other post-Symbolist conttptions: for CDm

pie, Joyce's epiphany or Pound's imagism and \'Orticism. The
following fC1llrures seem to be shared: image as autOllOmOUS
link between twO concrete objects ;,wI'" as they are different
(image, concrete equation); style, as multiplicity of viewpoints
toWard the same object and exchange of viewpoims toward sev
eral objects; language, as inregn.ting and comprehending irs own
variations constitutive of a universal history and making each
frigmenr speak according to irs own voice; literature as produc
tion, as operation of effect-producing machines; explication, not

as didactic intention but as technique of envelopment and de
velopment; writing as itkogrtrmmatic method (with which Prousr
allies himself on several occasions).

5. In relation to psychoanalytic investigations, Felix Guat
tari has fonned a very rich concept of "rransversaliry" to ac
count for communications and relations of the unconscious: see
"La Transversalite," Psychothirapit insrimt;ondlt, no. I.

6. See the great passages on an in the Search: communi
cation of a work with a public em, 895-96); communication
between two works by one author, ror example, the SOllata and
the septet (IIl, 249-57); communication between different artists
(H, 327; 1J1, 158-59).

Conclusion to Part U

I. Charlus's three speeehes: I, 765-67; n, 285-96; n,
553-65.
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